FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Commencement Ceremony

9:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m.  May 3, 2024
9:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m.  May 4, 2024

Donald L. Tucker Civic Center
HISTORY OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

In 1851, state legislators provided for the establishment of two institutions of higher learning in Florida east and west of the Suwanee River. The purpose for these schools was to instruct men and women in the art of teaching all facets of a common school education, as well as to provide instruction in the mechanic arts; husbandry; agriculture; fundamental laws; and citizens’ rights and duties. In 1856, when state representatives accepted Tallahassee Mayor Francis Eppes’ offer of city-owned land and the Florida Institute’s existing school building, Tallahassee became the western institution’s permanent home.

Following the Civil War, the Florida Institute entered a period of growth and development. By 1897 it had become the first liberal arts college in the state, and in 1901 became Florida State College. In 1905, the Legislature reorganized Florida’s educational system. The school became an all-women’s college and was subsequently renamed Florida State College for Women. However, when World War II ended, returning veterans required additional educational resources. In 1947, the Governor signed an act of the Legislature returning FSCW to a coeducational institution and renaming it The Florida State University.

The 1950s and 60s brought further development and expansion with the addition of new colleges and schools, such as Business, Library Science, Social Welfare (later split into Social Work and Criminology), and Nursing. The 1970s and 80s saw the establishment of programs in African American Studies, Women’s Studies, and the expansion and strengthening of the Liberal Arts Program. From 1957 to 2000, FSU opened study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama; Florence, Italy; London, England; and Valencia, Spain. FSU’s International Programs offers study opportunities that vary from year to year, but can include locations in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. Additionally, The Center for Global Engagement hosts exchange programs in Jamaica and Germany (Beyond Borders).

Between 2001 and 2015, a new College of Medicine opened, and regional medical campuses were added throughout the state. In 2005, The Pathways of Excellence initiative was designed to competitively hire faculty to enhance the university’s standing through a series of strategic goals. Most notably, benchmarks were met that led to FSU being named a preeminent university by the Florida Legislature, which set it on a path to become one of the top 25 public universities in the nation.

In each succeeding decade, Florida State University has added to its academic organization and presently comprises eighteen independent colleges. The University offers 267 bachelors, masters, and specialist degrees as well as 84 doctoral degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law and the Doctor of Medicine. Recent efforts have been focused on elevating the university’s reputation as a preeminent research institution; presiding over a one billion dollar fundraising campaign; advancing the university’s academic and research mission; championing diversity and inclusion; becoming one of the most veteran-friendly campuses in the country; and welcoming the best and brightest students in the university’s history.

SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA

The Seminole Tribe of Florida and Florida State University maintain a close relationship based on friendship, mutual respect, and support for one another. The Seminole Tribe of Florida are a courageous, tenacious, and determined people who, against great odds, fought successfully to preserve their culture and to live their lives according to their traditions and beliefs. Since 1947, FSU has proudly identified itself with this heroic tribe. FSU’s use of the name honors the strength and bravery of these people, who never surrendered and ultimately persevered.
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
The Honorable Manny Diaz, Jr.

CHANCELLOR
STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA
The Honorable Ray Rodrigues

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
The Honorable Brian Lamb, Chair
The Honorable Ashley Bell Barnett
The Honorable Timothy M. Cerio
The Honorable Aubrey Edge
The Honorable Patricia Frost
The Honorable Edward Haddock
The Honorable Jack Hitchcock
The Honorable Ken Jones
The Honorable Darlene Luccio Jordan
The Honorable Alan Levine
The Honorable Charles H. Lydecker
The Honorable Craig Mateer
The Honorable Jose Oliva
The Honorable Amanda J. Phalin
The Honorable Eric Silagy

ACADEMIC DEANS
Dedman College of Hospitality
Dr. Donald Farr
Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship
Dr. Susan Fiorito
College of Applied Studies
Dr. Randall Hanna
The Graduate School
Dr. Mark Riley
College of Medicine
Dr. Alma Littles, Interim Dean
College of Motion Picture Arts
Mr. Reb Braddock
FAMU-FSU College of Engineering
Dr. Suvranu De
College of Fine Arts
Dr. James Frazier
College of Communication and Information
Dr. Michelle Kazmer
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
Dr. Tim Chapin
College of Law
Dr. Erin O’Hara O’Connor
College of Nursing
Dr. Jing Wang
College of Business
Dr. Michael Hartline
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg
College of Social Work
Dr. David W. Springer
College of Music
Dr. Todd Queen
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
Dr. Damon Andrew
College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Sam Huckaba
Undergraduate Studies
Dr. Joe O’Shea
University Libraries
Dr. Gale Etschmaier
Dean of Students
Angela Chong, JD
ORDER OF
THE CONFERRAL
OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at Florida State University, the Dedman College of Hospitality is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

Dedman College of Hospitality
Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship
College of Applied Studies
College of Medicine
College of Motion Picture Arts
FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Communication and Information
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
College of Law
College of Nursing
College of Business
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Social Work
College of Music
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences

CONFERENCEMENT
MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS
James Hunt
Rochelle Marrinan
Allison Peters
Erin Sylvester Philpot
Amy Soans
Geoffrey Thomas
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS
Courtney Barry
Heather Bishop
Brandon Bowden
Craig Filar
Shane Hockin
Lynn Hogan
Holly Hunt
Shannon Staten
Samantha Tackett
Felicia Williams

DOCTORAL MARSHALS
Debra Fadool
Jennifer Farinella
Sara Hamon
Keith McCall
Sophia Rahming
Adrienne Stephenson
William Woodyard

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Kim Barber, Jim Clark, Jimmy Cole, Julie Decker, Taylor Gomez, Marissa Langston, Joe O'Shea, Dennis Schnitker
Commencement Exercises
Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees
Richard McCullough, President, Presiding

Processional
*Pomp and Circumstance*

Sir Edward Elgar
FSU College of Music Commence Brass
Ms. Jacquelyn Tabone, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance, and the National Anthem)

Welcome and Comments

Welcome

**FRIDAY MORNING**
Commencement Address

**FRIDAY AFTERNOON**
Commencement Address

**FRIDAY EVENING**
Commencement Address

**SATURDAY MORNING**
Commencement Address

**SATURDAY AFTERNOON**
Commencement Address

**SATURDAY EVENING**
Commencement Address

Conferring of Academic Degrees

Recessional
*Hymn to the Garnet and Gold*

President McCullough

Mr. Jack Hitchcock
Student Body President

Dr. James J. Clark
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Mr. James M. Seneff
Executive Chairman & Director, CNL Financial Group

The Honorable Neal Dunn, M.D.
United States House of Representatives

Mr. Christopher Iansiti
Founder & President, Iansiti Performance Group
Chairman, FSU Foundation Board

Mr. Odell Haggins
Associate Head Coach & Defensive Tackles Coach
Longest-Tenured Active Assistant Coach in College Football
Two-time Interim Head Coach, FSU Football

The Honorable Donna Deegan
45th Mayor of the City of Jacksonville, FL

President McCullough

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by Charles Carter
FSU College of Music Commence Brass
Ms. Tabone, Conductor
Ms. Dawson Franzino, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Patterned after medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement, and wearer's academic discipline. The colors on the trimmings of doctoral gowns, the edging on hoods, and the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates reflect the student's academic area of study.

The colors seen at an FSU commencement ceremony are traditional and include white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences, and green for medicine.

The wearer's degree is reflected by their gown and hood. A gown worn fastened at the top that features long, pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long, chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and will agree with the hood's edging.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears a hood whose lining is in the colors of his or her alma mater, with edging that represents his or her academic discipline.

The color of the undergraduate candidate's cap tassel indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates-for-degree usually wear black tassels; however, the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left side of the cap. Thereafter, it remains on the cap's left side.

The continuity of these academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages, and tradition dictates that they should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility, as well.

Students who are wearing cords in today's ceremony are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded only to undergraduates. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate Cum Laude (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for Magna Cum Laude (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for Summa Cum Laude (garnet and gold cord).

THE MACE

With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president. The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION

The medallion, which bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. Richard McCullough is the seventh president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions.

THE BANNER

The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier's position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.
DEDMAN COLLEGE
OF HOSPITALITY

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Jarrett Austin Affronti – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Grace Caroline Anthony (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Katherine Marie Ash (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Isabelle F. Augustin – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sid A. Baker – Global Club Management and Leadership
Sailor A. Blair – Global Club Management and Leadership
Shannon Celeste Bomar – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jiana Lynn Boros – Global Club Management and Leadership
Madison Emily Bracci – Recreation and Tourism Management
BreAnn Rose Brown – Hospitality and Tourism Management
James Frederick Bunyan – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Pamela S. Cabrera (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Andres Manuel Campos – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kaitlyn Ann Cardinal – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Valentina Celiz (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lorelai Elizabeth Chambers – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Vincent Samuel Christiano – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ellie Summer Ciroski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Micaela Cohen (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Daniel Steven Cooper – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ashlyn Mackenley Curran – Recreation and Tourism Management
Melissa Elise Dauphinee – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jacob Andrew Deguia – Global Club Management and Leadership
Jackson Reed Delaney – Recreation and Tourism Management
Tia H. Deschler (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Mark Eric Diamond – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jackson Edward Dinnie – Recreation and Tourism Management
Madison Hayley Ducat – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kyle Joseph Egloff – Global Club Management and Leadership
Sierra Nicole Elkhatibi (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management

Kate Marie Eldridge – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Aisha G. El-Gazzar – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Annie Elizabeth Fishman (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Owen Jagger Forrest – Hospitality and Tourism Management
William Marvin Foster – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Liza François (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alex James Gaertner – Recreation and Tourism Management
Emily Gallardo (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alysa Amanda Garcia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jenna Michelle Gaylord – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kailyn Cherry Geeslin (CUM LAUDE) – Global Club Management and Leadership
Jacqueline Gormely – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Frazier Hughes Grade – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kaila Michelle Greene – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Makena Leigh Hagan – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brody James Halliburton – Global Club Management and Leadership
Mason Allan Harry (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Eryn Renee Hawkes – Recreation and Tourism Management
Anna Beth Hartsfield – Recreation and Tourism Management
Jordan Elise Haynes – Recreation and Tourism Management
Kameron Blake Henry – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Haleigh DeAnna Howell – Hospitality and Tourism Management
James Wilton Hudson – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alexa Ierardi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Isabel E. Imbastari – Recreation and Tourism Management
Katharine Wescott Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Steven Jacob Kaminecki – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Max Karlan – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Colby Klein (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
William C. Koo – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Hanosh Rene Lane – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Zoe Juliana Leereveld – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jessica LeMae Linge – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Justin Shane Lipovick – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Christian Angel Lopez (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Abigail Rosalie Lowrimore – Recreation and Tourism Management
Estefania Alexandra Lucero – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lucas Brian Manley – Hospitality and Tourism Management

Mariliz Elena Mateo – Global Club Management and Leadership
Emmaline Rose McCaskill (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Global Club Management and Leadership
Juliette Rose McCormick – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ashleigh Ann McCoy (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Adriana Sofia Melendez Troche – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Gabriela Miller – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Eleanor Leigh Moonshower – Global Club Management and Leadership
Holly Regan Mulder (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation and Tourism Management
Elizabeth Marie Newland – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Amelie Alexandra Nichol – Global Club Management and Leadership
Jean Paul Luis Ojeda – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Julian L. Ojeda – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jay Maxwell Potter – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Carson Joseph Powell – Recreation and Tourism Management
Sydney Gallagher Putnam (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Eva Fernanda Raynor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Abby Kate Reams (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jamara Riley – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ariana Gabriela Rodriguez Urdaneta (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management and Chinese Language & Culture
Myllie Anne Rogers – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Autumn Joan Rose (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Avia Rosen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Katherine Elise Rudnicki (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Natalie Fernanda Santizo – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Joshua Sauer (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Madeline Elizabeth Savary – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Claire Theresa Schumacher – Global Club Management and Leadership
Jordan Wesley Seifert – Recreation and Tourism Management
Benjamin Louis Shapiro – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Caitlin Hales Shapourmanesh – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Emma Rose Sheehan – Global Club Management and Leadership
Paige Shrewsbury – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sasha Hailey Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Shaylee Ann Snyder – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Benjamín Fernando Sockel – Global Club Management and Leadership
Jonathan Gordon Sorensen – Recreation and Tourism Management
Sydney Elizabeth Spellman (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sarah Nicole Spitzig – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brooke Lauren Stalcup – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kevin Steinfeld – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alyssa Carol Stern (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brian Alan Stiegitz – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kieran Jon Summersfield – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Katherine T. Thornhill (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jadon Seth Tirado – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Marley Jade Torbeck – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Joanna Jisele Valcin – Hospitality and Tourism Management and Recreation and Tourism Management
Reanna Britney Walker – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lily Chappell Ward – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Alwalek Washington – Recreation and Tourism Management
Grace Alison Wells – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Samantha Marie West (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sidney Carlynn Wier – Recreation and Tourism Management
Margaret Elise Wilbur (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Zaynah Zafirah Williams – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sarah Kendall Wnk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Recreation and Tourism Management and Sport Management
Rylee Nicole Woodall – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Anthony Channing Young – Global Club Management and Leadership
Joshua Younger – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sela Kathleen Zaccagnino – Hospitality and Tourism Management

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Amanda Iasiello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Savannah Rae Adams (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Aiden Paul Anderla – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Benjamin D. Arney (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Liabella Alexis Bernie (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Stephanie Renee Botuchy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Cristina Brasfield – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jacoria Mikeria Burton – Retail Entrepreneurship
William Dean Byrd, Jr. – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ryleigh Lina Calcutt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Jamie Anna Cantone (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Winnem Edward Carlson III – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Jeannine Appel Castro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ryan Alexander Cohen – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Franklin Jannan Collins – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Blake Cover – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Kendall Amarise Crider – Retail Entrepreneurship
Kat Adara D’Amario (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jenna Linh Davies (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Emma Marie DeWitt – Retail Entrepreneurship
Calvin Drake (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Luke William Drivick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Isabella Joelle Dunn – Retail Entrepreneurship
Emalee Rose Edmisten – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Kennedy Joy Foristall – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ashley Monika Forman – Retail Entrepreneurship
Luis Enrique Fumero – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Madeleine Jane Gallagher – Retail Entrepreneurship
Isabella Rose Gallucci – Retail Entrepreneurship
Julia Thuy Garab – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jolene Genevieve – STEM Entrepreneurship
Blake Joseph Geoghan, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Jamie Corinne Gerhart Searles (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Sophia Elizabeth Givens – Retail Entrepreneurship
Kaylie Anne Grout – STEM Entrepreneurship
Jennifer Nicole Guzman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Adam Joseph Hall – Retail Entrepreneurship
Joshua V. Hall-Gomez – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jared Christopher Hanna – STEM Entrepreneurship
Kathryn Rose Harrison – Retail Entrepreneurship
Lauren Elizabeth Henry – Retail Entrepreneurship
Isabella Eveline Hernandez – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Claudia Lucia Hernandez Ramos – Commercial Entrepreneurship

Carl Ashton Herndon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Ellie Jane Ann Heyder – Retail Entrepreneurship
Charles Christopher Hardin Hirsch – Retail Entrepreneurship
Glenda Lyn Holton – Retail Entrepreneurship
Hanna Jane Holzhausen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Joshua Peter Homol – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Madyson Avery Howard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Tristan Grace Irby (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Gabrielle Kristine Johnson – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Nila Johnson – Retail Entrepreneurship
John Arthur Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Chisa Kamo (CUM LAUDE) – STEM Entrepreneurship
Keirsten Lynn Keister (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Sienna Marie Kelley (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alyssa Jean Kellum (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Keturah T. Kendrick – Retail Entrepreneurship
Ryleigh E. Kirkpatrick – Retail Entrepreneurship
Avery Oshen Knoeck (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Riley Carlton Kurz – Retail Entrepreneurship
Alexander Lackovic (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Lissa Jofaye Lafond (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Anthony William Laudadio (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Joseph Henry Lemon – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Jack Anthony Librizzi – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Sydney Roselle Long – Retail Entrepreneurship
Bianca Ellsya Luke – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Macy Lee Maiocco (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Michael Ryan Markie – STEM Entrepreneurship
Kailee E. Matthews (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
Rose Michelle McChen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Sophia Lee McManigle – Retail Entrepreneurship
Natalie Andrea Medina (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Lauren Ann Miller – Retail Entrepreneurship
Jacqueline Grace Nava – Retail Entrepreneurship
Hogan Melby Nease (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Dylan Sebastian Neter – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Gretchen Reese North (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Liana Marie Ocampo – Retail Entrepreneurship
Chase VanFleet Oliver (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Nadine Elizabeth Pecci (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Kereyo Rappana Peltier (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Daniel M. Penton (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Mia Lorenza Perdomo – Commercial Entrepreneurship
Chase E. Pittman (CUM LAUDE) – Retail Entrepreneurship
COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES

Bachelor of Science With Major In

Alexis Jaye Barnes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Lily Chatfield – Crime Scene Investigation
Madaline Gail Chester – Professional Communication
Victoria Grace Dew – Professional Communication
William Braden Dorman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Tanita Laura Sellerup Ellis – Professional Communication
Sydney M. Fallin – Professional Communication
Hunter Nicholas Ginn – Professional Communication
Tiffany Jade Griffin – Professional Communication
Alizza Victoria Martell – Professional Communication
Gabrielle Mevers – Crime Scene Investigation
Tatiana S. Miraballes – Crime Scene Investigation
Amanda Kate Nichols – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Siena Parente (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Justin Paul Perrine – Crime Scene Investigation
Danielle A. Pierce – Professional Communication
Tatum Alyse Price (CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Nakesha Nicole Richardson – Law Enforcement Operations
Charlotte Elizabeth Schwoerer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Jordan Keith Seamster – Professional Communication
Justine Elise Sowell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Ashlyn Carolina Tew (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Jason James Toler – Law Enforcement Intelligence

Master of Science With Major In

Vesta Marie Anderson – Organizational Management and Communication
Kathryn Brooke Barley-Dier – Corporate & Public Communication
Elaina Sylvia Barrison – Organizational Management and Communication
Lauren Elyse Beauchamp – Corporate & Public Communication
Kayleigh Lorraine Cosson – Corporate & Public Communication
Ryan Shawn Flaherty – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Destiny Hansley – Corporate & Public Communication
Morgan Leigh Heinzen – Organizational Management and Communication
Kaitlin Belle Herrig – Law Enforcement Intelligence
William Robert Howard IV – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Corey Rene Jackson – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Madison Kent – Organizational Management and Communication
Logan Christopher Lowery – Organizational Management and Communication
George Mensah – Corporate & Public Communication
Mateo Rios – Organizational Management and Communication
Jimmy Andre Saint Jean – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Brandon Thomas Suits – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Marva Jameda Tanksley – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Stephen James Watkins – Law Enforcement Intelligence

Doctor of Nurse Anesthesia Practice With Major In

Parker Daniel Allen – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Jason C. Smith

Hunter Hendrix Avera – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Scott Stewart

Naomi Hope Asi Balingcongan – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Lonnie W. Hodges

Ethan Joseph Belnap – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Aristote Boslet – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Jason C. Smith

Sallyanne Braxton – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Jason C. Smith

Dewey Jay Brazelton – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Garrett Case – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Nicholas Michael Ciccarelli – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Hannah Marie Cooke – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Rebecca Ann Couturier – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Scott Stewart

Ndeye Codou Dieng – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Dex Esmeralda – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Lonnie W. Hodges

Brittany LeeAnn Gill – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan
Toren Carl Guthrie – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Scott Stewart

Nicole Jackson Holcombe – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Scott Stewart

Kyle Allan Hudson – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Jason C. Smith

Jennifer Marie Laufman – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey VanDyke

Kelly C. Murphy – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Blake Myers – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Benjamin Otiwu – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Jason C. Smith

Lori Nichole Parker – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Jason C. Smith

Sydney Reeder – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Lonnie W. Hodges

Donia Marie Richmond – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Lonnie W. Hodges

Brittany Anne Roughsedge – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Autum Lynn Shaw – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey VanDyke

Sarah L. Siacunco – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Scott Stewart

Trenton Daniel Suffridge – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Kenyatta Larry Taylor – Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Gerard T. Hogan

Katherine Ayers
Vivianette Alvarez
Emily Marim Alieva
Kara Felice Ahr
Jennifer Marim Alieva
Kara Felice Ahr
Brittany Anne Roughsedge
Kyle Allan Hudson
Toren Carl Guthrie
Autum Lynn Shaw
Jennifer Marie Laufman
Sydney Reeder
Donia Marie Richmond
Blake Myers
Benjamin Otiwu
Lori Nichole Parker
Sydney Reeder
Donia Marie Richmond
Brittany Anne Roughsedge
Autum Lynn Shaw
Sarah L. Siacunco
Trenton Daniel Suffridge
Kenyatta Larry Taylor

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Kara Felice Ahr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Emily Marim Alieva (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Vivianette Alvarez – Clinical Professions
Katherine Ayers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Kaitlyn Barnes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Jasen Joshua Belenko (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Clinical Professions
Alyssa Cristina Bran (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Mark Tyler Campbell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Mackenzie Denise Carter – Clinical Professions
Stephanie Chung (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Taylor Collins – Clinical Professions
Carlos Manuel De La Torre (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Ariana Meileen Delgado (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Lauren Michelle Eddy – Clinical Professions
Jake William Ferlita (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Gina Fontanazza – Clinical Professions
Aaliyah Fuller (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Daniel Dario Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Jayremay Aguirre Garcia – Health Management, Policy, and Information
Ansley Elizabeth Garrison (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sydney Elizabeth Gilbert – Clinical Professions
Matteo Francesco Gisellu (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Nicole Marie Grant (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Angelia Guzman (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Michala Catherine Haggins (CUM LAUDE) – Health Management, Policy, and Information
Dawson Brody Herring (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Bryce David Hickey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sam Humeda (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Health Management, Policy, and Information
Rachel Grace Jackson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Health Management, Policy, and Information
Ava Marie Jagdeo Singh – Clinical Professions
Giovanni Joseph Jamieson (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Chloe Elyse Jones – Clinical Professions
Sophia Isabel King (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Raya Haley Kleinbart (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Andrew Charles Knapp (CUM LAUDE) – Health Management, Policy, and Information
Zoe Krassos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Jade Scott Langevin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Jillan Brooke LaValley (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Denis Le (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Sadie Rose Mack – Clinical Professions
Saleha Mahboub (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Erin Ever McEwan (CUM LAUDE) – Health Management, Policy, and Information
Lauren Elizabeth McLendon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Mia Casey McSheffrey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Fiorella Andrea Mejia Rojas – Clinical Professions
Megan Elisabeth Michaels (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Grace Elizabeth Miguel – Clinical Professions
Addison Jae Mitchell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions and Psychology

Lauren Paige Morey – Clinical Professions
Khiara Marie Orogo Nalupa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Julia Evelyn Nesmith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Hanna Grace Neustatter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Health Management, Policy, and Information
Leticia Marie Noa (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Andrew Fields Nottidge (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
John Nusbaum (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Denny Shirai Oliveira (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Ronesha Tatayana Peltier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Clinical Professions
Madison Chase Phelps – Clinical Professions
Shahara LaShae Ransom – Clinical Professions
Alicie Alexandria Raymond – Clinical Professions
Erin Michelle Reeves (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Hannah McKinley Ricks – Clinical Professions
Carly Joy Romano (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Kelli Lynn Rombeiro (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Madison Emily Sibley – Clinical Professions
Shaelyn Tatiana Snellings – Clinical Professions
Nicholas Oliver Spillers (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Macey Gabrielle Staab (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Audrey Steadman (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Brandon Carl Stucken (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Brittany Nicole Swart (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Ryan Sokt (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Taylor Faye Tomlinson – Clinical Professions
Marielise Torres (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Clinical Professions
Talia Elisa Valentine – Clinical Professions
Nina Vizzaino (CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Thomas George Windisch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Catherine Renee Wondra (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions
Silvia Elena Zervos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Clinical Professions

Master of Science
With Major In

Mohammad Hossein Nasipour Panahi
Fardshad – Research in Biomedical Sciences
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Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Luis Fernando Aleman, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Samuel Isaac Benitez – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Joshua Kevin Bowen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Janelisse Lisette Cerda (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Paolo Mariano Costi (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Janicel Diaz (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Isabella Engala – Motion Picture Arts - Production
ShaiAnne Noemi Guevara (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Thomas Edward Georgetti Hindy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Cordelia Chase Keeley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Kathryn Limentato (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Ian Linn – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Ryan Hiosvany Muina (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Isabella Mina Nemcik (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Hang Minh Nguyen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Kendall Outing (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Alexandra Paglieri (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Masi Parker – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Silverio Isabelle Pascale (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Amber Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Summer Grace Purks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Amal Qureshi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Julia Lauren Motta Safrin – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Pierce Thomas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Diego Diego Abad (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Sebastian Conor Abney (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Ana Patricia Achurra – Electrical Engineering
Emilio Andre Acosta Moran (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Josie Catelyn Acumen – Electrical Engineering
Karika Rose Ahern – Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Salim Alagha – Imaging and Signal Processing
Cayman James Alford – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Charleston Vanderbilt Andrews – Computer Engineering
Chinedum Gift Aniemeka – Biomaterials and Polymers Engineering
Morgan Lee Arnson – Civil Engineering
Anthony Arroyo – Mechanical Engineering
Austin Orell Ashley – Civil Engineering
Andrew Ryan Atalah – Mechanical Engineering
Kylie Mechell Augustine – Civil Engineering
Kencin Braze Autry – Mechanical Engineering
Atzimba Avellaneda – Civil Engineering
Coby Nettivelle Barron – Industrial Engineering
Joseph Bechera (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Victor Manuel Belleria Tovar – Electrical Engineering
Alejandro Elias Benedek – Mechanical Engineering
Cassie Rose Bentley – Mechanical Engineering
Vivian Judith Bernard Hierro (WITH HONORS) – Imaging and Signal Processing
Nicholas Billmire – Electrical Engineering
Drake Edward Bishop – Mechanical Engineering
Lauren Terese Bishop – Chemical Engineering
Nicole Alexa Blanchard – Civil-Environmental Engineering
Nicole Hannah Boulenger (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Nicholas Richard Boyd (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Megan Elle Brais – Computer Engineering
Matheus dos Santos Brandao (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Savannah Rose Witt Braswell – Biomatertials and Polymers Engineering
Kira Kayann Brigmcan – Chemical Engineering
Skyler Leighann Brinagar – Civil Engineering
Kevin Douglas Brock – Civil Engineering
Peyton Cole Brocksmit – Civil Engineering
Sierra Broga – Industrial Engineering
Austin James Bruen – Electrical Engineering
Huyen Thanh Bui – Imaging and Signal Processing
Connor Burk – Civil Engineering
Ivanna Babylle Caballero Maldonado – Mechanical Engineering
Kiersten Cady – Mechanical Engineering
Karina Beatriz Campos – Industrial Engineering
Adrian Armando Canepa – Mechanical Engineering
Stefano Cardenas – Chemical Engineering
John R. Carlson – Civil Engineering
Max Alexander Carr – Civil Engineering
Fernando Carrillo (WITH HONORS) – Cell and Bioprocess Engineering
Sydney Cheyenne Carrow (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Bioprocess Engineering
Kyle Anthony Casiple – Chemical Engineering
Carter Anthony Cereckwici – Computer Engineering
Branham Grant Channell – Mechanical Engineering
David Chiang – Chemical Engineering
Marie Haylee Chmara (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Imaging and Signal Processing
Nina Ginfung Chong (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Sarah Nicole Churchwell – Mechanical Engineering
Layla D. Cithy (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Carson Dean Clark – Mechanical Engineering
Evan Matthew Cloutier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Clark Carroll Cooley – Mechanical Engineering
Wilson Thomas Cornelius (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Daniel A. Corrar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Gregorio Correa Sanchez – Industrial Engineering
Benjamin Elijah Covitz (CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Kelsie Nicole Craig – Civil Engineering
Austin Clark Cramer – Mechanical Engineering
Brayan Gage Crews – Industrial Engineering
Genevieve Helen Cruickshank – Computer Engineering
Edgar Cruz Aguilar – Civil Engineering
Luis Roberto Cruz Barcenas (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Alan William Cutler – Civil Engineering
Hunter Blayne Dabbs – Mechanical Engineering
Cole Phillip Daly – Mechanical Engineering
Nasser Daoud – Civil Engineering
Astrid Carolina Daugherthy (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Imaging and Signal Processing
Jackson Miller Davis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Jada Demarius Davis – Computer Engineering
Emma Blue Dee – Industrial Engineering
Henry Martin Degner – Computer Engineering
Lucas B. Deininger-Zayas (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering and Sport Management
Diego Del Real Ramos – Mechanical Engineering
Taylor Anne Delaney (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Nicole Lily Devaney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Jose David Diaz Varela – Chemical Engineering
Amber Danielle Dotson – Chemical Engineering
Sydney Ellen Dudek (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Ngoc Tuan Duong (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Edward John Erickson – Civil Engineering
Freydell Paola Espinoza Urbina (WITH HONORS) – Imaging and Signal Processing
Kyle M. Evans – Mechanical Engineering
Shelby L. Evans (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Darius Behzad Far – Civil Engineering
An Accomplished Day of Graduation

Anthony Stuart Vicary – Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Joseph Wade – Systems Engineering
Caleb Andrew Ward – Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Wilson – Systems Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Mazin Abdelmagid – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Yassir Abdelrazig

Nasrollah Alinejad – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Sungmoon Jung
“The Effect of Heterogeneous Terrain on Wind Loads on Buildings”

Shaon Barua – Materials Science & Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. David Larbalestier
“Critical Current Distributions in Multifilamentary Resources and Instant Grid Synchronization”

MyungJun Song – Mechanical Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Farrukh Ali
“Dynamics of Single and Dual Supersonic Impinging Jets and Response to Adaptive Microjet-Controlled”

Ali Taheri – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. John Sobanjo
“The Framework of an Infrastructure Performance Model Based on the Concepts of Civil Integrated Management (CIM)”

Srikar Telikapalli – Electrical Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Sastry Pamidi
“Devices and Device Level Technologies for Superconducting Transport Systems”

Ermias Gebrekrstos Tesfamariam – Civil Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Youneng Tang
“Co-Metabolic Degradation of 1,4-Dioxane”

Akriti Tripathi – Mechanical Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Rajan Kumar
“Parametric Characterization of Fluid-Structure Interaction on a Compliant Panel in High-Speed Flows”

Kylie Elizabeth Van Meter – Mechanical Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Brandon Krck
“Process-Structure-Property Relationships of Ultralow Wear Polytetrafluoroethylene Composites”

Bokang Zhou – Electrical Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Fang Peng
“Renewable Energy Interface Stability and Power Quality Management of Underground Cable Based Distribution Systems”

Ayodeji Samuel Ogundana – Electrical Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Simon Foo
“State of Charge Estimation of Lithium Ion Battery for Electric Vehicle Application”

Tej Prasad Poudel – Materials Science & Engineering
Major Professor: Dr. Yan-Yan Hu
“Development of Sulfide- and Halide-Based Fast-Ion Conductors”

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Isabelle Elise Abrahamson – Studio Art
Yalexa Idaliz Alicea (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Ari Scott Allen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Madison Juliana Appleton – Art History
Maria Sherlyn Balcerzas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Gabrianna C. Banks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Sidney Simone Barmoha (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Digital Media Production
Tai Jasmin Beasley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Lauren Mackenzie Belco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Sarah Lynn Bowman (CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Lamoria Marché Brady (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Rachael Elizabeth Braley – Studio Art
Jacqueline Buehner – Theatre and Anthropology
Melody Joy Burrage (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Daniel Candelaria-Petrocchi – Studio Art
James Cannon – Theatre and Public Relations
Camryn Bree Castellano – Art History
Corinne O. Cave – Studio Art
Mara Frances Rose Chasar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Alysha Cirino – Studio Art
Barbara Ximena Citraro – Studio Art
Aaron Kobe Collins – Theatre and Psychology
Sarah Dallaway Deary – Studio Art
Anna Terese Demas – Art History
Annerly Grace Dixon – Studio Art
Vivienne Grace Dumas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Isabella Ellec (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Bryce Williams Etheridge (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Albert Michael Fox – Studio Art
Anthony Gallo (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Jeremiah Alex Giedrys (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Hailey Jordan Goldenberg (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Alysha Gutierrez-Tapia – Studio Art
Alyson Leigh Hamilton – Art History
Davis Kaye Hansen (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Annie Elizabeth Hustead – Studio Art
Carter Finn Jacobs – Studio Art
Audrey Kate Jones (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kierra Grace Korpolsinki (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Ava Elizabeth Laney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
McKenzie Nhi Le (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Naihla Rees Mancuso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Nadia Gabrielle Martinez (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kevin Michael Marvian (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Spanish
Marco Massari (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Jacob R. McDivitt (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Samantha Lee Mensching (CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Luke Morgan Meunier (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Benjamin Joseph Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Aidan Ferguson Mitchell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Annalise Christine Moeggenberg – Theatre
Maria D. Moleiro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Alaina Drew Moore (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Ryan Trevor Moore – Theatre
Ethan Russell Morrison (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Audrey Judson Okrutny (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Linguistics and Languages
Chiamaka Nicole Osakwe – Studio Art
Laura Sofia Osina (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Amalie Marie Ostertag (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Natalia Ostos Campo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Gabrielle Nicole Palma (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Gustav Ephraim Paragas – Studio Art
Emilie Isabel Parry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Michaela Lynn Phelps (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Isabella Marie Pila (WITH HONORS) – Theatre
Tiffany Kehoe Preda – Studio Art
Lauren Ashley Quintana (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Nicole Diane Rezanka (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Madison Elizabeth Rist (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Jennifer Dori Rosner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Miranda Allison Roub – Theatre
Katherine Elise Rudder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Santo Jose Sanchez – Theatre
Amoreena Christine Tillman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Luke Charles Timmel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Alexa Isabella Tomescu – Studio Art
Gabriela Nicole Trujillo – Art History
Amelie Brynne Valenzuela (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Adriana Victoria Vargas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Eduardo Raul Vargas – Theatre
Karen Vargas – Art History
Sage Elisabeth Varona (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Alexandra Katherine Velazquez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Elizabeth Veloso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Rheanne Walton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Theatre
Olivia Westervelt (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kristina Jane Woodall – Studio Art
Reed Worrell – Theatre
Grace Xiaoen Wu (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Advertising
Erin Alexa Yoffee (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Sydney Madison Zambrana – Studio Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Justin Asante Banton (CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Skylar Lorraine Barnes (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Morgan Mia Beason – Acting
Relan Marei Beltran (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Elea Marie Brice (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Acting and Psychology
Colin Michael Breslin – Studio Art
Jasmine Monet Burelswmith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Krystsyl Denise Carpio (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Devin Clark (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Aleck Paul Condon (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Quinn M. Cote – Acting
Chandler Wesley Crownover – Acting
Caliee Egan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Jo Chloe Ermol (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Nicolas Parker Evans (CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Sarah Kate Evans (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Celia Elizabeth Fishbein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Rachel Camille Fontenot (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance and Psychology
Isabella Julia Gaiilese (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Gabrielle Sophie Hagenlocker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Music Theatre - Theatre
MacKenzy T’Mi Jordan (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Emma Sarah Katz (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Elizabeth Wonder Lee – Acting
Sophie Lehman – Dance
Kylie Christie Marco (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Shannon Faye McKelvey – Dance
Andy Mills (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Studio Art and Creative Writing
Craig Douglas Moore III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Emma Edy Morris (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Jose Julian Munoz Triana – Music Theatre - Theatre
Abigail Sara Nelson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance and Political Science
William Joseph Pekins – Studio Art
Sophia Gale Fazzino Pfizenmaier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Ariel H. Poole (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Sofia Rocabado (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Jessie Noel Roddy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Katherine Rolph (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Christina Marie Stevens (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Adele Angela Strauss (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Caroline Walshe (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Sofia Adianova (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Stephanie Ann Altamirano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Grayson Jewell Aviatt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design

Brylee Ambrosia Beckerman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Richard Glenn Bergholtz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Estefany Busto (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Caroline Jane Coyne (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Haven Elizabeth Doty – Interior Design
James Cody Dzwil (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Katherine Fertig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Abby Leigh Fleming – Studio Art
Christina Maria Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Clara Brooke Iglesias (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Jaymie Catherine Kennedy (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Morgan Teora Kolb (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Jaime Olivia Luray (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Taylor Da Shuang Marshall (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Lauren Ann Mistkowski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Emma Katherine Morrow – Interior Design
Gabrielle Napoli (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Bridge Allice O’Brien (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Summer Lynn Oliver – Interior Design
McKenna Margaret Rae Reedquist (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kayla Elise Reiff (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Steph Fay Rodgers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Caroline Alexis Serrahn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Maya Elaine Sorensen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Nicole Mona Stephon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Nicole Maria Valencia-Arrieta (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Abigail C. Walrath (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Aynsley Kait Wendt (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Lauren Lee Westover (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Tyler Reese Williams – Interior Design

Master of Arts
With Major In

Conor Stephen Andrich – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Brooke Elizabeth Belcher – Art History
Hera Anne Bogganors – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Rhamira Joi Corbett – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Rachael Ann-Marie Fulmer – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Emily Jane Yin Gual – Studio & Related Studies
Olivia Grace Hackney – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Jimena Hernandez Escoto – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Hudson Taylor Kauffman – Art History
Francesca Nan Kern – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Mickayla Leonna Lokey — Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Sophia Faith Luutinski — Studio & Related Studies
Tenisha Christine Lyons — Studio & Related Studies
Jordan Mattson — Theatre
Jovan Antonio Osborne — Arts Administration - Art
Tanya Serene Pattison-Arraiza — Art History
Brittney Elizabeth Pieper — Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Ariel Shai Raskin — Arts Administration - Art
Raigen Brook Sumrall — Art History
Kae Milne Twichel — Theatre
Piper Nicole Vaught — Theatre
Elizabeth Marion Zuccaro — Studio & Related Studies

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Kimberly Ruth Allen — Dance
Lyndon Curtis Jr. Bonnett — Dance
Kimberly Moran Brown — Studio Art
Colin Austin Campbell — Technical Production
Zachary A. Cary — Technical Production
Katherine Evelyn Chudy — Studio Art
Trezure B. Coles — Acting
Danielle Gonzalez — Technical Production
Victoria Rose Guise — Technical Production
Sarah Elizabeth Hinzman — Directing
Yutong Li — Dance
Francesca Lipscomb — Costume Design
Rebecca Rose Mims — Acting
Athena Nugent — Studio Art
Payton Nugent — Technical Production
Falcian Page — Acting
Zachary Adam Payne — Costume Design
Sharon Rose Pearlman — Acting
Charlotte Pension — Theatre Management
Elizabeth Powers — Theatre Management
Jackson Alfred Purdy — Acting
Sherron Omera Reid — Dance
Brielle Isamar Rivera Headrington — Acting
Timothy Mikhail Roberts — Acting
Channing Salazar — Studio Art
Iris Schaer — Studio Art
Kelby Anne Siddons — Theatre Management
Morgan Rae Smith — Studio Art
Rebecca Stock — Technical Production
Mimi Tran — Studio Art
Brooke Kaitlyn Turner — Acting
Danielle April Vivcharenko — Acting
Rueben Wakefield — Acting
Rickey Watson, Jr. — Acting
Jacob Ben Widmar — Directing

Master of Science
With Major In
Whitney Pitts — Art Education
Gabrielle Sue Rolan — Art Education
Maile Ann Santora — Art Education
Kathleen Ruth Tracey — Art Education
Valentina Valbuen-Lopez — Art Education
Autumn Lynn Vincze — Art Education
Michelle Zheng — Art Education

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Danielle Marie Chen — Art Therapy Research and Practice
Major Professor: Dr. Dave Gussak

“Intersectional Identity Issues in Mixed/Multicultural Individuals as Explored Through Art”

Nina Maria Gonzalez — Art History
Major Professor: Dr. Erika Loic

“Looking Inward: Identifying the Local within the Global in Late Fifteenth-Century Sevillian Artsworks”

Julia Talmadge Kershaw — Art History
Major Professor: Dr. Tenley Bick

“A Partnership Case Study: The American Repertory Theater and Harvard University”

Laura Hope Waringer — Theatre
Major Professor: Dr. Kris Salata


Tyler Sebastian Bailey — Information Technology
Kennedy Amira Banks — Information Technology
Daniella Bianca Bard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Communication Science & Disorders
Sullivan B. Bassett (CUM LAUDE) — Information Communication & Technology
Taylor Renee Batson — Information Communication & Technology
Riley Bauer (CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Ian Alexander Bechard — Digital Media Production
Robert John Becker III (CUM LAUDE) — Digital Media Production
Brooke Diana Belforte (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Public Relations
Scott Bradley Beliech (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Information Technology

Virginia Benedetti (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Digital Media Production
Sydney Paige Berse (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Communication Science & Disorders
Maya Leigh Berti (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Public Relations
Fabiana Carolina Beuses (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Madison Nicole Binkley (CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Nickolas Reshard Bittle — Information Technology

Aliyah Jaquez Blake (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Communication Science & Disorders
Katelyn Marie Boada (CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Adam Drew Boehm (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Digital Media Production
Medley Catherine Bohn (CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Katherine Bonnoront (CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Jennifer Lynn Bonsignore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Emma Veronica Borchuck (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Giovanni David Bovenzi — Information Communication & Technology
Sydney Boyd (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Bella Micayla Bozied (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Information Communication & Technology and Editing, Writing, & Media
James Michael Bozik (CUM LAUDE) — Information Communication & Technology
AnnaGrace Wonders Brackin (CUM LAUDE) — Advertising
Colton Branham — Information Communication & Technology
Arden Piper Brecher (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Information Communication & Technology
Meredith Anne Breen — Media/Communication Studies
Grace Diane Brennan — Information Communication & Technology
Kylene Joan Brennan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Aiden Rose Briesacher (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Autumn Bristow (CUM LAUDE) — Public Relations and Theatre
Nicolette Samantha Bromfield (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Communication Science & Disorders

Madeline Grace Brooker (CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies and Marketing

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Jadon Spencer Grant (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Digital Media Production
Hayley Elizabeth Seibert — Media/Communication Studies
Isabella C. Zdrubeck (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Jordyn Karinne Adams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Media/Communication Studies
Samuel Dylan Adams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Digital Media Production
Alexa Aguiar — Information Communication & Technology
Katy Maquel Alejo — Media/Communication Studies
Emma Grace Andrews (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Information Communication & Technology
Rebeckah Belle Anestin (CUM LAUDE) — Information Communication & Technology
Hannah Mariah Angelo-Walker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Public Relations and Environment & Society
John Richard Arduser (CUM LAUDE) — Digital Media Production
Diana Asad — Communication Science & Disorders
Ailina Nicole Asprio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Advertising and Psychology
Jacob Matthew Azcuy — Information Communication & Technology
Chelsi May Bailey — Communication Science & Disorders
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Elizabeth Peters (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Audrey Lynn Phillips – Communication Science & Disorders
Efrner Pierre – Information Technology
Isaac Stanoff – Information Technology
Lauren Jodi Piotrowski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Rebecca Piriz (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kaia Barrios Toissi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Don Vinci M. Poliard – Information Technology
Brayden Jacob Poorvin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Julie Shay Powers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Ava Praschnik (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Sophia Jessica Pratt (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Amelia Adair Priede – Communication Science & Disorders
Jason Nour Puwalski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Onna Qualies (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Alexandra Taylor Radigan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Yanire Ramirez (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Thum Rangsiyawaranon – Information Technology
Juliana Maria Rappa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Jordan Grace Rauch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders and Human Development and Family Science
Katelyn Ansley Remboldt – Information Technology (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Elijah Ryley Reppert – Information Technology
Santiago Reyes Gomez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Emma C. Rhea (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Callie Elizabeth Rhodes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Antonia Rae Ricelli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Carolina Isabel Rionda (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Adrianna Nicole Rivera – Media/Communication Studies
Tiana Letty Rivera – Information Technology
Angelina Rose Rodriguez (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Kayla Nicole Rodriguez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Yasibella Brenna Rodriguez – Information Communication & Technology
Jared Matthew Rosen (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Emma Margaret Roush – Media/Communication Studies and Marketing
Emily Noelle Rundie (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Madison Lynn Rupp – Communication Science & Disorders
Georgianna Sofia Russ – Information Communication & Technology
Adam David Salerno (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Scott Aaron Sampson – Information Communication & Technology
Jotham Samuel – Information Technology
Caroline Jane Santa (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Keriann Saraceno – Media/Communication Studies
Chalie Spencer Savestanan – Information Technology
Adam Walter Schmitt – Information Communication & Technology
Matthew Paul Schobert (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Christopher L. Schulze (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Nicholas Chau Schwab (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Matthew Brett Schwam (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Alexander Joshua Schwartz – Information Technology
Carolynnsa Schwartz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Jordan Monroe Schwartz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Madison Kathleen Scrafont – Information Communication & Technology
Alexis Nicole Sears (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Elijah Sewell (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Hailey Caroline Sheppard (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Madeline Grace Shields (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Halle Morgan Shore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Courtney Leann Simms (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Hannah Elizabeth Siren (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Sheridan Louise Skinner – Digital Media Production
Jaidyn Racquel Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Stacici Nicole Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Leah Hailey Solomon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Enrique Francisco Sori (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Riley Michele Sousa (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology
Bree Anne Spoonley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Brooke Ann Spreitzer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Hayden Elizabeth Springer (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Abigail Reeds Stack (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Parker Michael Stead – Information Technology
Caroline Nicole Stubbs (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jessie Breanna Stueve (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Kelly Marie Sugg (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Robert Walter Suter IV (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Christian David Summersill – Digital Media Production
Ryan Joseph Surublji – Information Communication & Technology
Lauryn Kathryn Sutherland (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Sullivan Margaret Swink (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Joseph E. Taylor – Media/Communication Studies
Ava Summer Terry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Haley Christine Thomasson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Psychology
Marlee Elizabeth Thompson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Mary Tierney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Autumn Sharon Toler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Karen Yvanne Toussaint (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Kayla Tuyet Tran (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Claudia Isabel Valdes – Information Communication & Technology
Mia Joyce Valdes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Alexia Marie Varela (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Brandon James Vasquez – Media/Communication Studies
Brooklyn Mahleiah Velazco (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Mackenzie Payson Wadsworth – Public Relations and International Affairs
Caleb Joseph Walker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Elizabeth Gabrielle Wallace (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Studio Art
Kathryn Elizabeth Welch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Michael P. Whelan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Logan Michael Wiggins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Briania Chantel Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Sydney Taylor Wills (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Allyson Michelle Wolman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Carter Aaron Wood (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Faith Elizabeth Wood (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jessi Morgan Wynn (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Sport Management
Natalia Andrei Yepes Profit (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kaley James Young – Information Communication & Technology
Alex Zadorozny – Media/Communication Studies
Andrew Paul Zoch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Master of Arts
With Major In
Peyton Brooke Baisden – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Tajzhani A’kaya Baker – Media & Communication Studies
Meng Tian  – Communication Theory & Research  
Major Professor: Dr. Sindy Chapa  
“Gendered Stereotypes in Esports”

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC POLICY

Bachelor of Arts  
With Major In

Malak Ahnich  – International Affairs
Nicole Elise Galvin  – International Affairs
Carly Simpson McGovern  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science

Bachelor of Science  
With Major In

Anne Abramovici  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alejandra Zahira Acevedo  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Keaton David Acromite  – Political Science
Colin Patrick Acuff  (CUM LAUDE)  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Audrey Carvalho Aguiar  (CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Audrey Carvalho Aguiar  (CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Brandon Ariel Aguiar  – International Affairs
Ryan Anthony Alee  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Economics
Maria Fernanda Aleman Martinez  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science and Economics
Brianna Delores Allen  – Public Health
Katherine Ivonne Alonso  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Dana A. Alsarou  (CUM LAUDE)  – Public Health
Tonya Anders  (CUM LAUDE)  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Autumn C. Anderson  – Political Science
Marcus J. Antonelli  – Political Science
Camila Andreina Aponte Camacho  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Camila Andreina Aponte Camacho  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS)  – Political Science
Samuel James Appel  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Joshua E. Applegate  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Abigail Elizabeth Archie  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Kristin Ard  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alexander James Arena  – Political Science and Literature
Kaitlyn Ann Arko  (CUM LAUDE)  – Public Health
Brynn Lasair Arnao  (CUM LAUDE)  – Environment & Society and Political Science
Alexandria Hayden Arnold  – Political Science
Nicholas David Arnold  (CUM LAUDE)  – Economics

Gwyneth Denisse Arrieta  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Annabelle Arteaga  (CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Zachary Thomas Ashcraft  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Madison Breann Askins  (CUM LAUDE)  – Public Health
Janelle Wisdom Athis  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kyle Evan Atkinson  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Harol Avila  – International Affairs
Jean-Paul Ay  – Public Health
Gustavo Alberto Ayala, Jr.  (CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Mahrai Amir Antoun  – Economics
Ashley Noemie Baghdhikian-Schweitzer  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Ashlynn Kree Bailey  (CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Christia Alexis Bailey  – Political Science
Tyler Ace Bailey  – Political Science
Amariana Liara Baker  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alanna Kristina Balado  – Public Health
Stephanie Michelle Banegas  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Lauren Elizabeth Baradon  – Political Science
Serena Marie Barker  – International Affairs
Sophie Peyton Bailey  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  (WITH HONORS)  – International Affairs
Sophie Peyton Bailey  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Asian Studies/Business
Henry Cook Barlow  – Political Science
Thomas Edward Barlow, Jr.  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jason Barongi  – Economics
Keagan Elise Barrett  – International Affairs
Jassmin Angelina Barrientos  (CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Nathan Christopher Bartlett  (CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Noah Mitchell Bartley  – Political Science
Nicholas Thomas Barto  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Brianne Tatyana Basdeo  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Brianne Tatyana Basdeo  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Sociology
Alyssa Shawn Batiste  – Sociology
Anooshah Bawany  – Public Health
Gabriel Thomas Bazell  – Economics
John Allen Beamish  – Geography
Sara El Khansae Bejedi  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ali Lesanne Bell  – Public Health
Kaitlin Davis Bell  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Melissa Joy Bell  (CUM LAUDE)  – Public Health
Philipp Belyaev  – Economics
Eli Robert Bendavid  – Economics and Computer Science
Austin Joshua Benedict  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Victor Manuel Benitez III  – International Affairs
Jaiden Giny Benjamin  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Mallory J. Benjamin  – Political Science and Criminology
Zikora Benjamin  – Economics
Sella Parker Bennett  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Trey Benson  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Makenzie Taylor Bentley  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science and Criminology
Eric Berenblit  – Economics

Rebecca A. Berger  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kristen Victoria Bermudez  – Public Health
Aiden M. Berry  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Allison Marie Bertoa  (CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Jake Stanton Bessey  (CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Jeremy L. Betancourt  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Harrison Hunter Betz  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Hudson Matthew Bialosuknia  – Economics
Anna Claire Blanchard  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science and Media/Communication Studies
Dimitri Felix Blanco  (CUM LAUDE)  – Economics
Marcos Felipe Blanco  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Public Health and Management
Rebecca Leanne Blanco-Allewell  – Public Health
Katelyn Marie Boada  (CUM LAUDE)  – Public Health
Ethan Cole Bohm  (CUM LAUDE)  – Economics
Genevieve Louise Boisvert  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Caleb Makyah Bolden  – Environment & Society
Sara A. Boles  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Nicholas Matthew Bonamé  (CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Lauren Holly Bondu rant  – Political Science
Bryce Boone  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Rafael Antonio Borges Barahona  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Zoey Helice Bornstein  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Santiago Botero-Echavarría  – International Affairs
Bailey Ann Bouk  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science and Literature
Grace Lilly Bouley  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science and Sociology
Adam Shay Bowling  (CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Adam Shay Bowling  (CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Elizabeth Bailey Boyd  (CUM LAUDE)  – Public Health
Emelia Bella Rose Boyd  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Cassidy Anastasia Branch  (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Marina Bray  (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Sociology
Dennis Wayne Briggs, Jr.  – Sociology
Sydney Lynn Brisson  (CUM LAUDE)  – International Affairs
Kaitlyn Mary Brito  – International Affairs
Tatiana Zahra Brooks  – Sociology
Jamie Danielle Brown  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jordan Brown  – Public Health
Noah Benjamin Brown  – Political Science
Rebecca Suzanne Brown  (CUM LAUDE)  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ryan Lee Brown  – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Adrian M. Bugallo  – Political Science
Matthew Robert Burger  – Economics
Shoeel Burns  – International Affairs
Sienna Kai Burns  – Political Science
Bryce William Burriss  (CUM LAUDE)  – Political Science
Juan David Bustamante  – Environment & Society
Juan David Bustamante  – International Affairs
Any Rose Byrne  – Economics
Spring Commencement 2024
Amelia R. Horton – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Benjamin James Horvath (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Computer Science
John Matthew Houser (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Tony Joseph Howard – Public Health
Emma M. Huan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Lauren Elizabeth Hudson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Karissa Huggins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Unity Chrissy Hunter – Public Health
Ethan Charles Thomas Hurley (CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Maria Felicilda Ibarra – International Affairs
Gabriel Mateus Ibiai – International Affairs and Political Science
Jack Charles Irvine – Economics
Hana Alysa Ishmon (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Emilee Ann Ivan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Run Iwai – Sociology
Trinity Therese Iwcki (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society and Media/Communication Studies
Kasey Bay Jacobs – Public Health and Psychology
Anna Grace Jacoby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Geography
Shanaya Jaitly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Shanaya Jaitly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alana Leota Jade (CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Micah Jakubowicz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Philosophy
Pasulina Maria Jail – International Affairs
Danielle Alva James – Environment & Society
Shantae Alana James – International Affairs and Political Science
Olivia Sarah Jankowski (CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Katarina Jaric – Economics
Mausam Jariwala – Public Health
Enygmari Briana Jarquin – Sociology
Erick Alejandro Jarquin – International Affairs
Nadia Lakendra Jennings (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sociology
Ayonna D. Johnson – Public Health
Jenesis Sabrina Johnson – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Justus Amir Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Klavdia Zhanna Johnson – Economics
Mikayla Ann Johnson – Public Health
Niesha Jade Johnson – Public Health
Parker Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sociology
Benjamin Jacek Jolly (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Devin Reese Jones – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Giselle Kayla Jones – Public Health
Julian Thomas Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Keiondres Jones – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Maria Jesus Joseph – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Amber Jutaram – Political Science
Remington Royce Kail (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Ashleigh L. Kairalla (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Paige Elizabeth Kalkhoff (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Mitchell J. Karbachhinski (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Ian Karr – Economics
Aaron Joshua Katz – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Clark Kelley – Economics
Chase Kelly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kenyah Jade Kerius – International Affairs
Logan Bruce Kern – Political Science
Madison Lucille Kessler – International Affairs
Tory M. Kim – Economics
Macon Avery Kinder – Economics
Jason Aaron Klein (CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Olivia Grace Klemp (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Sociology
Alexandra Cate Knapik – Political Science
Alexander Richard Knispel – Public Health
Kevin Prentice Knowles II – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Carolyn Brooke Kohn – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Jordan Michael Kolnick – Public Health
Ismael Arnoul Razack Kone – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Eugenia Elizaebeth Kornacki (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Elvis Kotikovski – Economics
Kali LeighAnn Kraker (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Gavin Krueger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Hannah Nicole Krueger – Public Health
Patrick Douglas Krueger – Economics
Eden Elizabeth Krumholz (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Nicholas Albert Kudja – Economics
Cassandra Rose Kuhn (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Bradley James Kuhter – Political Science
Allison Marie Kukanza (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Economics
Kelly Nicole Kuramoto (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Rachel Rose Kvasnak (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Jasmyn Ashleigh LaCue (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Jeremiah Joseph Lafaye-Torres – Public Health
Camryn M. LaForge (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Christopher Patrick Lamb, Jr. – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Faith Caroline Lambert – Sociology
Eric Ivan Landires – Public Health
Hailey Nicole Landry – Public Health
Andrew Christian Landis – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Makena Sarah Lang (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Anderson Richard Lange – Political Science and History
James Tyler Laquidara, Jr. – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Daisy Jamilz Lara-Baltazar – Political Science
Austin Michael Larice – Economics
Riley Miller Larkin – Public Health
Michael Julian Lastella – Economics
McKenna Elizabeth Laughlin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Ian Oskar Larfitzen – Economics
Alexander Ferdinando LaValle – Economics
Colton Lee Lawrence – Economics
Alan T. Le – Public Health
Gabriela Ledwon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Ronald Anthony Legendre III – Economics
Joanna Leger – Public Health
Robert Thomas Leithauser (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Daniella Victoria Leon – Political Science
Sydney Elizabeth Levin – Public Health
Joshua Levine (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Camila Maria Levine (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Sage Hallie Lewin – Political Science
Alexis N. Lindsey – International Affairs
Brandon Foti Linzer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Hannah Liu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Sergio Anthony Llopiz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Dominic Anthony Lochin Smith – Economics and Accounting
Turner Justin Losesel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Economics
Hugh Aldo Long (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Brandon Tyler Lopez – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Edward Matthew Lopez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Maria Lopez Santalla (CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Jarod Deonta Loudermilk – International Affairs
Andrew Louis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Khori Elon Louis – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Theresa Nichole Louthain (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Brenna Kate Lowery (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Jaylyn Bryanna Lloyd (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Anthony F. Luccchesi (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Maxwell S. Lundy (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Brianne Elizabeth Lynch – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alexander Melo Machado – Economics
Jaiden Monet Mackel – Economics
Ethan Elliott Maclean – Economics
Mia Bella Madonna – Political Science
Brian Zachary Steven Magner – Economics
Zian Tahmina Mahfuz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Anthony J. Maiorca – Political Science
Eduardo Emilio Malloy – International Affairs
Hiranna Vanessa Maldonado-Ortiz – Political Science
Alissa N. Malloy – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Julian Alexander Malman (CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kathryn L. Manarang (CUM LAUDE) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Michael Giovanni Mancini – Sociology
Gabrielle Manzo – Public Health
Ann Kara Marc – International Affairs
Eileen Maria Marin (CUM LAUDE) – Public Health
Maria Karla Marin – Public Health
Cecilia Ignacia Marroquin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Lily Hannah Martin (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Olivia L. Martin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and History
Ashley Virginia Slone (Magna Cum Laude) – Political Science
Matthew Girard Anderst Slowey – Public Health
Hannah Grace Smith – Political Science
Jessica Mary Smith – Political Science
Nairi Resean Smith – Political Science and African American Studies
Nathan Tyler Smith (Magna Cum Laude) – Economics
Thomas Michael Smith – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Spencer Margaret Snaith – International Affairs
Jenea Snyder – Political Science
Lili C. Snyder (Cum Laude) – Political Science and Criminology
Samuel Peter Sockel – Political Science
Joshua David Stevens (Magna Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Political Science and Media/Communication Studies
Arthi Valliammai Solayappan (Magna Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Political Science

Otto Johnny Solis III (Magna Cum Laude) – Political Science and Criminology
Katerina Soteriou – International Affairs
Emily Bree Southwell (Magna Cum Laude) – Public Health
Benjamin Conrad Spangrud – Political Science
Gregory Sparr – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Stephen Tanker Speck – Sociology
Keshia St VII – Public Health
Ashley Monet Stanley – Public Health
Kevin William Stein (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Kareef Stephen – International Affairs
Destiny Elaine Stephens – Sociology
Kelsey Roberta Stevens (Summa Cum Laude) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Parker Alton Harrison Stevens (Magna Cum Laude) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Parker Alton Harrison Stevens (Magna Cum Laude) – Sociology
Savitha Vidya Thiruchittampalam (Cum Laude) – Political Science

Savitha Vidya Thiruchittampalam (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Jayla M. Thomas – Public Health
Lauren Ashton Thomas (Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Matthew C. Thompson – Political Science
Miya Sereage Thompson – International Affairs
Ronald Moses Thompson (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Annelise Faith Threlkeld – International Affairs
James Eugene Tibbs III – Political Science
Zachariah Lucas Tieman – Economics
Ian Josef Tirado – Economics
Lawrence Isaiah Toafili – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Alyssa Anne Tome (Magna Cum Laude) – International Affairs and Criminology
Fabian Torres – Political Science
Sarah Ellena Torres (Cum Laude) – Political Science and Criminology
Fallon Jacqueline Trachtman (Cum Laude) – Public Health
Madeleine Traylor (Summa Cum Laude) – Sociology and Psychology
Virginia Miranda Trejo – Political Science
Ariel Trueba – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Carina Rosa Trujillo (Magna Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Riley Sue Tubbs – Political Science
Rush Tucciarone – Political Science
Isabella Tushaj (Cum Laude) – Economics
Astrid Nicole Valdez – Economics
Shaine Laguerta Valencia (Magna Cum Laude) – Economics and Political Science
Cameron Valentii (Summa Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Economics
Andre van Grieken (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Jamie Jomond Vance – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Bailey Jordan Vandewalle – Political Science
Hannah Michelle Vanover (Summa Cum Laude) – Political Science
Kenneth Cason Vaughn – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Bryanna Velez (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Danielle Marie Velez (Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Public Health
Michelle Velutini Cammarano – International Affairs
Michelle Velutini Cammarano (Political Science)

Valeria Veras (Magna Cum Laude) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Valeria Veras (Magna Cum Laude) – Political Science
Abigail Valentina Verez (Cum Laude) – Public Health
Daniela Vergara Forero (Summa Cum Laude) – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Fatima Carina Verona (Summa Cum Laude) – Economics and Public Health
Elena N. Villaga (Summa Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Public Health
Aaliyah Vincent (Cum Laude) – Public Health
Daniel Joseph Voyer – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Ashlyn Elizabeth Wade – Public Health
Chloe Angela Wain (Summa Cum Laude) (With Honors) – Political Science and Economics
Rose Alexandra Walters (Summa Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Elisabeth S. Walton (Cum Laude) – International Affairs and Political Science
Jiayi Wang – International Affairs
Logan Christian Warming – Political Science
Dennis Dean Warner, Jr. – Political Science
John Michael Waters (Cum Laude) – Political Science

Margaret Blalock Watson – Sociology
Ryan Watson – Political Science
Zachary Trent Waywood (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Aidan Alexander Webster – International Affairs
Elizabeth Jackson Woell – Public Health
Sonya Nicole Weidner (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Sara Nicole Weintraub (Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Sara Nicole Weintraub (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Emma Jane Weiman (Magna Cum Laude) – Interdisciplinary Social Science and Public Health
Sophia Jean Whitaker – Interdisciplinary Social Sciences
Lillian E. Whitecavage (Magna Cum Laude) – Political Science and Finance
Mackenzie Taylor Whiteley (Summa Cum Laude) – Political Science and Psychology
Dahlia Wilhelmina Whitney – Political Science
Sydney Whitt – Political Science
Marshall Ryan Widmann – Political Science
Zoe Grace Wilhoit (Cum Laude) – Political Science
Brady Scott Wilkins – Economics
Ashley Grace Will – Political Science
Aidan James Willett – Political Science
Delaney Grace Williams (Summa Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Delaney Grace Williams (Summa Cum Laude) – Political Science
Jordan Alexander Williams – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Kayle Jacqueline Williams – Economics
Mia Elizabeth Williams (Cum Laude) – Sociology
Elizabeth Michele Wilson – Political Science and Psychology
Reece Windjacket – Political Science
Ryan Andrew Wingard (Cum Laude) – Economics
Sandon Witt – Interdisciplinary Social Science
Devan C. Wood – Public Health
James Makoto Woolard (Summa Cum Laude) – Economics
James Makoto Woolard (Summa Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Austin Ahmad Wright – Public Health
Gianna Rose Wolde (Magna Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Shelby Pearl Wright – Political Science
Zachary Russell Wuebker – Political Science and Religion
Mason Leanne Rose Wymer (Magna Cum Laude) – Political Science

Nahyan Peishan Xie – Public Health
Yesenia Yenny Yataco (Cum Laude) – Political Science and Criminology
Miguel Angel Yezpez – Public Health
Sebastian Andrew Youngs – Political Science
America Zapata – Public Health
Ashley Zeitz (Cum Laude) – International Affairs
Madison Renae Zinn – International Affairs
Madison Renae Zinn – Political Science
David Christopher Zody – Public Health

Master of Arts
With Major In
Jason Robert Saginario – International Affairs
Master of Public Administration
With Major In
Rafael Abdul Ali Lozano – Public Administration
Megan Grace Bettle – Public Administration
Amanda Jean Boggs – Public Administration
Jennifer Iler Clifford – Public Administration
Mara Olivia Cooper – Public Administration
Cesar Alexander Ferrari – Public Administration
Sara Lynn Geiger – Public Administration
Katherine Gipalo – Public Administration
Sajira Luisana Guevara – Public Administration
Katelyn Knaak Johnston – Public Administration
Troy Jason Kalish – Public Administration
Joonyub Kang – Public Administration
Kiersten Amanda Keely – Public Administration
Minho Kim – Public Administration
Dallas Matthew Lee – Public Administration
Inga Lee – Public Administration
Erik Tyson Lowe – Public Administration
Jerrell Duane Lynchard – Public Administration
Samuel L. Lyons – Public Administration
Taylor Elizabeth Mackin – Public Administration
Tyler Robert McClintock – Public Administration
Celina Marie Medina – Public Administration
Menitricia Monbrun – Public Administration
Harrison Jaret Netburn – Public Administration
Lauredan Raphael Official, Jr. – Public Administration
Jonathan Abraham Souza Pekkala – Public Administration
Krystie Marie Priebe – Public Administration
Adyn Rose Register – Public Administration
Alexis Nicole Roberson – Public Administration
Lisa McNeill Robertson – Public Administration
Ashleigh Nichole Rouse – Public Administration
Malica Segura – Public Administration
Jae-Ock Seo – Public Administration
Abigail Nana Ama Timah Siaw – Public Administration
Shanda R. Stevens – Public Administration
David Dudley Thompson – Public Administration
Elke Larken Ursin – Public Administration
Bhavan Vinjam – Public Administration

Master of Public Health
With Major In

Jakiria Lakeisha Butler – Public Health
Katherine Grace Colquitt – Public Health
Ana Gloria Delgado – Public Health
Keziah Dilworth – Public Health
Sarah Marie Gallagher – Public Health
Madison Taylor Gryder – Public Health
T. Dylan Hardisty – Public Health
Kayla Lynette Hicks – Public Health
Malcolm Adrian Ingraham – Public Health
Jaquesha Shantee Jefferson – Public Health
Sasha Jenkins-St-Priex – Public Health
Ashley Victoria Juarez – Public Health
Kaila Kenny – Public Health
Samuel Chinenu Nwafor – Public Health
Eleux Mo’nae Persons – Public Health
Kaylee C. Peters – Public Health
Gabriella Alexandra Pineda – Public Health
Sonia Pitakwa – Public Health
Robin Rajimon – Public Health
Morgan Delaney Ruxford – Public Health
Natallia A. Sanchez – Public Health
Gage Skivington – Public Health
Adam Joseph Terry – Public Health
Deja Aaliyah Uzzell – Public Health
Lauryn Elise Waldon – Public Health
Christopher Anthony Williams – Public Health
Savannah Honka – Public Health

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In

Jesse Edward Christian – Applied American Politics & Policy
Chloe Catherine Davis – Applied American Politics & Policy
John Linden August Dodson – Applied American Politics & Policy
Eduardo Fox-Velazquez – Applied American Politics & Policy
Fox Goddard – Geography
Maxime Guichard – International Affairs
Brayden R. Harrell – Applied American Politics & Policy
Jared Paul Heady – Applied American Politics & Policy
Matthew Ted Hermele – International Affairs
Sabrina Herrera – Applied American Politics & Policy
Tyler George Hodapp – Geographic Information Science
Frank Robert Inzinga – International Affairs
Valentin Invermizz – International Affairs
Juleen Jean-Charles – International Affairs
Aymael Mario Jimenez Granda – International Affairs
William Grayson Leal – Applied Economics
Nancy Nthiga – Geography
David Aduragbemi Okonola – Sociology
Joonyung Park – International Affairs
Shaifali Prajapati – Geography
Jacqueline Marie Rao – Applied American Politics & Policy
Alyssa Sharp – International Affairs
Kyle Westley Stevenson – International Affairs
Sebastian Tamayo – International Affairs
Evan Edward Yoak – International Affairs

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In

Casey Erin Bogart – Urban & Regional Planning
Eliza Marie Chase – Urban & Regional Planning
Marie Danielle D’Addario – Urban & Regional Planning
Talitha Oriele Edwards – Urban & Regional Planning
Michael Mario Greco – Urban & Regional Planning
Camden Davis Jenkins – Urban & Regional Planning
Melvin Theresa Joseph – Urban & Regional Planning
Alexandra Lammers – Urban & Regional Planning
Kurt David Mackiewicz – Urban & Regional Planning
Chloe Isabelle McCrory – Urban & Regional Planning
Isabella Ann McLain – Urban & Regional Planning
Willow Michie – Urban & Regional Planning
Adyn Rose Register – Urban & Regional Planning
Nicholas Joseph Rodi – Urban & Regional Planning
Peyton Kinleigh Russo – Urban & Regional Planning
Noah Natale Schwab – Urban & Regional Planning
Abhara P. Selvak – Urban & Regional Planning
Mackenzie Ryan Shaffer – Urban & Regional Planning
Stephanie Alejandra Solis – Urban & Regional Planning
Stella Souza – Urban & Regional Planning
Darby Parker Webb – Urban & Regional Planning
Howard Williams – Urban & Regional Planning

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Joe Scott Ballard – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Luke Boosey
“Coordination, Advice, and Misunderstanding in Dynamic Games”

Brad Davis – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Carl Kitchens
“Essays on the Causal Effects of Criminal Justice Reforms on Crime”

Adela Z. Ghadimi – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel Fay
“Working to Get ‘Woke’: Three Essays on Organizational Efforts to Improve Civic Engagement, Gender Equity and Diversity”

Jing He – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Frances Berry
“Three Essays on Reimagining Innovation and Diffusion Studies with a New Multi-Dimensional Framework”

Jordan Izenwasser – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Keith Ithlanfeldt
“Essays on the Economic Impact of Micromobility”

Jaeyoung Jang – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Keon-Hyung Lee

Seunghyun Kim – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Frances Berry

Wenhui Li – Public Administration
Major Professors: Dr. Frances Berry and Dr. Tian Tang
“Improving Local Government Capacities for Interlocal Collaborations and Citizen-Government Interactions”

Huan-Sheng Lin – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Frances Berry
“A Public Service Ecosystems Framework for Value Creation in the Context of Public Participation: The Case of Taiwan”

Thomas Preston Monk – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Keith Ithlanfeldt
“Essays in Applied Microeconomics”

Jing Peng – Public Administration
Major Professors: Dr. Frances Berry and Dr. Tang Tian
“Determinants of Health Disparities in the COVID-19 Pandemic from the Perspectives of Social and Governmental Responsiveness”

Rivin Inasu Perinchery – Economics
Major Professor: Dr. Luke Boosey
“Essays on Information and Probabilistic Reasoning”
Carley Marie Caldwell – Nursing
Chris Caceres – Nursing
Zoe Alexis Bober – Nursing
Emma Claire Berman – Nursing
Ariana Sierra Badami – Nursing
Sophia L. Azevedo – Nursing
Aagust J. Anderson – Nursing
Victoria Sophia Amaya – Nursing
Ashley Nicole Affolter – Nursing
Rachel Alexandria Abreu – Nursing
Adrianna Nicole Abitino – Nursing
Emily Dora Golomb – Nursing
Taylor Ann Ferber – Nursing
Kelsie Reese Fountain – Nursing
Emily Daina Šaras – Sociology
Major Professor: Dr. John Reynolds
“Theory and Evaluation of Undergraduate STEM Education Interventions”
Giulia Ventrurini – Political Science
Major Professors: Dr. Christopher Reenock and Dr. Jens Grosser
“Strategic Candidate Selection and Minority Representation”
Kangqi Xiang – Public Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Frances Berry
“Navigating the Pandemic: Comparative Analyses and Theoretical Insights in Policy-Making and Implementation during COVID-19”
Ed Zeno-Gonzalez – Urban & Regional Planning
Major Professor: Dr. William Butler

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In
Adrianna Nicole Abitino – Nursing
Rachel Alexandra Abreu – Nursing
Cara Danielle Addeeb – Nursing
Ashley Nicole Affolter – Nursing
Ashley Nicole Affolter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Victoria Sophia Amaya – Nursing
August J. Anderson – Nursing
Sophia L. Azevedo (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ariana Sierra Badami (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ashlyn Elizabeth Barton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Madison Marie Belmont – Nursing
Lena Marie Bergquist (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Emma Claire Berman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Zoe Alexis Bober – Nursing
Karen Sol Bogomolni (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Chris Caceres – Nursing
Carley Marie Caldwell – Nursing
Kimberly Cesard (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Felanka Cetoute – Nursing
Maggie Grace Cobb – Nursing
Danielle Anissa Ebihara (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Emma Grace Feeks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Annalise Marie Feeley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Taylor Ann Ferber (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kelsie Reese Fountain (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Emily Dora Golomb (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Meagan Isabel Groel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Louise Diane Gustave – Nursing
Kayla Rae Gutch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Remmy Echharte Harris (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Clara Anne Hays (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Brenda M. Heffin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ashton Mckenzie Hinkle (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Hannah Audrey Hodge – Nursing
Elisa Merissa Howell – Nursing
Giselle Kayla Jones – Nursing
Leah Kristen Jones – Nursing
Jobyanaah Nehemiah Joseph – Nursing
Kelly Noreen Kaiser (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Alexa Drew Kehoe – Nursing
Shaylee Kennedy (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
YeonSu Kim (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kylie Rose Kreis (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Corinne Victoria Lara (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Avery Rose Lenoir (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kalley Lynch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Adrian Osvaldo Malave – Nursing
Lindsey Faye McCall (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Julia Faith Mergioel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing and Public Health
Samantha Lee Morgan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Addison Lil Neely (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Jennifer Thuy Nguyen (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Abigail Jean O’Brien (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Matthew W. Owens (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ella Michelle Peasley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Emily Riccardi – Nursing
Joshua Sky Rios – Nursing
Isabella Rodriguez – Nursing
Ashley Marie Rollen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Alyssa Ryan Rosenwasser (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kaitlyn Michelle Ruth – Nursing
Lindsey Marie Sake – Nursing
Yuliet Daviana Sanchez (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Michelle Alejandra Santillan Herrera – Nursing
Kaitlyn Selbach (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Samara Laygo Shute (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kara Lynne Sloper (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing and Public Health
Mykaela Christi Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Aidan James Stapleton (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Lauren Irene Steenland – Nursing
Julia Victoria Szwedyk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Caroline Amelia Tatum (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Sofia Kelly Terry (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kathryn Noelle Traber – Nursing
Mayakaya Volders (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Maile Pauline Weingarten (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kylie Alexandra West (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Rachel Lyn Woloshin (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Doctor of Nursing Practice
With Major In
Susan Lang Alexander – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Theresa Winton
Sheneice Alnay Baker – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Abbott
Samantha Jane Bredenkamp – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Karen Lipford
Theresa Brietzke – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Eileen Corman
Elizabeth Sabina Bryan – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Erik Salsgiver
Sarah Kay Curtis – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Marsha Hartline
Lovely Desirial – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Kristin Fadale
Elizabeth Theresa Dovi – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Eileen Corman
Cassidy Anne Garcia – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Jessica Bahorski
Loida Garcia – Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Lucinda Graven
Dina Tazkarji Gustafson – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. LeeAnn Barfield
Maci Ann Herman – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Mandy Bamber
Allison Harrow Jones – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Marsha Hartline
Jennifer L. Jones – Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Tana Hayes
Laura Dawn McCormick – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Eileen Corman
Gregory Arthur Mercier – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Sally Karioth
Laurie Stephanie Murphy – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Jolynn Greenhalgh
Charles Alan Pankow, Jr. – Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. Hyejin Park
Lyne G. Pierre – Nursing Practice - Psychiatric Mental Health
Major Professor: Dr. Eileen Corman
Shannon Quintana – Family Nurse Practitioner
Major Professor: Dr. LeeAnn Barfield
Ariana Elizabeth Ortiz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Ariana Elizabeth Ortiz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Brandon Gabriel Ortiz (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Andres Mateo Ortiz Rodriguez – Finance
Trent Michael Ostlarly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Riley Elizabeth Outten (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Tristen Matthew Owens – Marketing
Brittany Adeline Padilla Morales – Finance
Pedro Victor Padovan Ferreira – Accounting and Finance
Emilio Josefa Michele Palombo (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Tyler Keith Pardee – Professional Sales
Mark Armstrong Parent (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Rowen Sidney Parker (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Erin Holly Parrinello – Professional Sales
Caendon Vittorio Parrish – Professional Sales
Raymond Anthony Pasukinski, Jr. – Finance
Chloe E. Patel – Professional Sales
Devan T. Patel – Finance
Hiten Kiran Patel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kayla Elyse Patel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Riya Rajesh Patel – Finance
Riya Rajesh Patel – Risk Management & Insurance
Shivam B. Patel (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Shiven Jighish Patel (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Ramilton Isidro Paulino – Management
Olivia Brooke Pazzei – Marketing
Hailey Rene Peacock – Marketing
Hailey Rene Peacock – Real Estate
Bautista Pedevilla (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Finance
Nataly Pedrazzoli – Marketing
Ana Isabella Pena – Marketing and Management Information Systems
Lauren Benton – Management
Alexander Ezequiel Perez – Real Estate
Daniela Paola Perez – Finance
Emily Marie Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Human Resource Management
Evan Michael Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Karla Alexa Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Mariana I. Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Victoria Perez – Management
Victoria Perez – Marketing
Zandi Isabella Perez – Finance
Hayden Chandler Perry – Risk Management & Insurance
Jason Matthew Perttierra – Finance
Christian R. Peters – Finance
Christian R. Peters – Real Estate
Machii Petit-Freux – Accounting
Oliver Michael Petrillo – Marketing
Michael Edward Petrusha II – Marketing
William J. Pfeiffer – Management
Dylan Bradley Philbeck – Management
Stephen Phillip Picard – Finance
Cole Nikolas Pierce – Real Estate
Gregory Eugene Pierce III (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Taber Jay Pierce (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Sabrina Christina Pierre (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Andrew Pingalore (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Andrew Pingalore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Isabella Maria Pino (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Ophelia Piret (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Easton Mitchell Place (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Marketing
Nicholas Joseph Plavetic – Finance
Ethan Lawrence Poe – Finance
Diego Polanco – Finance
Jonathan Tomas Pollo – Finance
Sebastiano Giovanni Poma – Real Estate
Daniel Poorian (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Daniel Poorian (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Brooke Elizabeth Portnoy – Marketing
Christopher Kurt Posey – Real Estate
Zachary Adam Postlethwait – Finance
Leslie De La Caridad Potente-Junco – Management
Jennifer Michelle Potts – Management
Riley Dillon Powell – Management
Riley Dillon Powell – Marketing
Sebastian Andres Pozo – Finance
Andrew J. Pozzie – Accounting
Amanda Haley Press – Management
Matthew Alphonse Preta (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Maria Juliana Proano – Real Estate
Leila Jade Psota (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Patrick Pugliese (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Juan Pablo Pulido (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Juan Pablo Pulido (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Scott Alan Quigley – Finance
Vincent Rymus Quimby – Finance and Management Information Systems
Adrian L. Ragoanan – Finance
Aaron Lee Ramirez – Finance
Jocelyn Ramirez – Finance
Erik J. Ramirez – Finance
Grace Scintoni Ramos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Nicholas Michael Ramsden (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Vincent Mario Randazzo – Finance
Andrew Patrick Rausch – Finance
Sam Carlton Rautenstrauch – Management
Sam Carlton Rautenstrauch – Professional Sales
Chloe Marie Rebeio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Mary Peyton Redrick (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Anna Grace Reed – Finance
Gavin Steele Reed – Marketing
David Wilson Reese – Marketing
Ellen Julia Reif – Human Resource Management and Marketing
Janiya Reid – Business Administration
Victoria Max Reis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Rynelle Leigh Reisma (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Ana Gabriela Rementeria (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Hunter Brown Renner – Risk Management & Insurance
Sajeeth Rebup Roy (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Santiago Reyes Gomez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Jakeem Nehemiah Reynolds – Management
Brianna Marie Rhoads – Marketing
Brock C. Richard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Maggie Elizabeth Richardson – Finance and Real Estate
Solomon Chance Richardson – Finance
Solomon Chance Richardson – Risk Management & Insurance
Benjamin Ian Richter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Cassidy Nicole Rider – Professional Sales
Chase Davis Rime (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Gage Mark Ritchie – Finance
Danielle Madison Rittman (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Renee Alexis Rivas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Isabella Rae Rivera (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Jovanni Josepht Rivera – Finance
Tatum Elizabeth Rivera (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Tatum Elizabeth Rivera (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Paige Alexis Rivers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Risk Management & Insurance
Hannah Elizabeth Rix – Management and Marketing
Sophia Boone Robbins (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Steven Thomas Robelo (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Morgan Lynn Robertson (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Morgan Lynn Robertson (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Maxwell Kaiser Robinson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Grace Robinson-Petro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Blake Alexander Rodriguez (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Daniella Sabrina Rodriguez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Lenissa Rodriguez (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Nicolas Rodriguez – Finance
Carley Elizabeth Rogers – Real Estate
Olivia Ann Rollis – Management
Nicole Sarah Roman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Taylor Nicole Roman – Professional Sales
Isabella Romero Novoa – Marketing
Jared Alan Romine – Marketing
Sol River Roogow (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Zachary Stewart Roose (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Haley Marie Rose – Marketing and Sport Management
Jordan Alexander Rose (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Biological Science
Gunnar Dean Rosenquist – Finance
Amanda Elise Ross (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Kyle Richard Ross (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Connor Jordan Roth (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Sebastian Rothman – Finance
Henry Asher Rovin (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Allene Elizabeth Rowden (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Finance
Trent Rupert – Finance and Real Estate
Abigail Catherine Ryan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Cole Stephen Ryan (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Gavin Thomas Ryan – Finance
Gavin Thomas Ryan – Real Estate
Michael J. Sabatello – Finance
Nathan Sadowsky – Marketing
Farangizkhon S. Saidakhrolova – Marketing
Emily Nicole Salado (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
George Daniel Salamusta – Business (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Aza Nazaret Salas – Finance
Emily Alexandra Salcedo – Management
Lauren Liz Salcerio (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Marianna Salibato Valiente (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Marketing
Jillian Joanne Sanmook (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Ivette Andrea Sanchez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Sofia Raquel Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Emilio Andres Sanchez Harmat – Professional Sales
Campbell Riley Sanders – Real Estate
Jacob Michael Sanders – Finance
Zane Landon Sanders – Finance
Emory G. Sanderson – Finance
Richard J. Sanfilippo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Julian Max Sanford (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Julian Max Sanford (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Sophia Celeste Santiago – Marketing
Natalie Fernanda Santizo – Real Estate
Julie Paige Sarafianos – Risk Management & Insurance
Neal Deodhar Saste – Finance
Nathan Edward Sayers – Marketing
Emory Elizabeth Sayre (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Alyssa Scannell – Marketing
Giancarlo Schioppa – Finance and Real Estate
Sydney Rose Schneider (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Morgan Elizabeth Schockling (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Lila Rae Schombruger (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Lila Rae Schombruger (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Frankey Ray Schonwitz – Management
Benjamin Lewis Schor – Marketing
Robert G. Schuh – Finance
Elicia Tegan Schuchart (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Isaiah Enrique Scott (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Dante J. Scuzzarella (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
John-Mercer Seabaugh (CUM LAUDE) – Management
William Chase Sease – Finance
Richard Andrew Sebek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Andrew Joseph Seeger (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Larsen Bruce Seely (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Regan Makenna Seloff – Marketing
Oriana Selitz – Marketing
Kyle Alexander Sellers – Accounting
Brandon Bond Senndering (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Connor Kendrick Serg – Finance
Alek Serna – Accounting
Cotton James Serves – Finance
Erica Paige Sexton – Marketing
Braeden Vincent Shaffer – Risk Management & Insurance
Meghana Shanadi – Management Information Systems
Meghana Shanadi – Finance
Jack Shannon – Finance
Nathan Charles Shapiro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Finance
John Ryan Sharkey – Risk Management & Insurance
Taylor A. Sharpe – Accounting and Management
Gabriel Meir Shatunovsky (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Emily Serafin Shay (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Matthew Shean – Marketing
William Tyler James Shepeard – Real Estate
David John Sheridan – Finance
Carter Cannon Shirley – Finance
William Shirley – Finance
Courtney Alexandra Shroudt – Marketing
Salvatore Joseph Siegel – Accounting
Alexa Silverman – Marketing
Cameron Joseph Silk – Finance
Kerry Silverstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Matthew J. Simon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Alyssa Taylor Sims – Marketing
Madeline Ilse Siwinski – Management
Luke Raymond Skillington (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Tyra L. Skinner – Management Information Systems
Samantha Claire Slauder (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Colin James Smith – Management
Conner Nelson Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Conner Nelson Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Dalton S. Smith – Management
Erin-Marie Alexis Smith – Management Information Systems
Gavin Conrad Smith – Real Estate
Gracyn Candler Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Grant Stephen Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Spencer Robert Smith – Finance
Richard Henry Smithies (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Samuel Curtis Crosa Sneyr – Real Estate
Matthew Christopher Sopacua – Finance
Rebecca Christine Sopacua (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Yenesis Lynnette Sotomayor – Accounting
Domenique Speak-Diallo – Accounting
Alfredo E. Spiegel (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Marketing
Joshua Timothy Stacy (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Kylie Marie Stamler – Finance
Abbie Elizabeth Stanford (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate and Finance
Matthew William Starkey (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance and Professional Sales
Julia E. Stasio – Professional Sales
Parker Jonathan Stay – Finance
Jason Ari Stelman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Kevin Lawrence Stenger (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jack Matthew Stevens – Finance and Risk Management & Insurance
Joshua Alejandro Stoner – Management
Bradley Mon Stoner
Allen Joseph Stotler – Accounting
Emily Jessica Stoughton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Emily Jessica Stoughton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Cassidy Campbell Strickler (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Gavin Christopher Stuckey – Finance
Raina Grace Sullivan (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Aliyson Elizabeth Sullivan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Brett Anthony Sullivan – Finance
Ryan Wesley Sullivan – Real Estate
Sophia Renee Sullivan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Marketing
Tara Jeanne Sullivan (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Delaney Jane Swain – Management
Delaney Noel Sweat – Marketing
Ella J. Sweet – Professional Sales
Carson Daniel Tadder (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Graham Leonard Talbert – Finance
Mariana Tamayo (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Emma Sarah Tapp (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Charlize Sophia Tason – Marketing
Cole Alexander Taylor – Professional Sales and Management
Nazir Terrazas Arabe – Management
Printania Tham – Finance
Graesyn Rue Thilmoy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Ashtin Christopher Thomas – Management Information Systems
Ashtin Christopher Thomas – Management
Landan Mannsfield Thomas – Management Information Systems
Austin James Thompson – Professional Sales
Blake Connor Thompson – Finance
Bridget Faith Thompson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Lucas Alger Thompson (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Emma Colleen Thrift – Marketing
Lily Madison Thuo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Natalie Faith Timm (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Natalie Faith Timm (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Robin Matthew Mesina Tionko – Accounting
Haley Morgan Tobias (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Resource Management
Enrique Antonio Torre – Accounting
Allison Sarah Toth – Marketing
Katherine Celeste Tostendorp – Management Information Systems
Tanner Michael Townsend – Finance
Christopher James Tozzi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Amy Tran (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Andy Tran (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Minh Tran (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Bradley Christopher Trask – Finance
Analy Trego (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Dmitry Trembovetskky (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Luka Tribulados – Management
Ethan Michael Trombetti – Management
Catherine Troulliot – Accounting
Evan Harrim True – Real Estate
Leyla Thi Truong – Marketing
Sofia Nicole Turas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Logan Patrick Turbiville (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
James Joseph Turekis – Finance
Alexandra Nicole Turner – Marketing
Amarachi Mekhi Ujagbor – Finance
Ashley Dawn Ullom (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Danielle Weitzman – Finance
Lindsay Abigail Weisman – Finance
Emily Weinberg – Finance
Maxwell Glenn Webster – Management Information Systems
Abby Jean VanEpoo – Marketing
Zane Alexander Vannordstrand – Marketing
Nicholas Porter Vantre – Finance and Real Estate
Jordan Michelle Varga (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Brooks Allan Vayhinger (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Luis I. Vega – Finance
Sebastian Felipe Vega – Finance
John Thomas Vegliante (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
William Veilleux – Finance
Nicholas Michael Venetta (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Liliana Maria Verrastro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Liliana Maya Verrastro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Alexis Gabriela Vescovacci (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Alexis Gabriela Vescovacci (CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Sara Kathryn Vigne (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Editing, Writing, & Media
Priscilla Villamizar – Finance
Gabriela Villamizar Plata – Finance
Kate Nicole Vinik – Marketing
Jacob Thomas Vogel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Jacob Thomas Vogel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Alyssa Rosa Voigt – Professional Sales
Helmut Orion vonKoblauch – Accounting
Isabel Elena Voyer – Finance
Joseph Paul Walid – Finance
Andrew Joseph Waitovich (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Makenzie Grace Waldrop (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
DeShondra Denise Walker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Robert Stephen Walker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Kalee Jennifer Walkland (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Julia Christine Wallace (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Sport Management
Halie Autumn Walsh – Management
Joshua Paul Walton – Marketing
Samuel Bernard Walzer – Real Estate
Linzheng Wang (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Management Information Systems
Zackary David Ward – Marketing
Trinity Alea Watkins – Accounting
Eben Josiah Wauer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Kylene Sue Weathers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Aidan Michael Webb – Real Estate
Avery Nicole Weber (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Brady Joseph Webre – Finance
Aidan Alexander Webster – Management
Maxwell Glenn Webster – Finance
Emily Weinberg (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Zachary B. Weiner (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Lindsay Abigail Weisman – Marketing
Danielle Weitzman – Finance
Cameron Blake Welch – Finance
Jordan Elizabeth West – Finance
John Chasin Westbrook – Management Information Systems
Ethan Harvey White – Marketing
Jonathan White (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management
Alexa Whitesell (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Statistics
Olivia Catherine Whittle – Business Administration
Seona Kirsty Whyte – Marketing
Claire Gerard Wicman (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Maxwell Ryan Wickham – Risk Management & Insurance
Ian David Widner – Finance
Jessica Ann Wiecking (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Conrad Johann Wilkenning – Finance
Herbert Taylor Wilkerson V – Accounting
Jack Thomas Wilkinson – Marketing
Karil Suzanne Willcox – Management Information Systems
Rhys Francis Willenborg (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate and Finance
Brady Parker Williams – Finance
Catherine Michelle Williams – Management Information Systems
Catherine Michelle Williams – Finance
Erin Clare Williams – Finance and Economics
Howard Huang Williams – Finance
Nicole Janet Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Rachel Marlene Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Management
Spencer Robert Williams – Real Estate and Finance
Ethan Lowell Williamson (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Tanner Michael Willis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Tanner Michael Willis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Wade Michael Wilmot – Accounting
Jacob Collin Wilsey – Finance and Real Estate
Jordan Sikes Wilson – Finance
Riley Alexis Wilson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Zachary Winchester – Finance and Marketing
Jacob Bowser Winkler – Finance
Hannah Veronica Winner – Marketing
Abigail Jacqueline Witt (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Max Carlton Woelfer (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Christopher B. Wooden, Jr. – Human Resource Management
Zane Woods – Professional Sales
Nathen A. Woolverton (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Tyler Christopher Worth – Management Information Systems
Jack T. Worthington (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Alec Anthony Wright (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jake Arthur Wright – Accounting
Nathanael Ian Wright (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Megan Carol Writt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Austin Cole Wyatt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Alexa Villa Christina Xerras (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Zachary Taylor Yarnell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Ella Yanzadpour – Professional Sales
Ryan David Yelin (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Professional Sales
Zachary David Young – Marketing
Christine Yu (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kayly S. Zapata – Marketing
Veronica D. Zasloff (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Veronica D. Zasloff (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management & Insurance
Nicolas Zea Parra (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Nicolas Zea Parra (CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate
Alicia T. Zeigler – Accounting
Holly Zheng (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Marketing
Ryan Sullivan Ziegler – Finance
Zackary Zweifel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management

Master of Accounting
With Major In

Emelia Louise Anderson – Accounting-Generalist
Madison Ann Baldwin – Accounting-Generalist
Michael Francis Beausang IV – Assurance and Advisory Services
William Eugene Berk III – Assurance and Advisory Services
Peyton Daniel Billings – Accounting-Generalist
Reagan Bozka – Accounting-Generalist
Molly C. Button – Taxation
Neil Chheda Chheda – Taxation
Christopher Zachary Conley – Accounting-Generalist
Joseph Thomas Cusick – Taxation
Treavor DeSchryster – Assurance and Advisory Services
Gregory Edmond – Taxation
Alexandra Epelbaum – Accounting-Generalist
Max Charles Hernandez – Assurance and Advisory Services
Anna Caroline Hodge – Assurance and Advisory Services
Katherine Shelby Hunter – Assurance and Advisory Services
Kim Huynh – Taxation
Davis Christian Johnson – Assurance and Advisory Services
Natalie Marie Latsa – Accounting-Generalist
Jason Samuel Leonard – Accounting-Generalist
Gabrielle Claire Mastando – Assurance and Advisory Services
Aislinn Bree McDonald – Assurance and Advisory Services
Lance Reid Mitchell – Assurance and Advisory Services
Justin Michael Papa – Accounting-Generalist
Isabella Fenticoba Pineiro – Accounting-Generalist
Chia Ra Skye Prospero – Taxation
Camilo Abel Rojas – Taxation
Landon David Sears – Taxation
Ana Marie Seiple – Accounting-Generalist
Carolyn Cutileiro Soares Silva – Accounting-Generalist
Stephen Andres Sosa – Accounting-Generalist
Di Qian Tang – Taxation
Casey Ryan Van Dyke – Taxation
Patricia Ann Victor – Assurance and Advisory Services
Gage Allen West – Accounting-Generalist
Louis Charles Wright III – Assurance and Advisory Services
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Master of Business Administration
With Major In

Courtney Elizabeth Arison – Business Administration
Chance James Armstrong – Business Administration
Nicholas Barry – Business Administration
Brandon Timothy Beer – Business Administration
Margaret Kathleen Beeson – Business Administration
Sarah Margarite Kirkpatrick Behrens – Business Administration
Jessica Lynne Boccaccio – Business Administration
Khanh Kim Huynh Bui – Business Administration
Devon Michael Burkhard – Business Administration
Stephen Richard Burlingame, Jr. – Business Administration
Valeria Mercedes Carrillo – Business Administration
Amanda Joy Chapman – Business Administration
Blaine Alexander Cherry – Business Administration
Alston Elisabeth Colby – Business Administration
Carson Christopher Conway – Business Administration
Raymond B. Davis – Business Administration
Dominick Joseph Eboli, Jr. – Business Administration
Daniel Christopher Fang – Business Administration
Kathleen Carole Fraga – Business Administration
Kayla Breann French – Business Administration
Dominic R. Gabreleski – Business Administration
Maxwell Gabriel Garrant – Business Administration
Hallie Marie Kittle Gaudio – Business Administration
Bryan Austin Grainger – Business Administration
Devin Reid Guthrie – Business Administration
Hunter Cole Hambright – Business Administration
Chandler Reuben Hammond – Business Administration
Justin Hay – Business Administration
La’Quilla Altice Holloway – Business Administration
Tibet Inan – Business Administration
Lane E. Jennings, Jr. – Business Administration
Edina Kacani – Business Administration
Kathryn Rose Kibbey – Business Administration
Daniel J. Killacky – Business Administration
Andrew Thomas Kroupa – Business Administration
Ty Justin Lafferman – Business Administration
Antwaun Donnell Lide – Business Administration
Aria Lightfoot – Business Administration
Michael Octavio Matamoros – Business Administration
Philip Mazzei – Business Administration
Robert Cameron McCluskey – Business Administration
Blake R. Miller – Business Administration
Maria Kay Montauredes – Business Administration
Bryce M. Mueller – Business Administration
William Maxwell Myers – Business Administration
Elisa Novak – Business Administration

Michael McKelvey Ordetx – Business Administration
Sarah Ortkeise – Business Administration
BriAnna Chardae Palmer – Business Administration
Max Brian Parker – Business Administration
Joanie Veronica Quintanilla – Business Administration
Bryn Thomas Nahrung – Business Administration
Ashley Marie Rogers – Business Administration
James W. Rosenberry, Jr. – Business Administration
Erik Ruparelia – Business Administration
William Joseph Sagarese III – Business Administration
Angel Saguay – Business Administration
Mila Saric Misic – Business Administration
Nicole Pauline Scaminaci – Business Administration
Debra Anne Sell – Business Administration
Sarah Stroup – Business Administration
Logan Paulsey Tihey – Business Administration
Ismael Vallejos Rosell – Business Administration
Mikenzi JoAnna Washington – Business Administration
Christian Weisz – Business Administration
Kimberly Willis – Business Administration

Master of Science
With Major In

Alexandra Marie Ahr – Finance
Nicholas Alexander Balan – Finance
Kyle Raymond Benedict – Finance
Adam T. Benvenisty – Risk Management & Insurance
Cameron James Bruce – Finance
Serena Buktenica – Business Analytics
Jack Ryan Burns – Finance
Hailee Kathleen Byrne – Finance
Gabriel Hagstrom Carbone – Finance
Brandy Nicole Carpenter – Risk Management & Insurance
Luciana Castro San Cristobal – Business Analytics

Ekin Celik – Business Analytics
Maria Alejandra Cossio – Business Analytics
James S. Davis – Risk Management & Insurance
Ryan James Deutch – Finance
Kevin Paul Driscoll – Management Information Systems
Brendan Engelhard – Finance
Kyle Fennema – Management Information Systems

Leticia Fernandez Bugarin – Business Analytics
Andrew Germain – Risk Management & Insurance
Syed Ibrahim Mustafa Gillani – Finance
Kyle A. Goad – Finance
María Gabriela González Solano – Business Analytics
Shea Donovan Harrington – Finance
Lauren Renee Harris – Finance
Chloe Paige Hartle – Finance
Jacob Benjamin Kelly – Finance
Adam Joshua Kratenstein – Finance
Zachary William Langford – Risk Management & Insurance
Garry L. Lawrence, Jr. – Finance

Joseph Mike Majhess III – Risk Management & Insurance
Madison Nicole Maloney – Finance
Ayden R. Markowitz – Finance
David Garland Massengale II – Finance
John Paul McDonald – Finance
Sunil Isaiah Menezes – Finance

Hope Marie Miller – Management Information Systems
Kunal Nathani – Business Analytics
Jose Carlos Noguera Villamil – Finance
Alexandra Marie Ortiz Berbery – Business Analytics
Paul Nicholas Oyarzun – Finance
Samantha Marie Parish – Finance
Jacob Andrew Piros-Parks – Finance
Camilla Polo – Finance
Michael Anthony Redish, Jr. – Management Information Systems
Jesse Schalk – Risk Management & Insurance
Charles Petronzio Schneier – Finance
Noah Julian Siegel – Finance
Connor Choi Streibich – Business Analytics
Collin James Van Dame – Business Analytics
Bianca Maria Velez – Finance
Nathaniel Robert Welmaker – Finance
Sierra Reese Wicker – Finance

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Dan R. Bradbury – Marketing
Major Professor: Dr. Jerome J. Cronin

“Why is this ‘Green'? A Mixed Methods Extension of the Green Consumer Literature”

Moniquca (Nikki) Chappell – Accounting
Major Professor: Dr. Sami Keske

“The Effects of Regulatory and Statutory Reliefs on CECL Adopting Banks’ Lending to Low-Income and Minority Borrowers”

Marina Cozac – Marketing
Major Professors: Dr. Maura Scott and Dr. Martin Mende


Andrew Keyes – Organizational Behavior & Human Resources
Major Professor: Dr. Samantha Paustian-Underdahl

“Understanding the Impact of Pay Transparency on Attracting Talent”

Christine Madonna Kirklund – Strategy
Major Professors: Dr. R. Michael Holmes, Jr. and Dr. Horacio E. Rousseau


Yingge Li – Organizational Behavior & Human Resources
Major Professors: Dr. Samantha Paustian-Underdahl and Dr. Shanna R. Daniels

“Is the Ally Helping or Hurting You? An Empirical Research Study on Alisyship Experiences of Marginalized Employees”

Alyssa Moore – Accounting
Major Professor: Dr. Spencer Pierce

“Blockchain and Corporate Disclosure”

Rodney Nduum – Finance
Major Professor: Dr. Casey Dougall

“The Economics of Effective Punishment”
COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Ilani Talya Abraham (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Camila Acevedo – Criminology
Suraj Acharya (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Ana Laura Aguilar Boneta – Criminology
Andrew Aleid (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Nicole Elizabeth Alexander (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Shanea Tamara Alfred – Criminology
Lindsay Allen – Criminology
Alejandro Alonso – Criminology
Regina Ahmad Alsarou – Criminology
Irma Maribel Alvarado – Criminology
Johanna Alejandro Alvarez Faican – Criminology and Psychology
Autumn C. Anderson – Criminology
Cassandra Nicole Anzalone (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Sabrina Cassandra Armanca (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
JeanPaul Arrieta (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Ciera Nicole Atkinson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Morgan Michellel Augustin – Criminology
Mason Scott Austin – Criminology
Maddison Grace Avery – Criminology
Liz Bagatini Alves (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Mackenzie Elizabeth Baker – Cyber Criminology
Giovanna Elise Bastiste – Criminology
Nicholas Matthew Bartolomei – Criminology
Tyler Daniel Bass (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Ethan Thomas Baur – Criminology
Devin Richard Becker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Ian Matthew Belle – Criminology
Isabella Marie Benavente – Criminology
Hailey Rose Bernau (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Catherine Alise Bilbrey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Nolen Thomas Bishop – Criminology
Julia Xiao Ye Blom – Criminology
Brita Noelle Bocijan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Payton Easley Bolger – Cyber Criminology
Nicole Marie Booth – Criminology
Ethan Bradley Boudreau – Criminology
Nola Bratter – Cyber Criminology
Lindsey Nicole Brewer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Elea Romana Brkic (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Curtisa Keonshay Brown (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Annabelle E. Bruno (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Katherine Lynn Buchanan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Alondra Julisa Bueno (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Sydney Quynh Bui (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Samantha Caroline Buzzard (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Gavin L. Cabrera – Criminology
Isabella Sophia Camejo – Criminology
Madelyn Candillaro – Cyber Criminology
Livia Marie Caputo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Stephanie Cardenas – Criminology
Tressa Lynn Carpenter – Criminology
Ethan Richard Carr – Criminology
Beth A. Casey – Criminology
Alexa Castro – Criminology
Maria Celeste Gerrits – Criminology
Emily G. Chambliss (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Morgan Vail Chapman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Xavier Alexander Christian – Criminology
Joseph Thomas Clark – Criminology
Jack Ryan Cohen – Criminology
Adam Gregory Cole – Criminology
Morgan Marie Collins – Criminology
John Cook – Criminology
Elizabeth Francis Critcher – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Leah Noel Cronk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Human Rights and Social Justice
Mellina Capri D’Argenio – Cyber Criminology
Cade D’Errico (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Malik Akeem Dabor – Criminology
Jamari De’Angelo James Davis – Criminology
James V. De Choc – Criminology
Isabella de Souza (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Matthew Jonathan Diamond (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Erica Denise Doctor – Criminology
Clara Melanie Dove – Criminology
Mary Olivia Driggers – Criminology
Mia Du Toit – Criminology and Psychology
Lucky Duffy – Criminology
Taylor Nicole Dumas – Criminology
Colton Chase Duval – Criminology
Andrya Marie Edwards (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Andrew Noah Ellis – Criminology and International Affairs
Chloe Maya Elster (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jacqueline Emmerich (CUM LAUDE) WITH HONORS – Criminology
Dmitri Marty Enriquez – Criminology
Spencer Reina Epps – Criminology
Kyle Bradford Emerson Eremia – Criminology
Claudia G. Escalante (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Mikaylah Marnel Ethridge – Criminology
Anysha Tierra Evans – Criminology
Andre Candelario Esposito – Criminology
Tifani Helen Farquhar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Hannah Farrow – Criminology
Trevor Fauson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Lydia Fabrika Ferti – Cyber Criminology
Alexis Jade Fisher – Criminology
Christian Gregory Frahm – Cyber Criminology
Christopher Lee Franklin – Criminology
Nicholas John Fry – Criminology
Jadelyn Kae Gangwer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Noemie Rebecca Ganichot (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Bianca Garcia-Torres – Criminology
Megan Daisy Garriga – Criminology
Rebecca Gay (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Sofia Giuliana Genta (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Richard J. Geraci (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Arianna Lynne Glock (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Alexandra Faith Gior (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jake Glynn – Criminology
Lauren Rebecca Godkin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Maria Fernanda Godoy – Criminology
Gillian Nicole Gobby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Grady Quinn Golden (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Brooke-Lyn Gomel – Criminology
Michael Jacob Greff (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Mollie Gregory – Criminology and Psychology
Jessica Nicole Griggs – Criminology
Emma Catherine Haines (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology
Peyton Sheridan Halfacre – Cyber Criminology
Caden Reece Hawkins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jeremy Allen Hedrick – Criminology
Jaleyli Brianna Henderson – Criminology
Lindsay Hernandez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Santiago Hernandez – Criminology
Jacob P. Hinds (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Mason Alexander Hirsch – Criminology
Thomas Michael Hogg – Criminology
Bailee Jia Hui Holder (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Nye’Dra Holmes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Ariana Danielle Howell – Criminology
Savanah L. Hubbard – Criminology
Madeline Elma Huggins – Criminology
Morgan O. Hughes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Claire Rose Hullender (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Kelly Marie Ibarra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Michael H. Jandula – Criminology
Elijah R. Jean – Criminology
Anissa Jean-Felix – Criminology
Kathryn Elizabeth Jenkins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Payton Storm Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Lauren Danielle Jubran (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Elijah Christopher Kearney Tate (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK

Bachelor of Social Work With Major In

Nicole Alvarado (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Collin Jay Baldiet (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Crystal Elena Baxley – Social Work
Makenna B. Bernstein (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Criminology
Allison Hyatt Bliski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Melanie R. Brock (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Samantha Cuttle (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Psychology
Chaela David De Belen (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Criminology
Eden Elizabeth Deckerhoff (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Crystin Leigh Dees – Social Work
Ciera Chante Gardner – Social Work
Maev Dominique Gillen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Tara Rose Gray – Social Work
Hayley Greeson (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Ashlin Kinsey Hine (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Ahriel Janae Howard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kavyay Hope – Elizabeth Howell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Madilyn Jean Kiergaard (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Lucille Louise Lawrence (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Theatre
Hope Elizabeth Layport (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jillian Hope Long – Social Work
Caitlin Marie Lugo-Pfleshinger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Soleil Martinez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Theresa Irene Moran (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
William Frederic Motzel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jon-Alexander Christian Mulcahy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jayci Kapri Qassim – Social Work
Avelly Rojas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Lindsey Grace Salomone (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Conqualla Bre Scott (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Hailey Snoodgrass (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Brenna Rose Stamper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kelly Suzanne Strong – Social Work
Bailey A. Swayze (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kerry Brooke Tankersley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
R'Teara Deshay Thomas (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Christina Marce Wood – Social Work
Evan Zebny – Social Work
Bohdana Zhoba (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Master of Social Work With Major In

Asia Abdul-Hakim – Social Work
Greta Maria Abraham – Social Work
Oluwatoyin Akinwolere – Social Work
Maggie Lucas Allen – Social Work
Francia Andrews – Social Work
Kaylee Grace Andrews – Social Work
Tiffany Aponte – Social Work
Hannah Baker – Social Work
Melisa Margaret Balkcom – Social Work
Mariah Margaret Banse – Social Work
Brittanye Buda Basak – Social Work
Lena Naomi Bates – Social Work
Alyssa Marie Bellin – Social Work
Mikaila Bennett – Social Work
Tracy-Ann Maureen Bennett – Social Work
Jenesa Ashley Branchor – Social Work
Ella Moneves Burgener – Social Work
Mireya Cenedo Castelan – Social Work
Nicole Chalapud – Social Work
Ainsley Jayne Chaluk – Social Work
Bryan David Chevalier – Social Work
Kendal Coote – Social Work
Jordyn Curtin – Social Work
Austin Kell Dance – Social Work
Kashia Lynette Darville – Social Work
Ashley Nicole Davenport – Social Work
Julia Delong – Social Work
Krystal LaShay Denson – Social Work
Rebecca Dickey – Social Work
Arletta Diefenbach – Social Work
Leila Erin Dodson – Social Work
Stephen Spencer Doiron – Social Work
Gabrielle Rose Donato – Social Work
Tiffany Kelly Donohoe – Social Work
Kelly Nicole Dougherty – Social Work
Olivia Catherine Elkins – Social Work
Natalie Hunter Eskin – Social Work
Megan Marie Evans – Social Work
Brandy Fancher – Social Work
Amanda Fleischmann – Social Work
Alyssa Fontenot – Social Work
Nancy Vankougnet Friedman – Social Work

Elizabeth Garcia – Social Work
Mayra Garcia Jaral – Social Work
Brooke Madison Garwood – Social Work
Stephanie M. Giron – Social Work
Andrew Scott Goldstein – Social Work
Ty Goldthwaite – Social Work
Carri Lynn Grebe – Social Work
Lynn Marie Grenie-Poirier – Social Work
Brannia Lynn Hackbarth – Social Work
Tyler Hamilton – Social Work
Christa Hampton – Social Work
Ashleigh Harris – Social Work
Mina Hassani – Social Work
Arabia Herbert – Social Work
Margaux Herrera – Social Work
Jared Mackenzie Hiers – Social Work
Merideth Hollister – Social Work
Rebecca Lee Horn – Social Work
Yxsli Horta – Social Work
Shaun Maurice Hunter – Social Work
Keji Ita – Social Work
Shanita Jackson – Social Work
Hirtaine Jeantyne – Social Work
Monique Johnson – Social Work
Tiana Johnson – Social Work
Kimberly Keeton – Social Work
Jodi Lynn L’Heureux – Social Work
Alicia Marie Lobb – Social Work
Tonya Leslie Leber – Social Work
Katherine Ellise LeBlanc – Social Work
Jennifer M. Lister – Social Work
Haley Brecken Llewellyn – Social Work
Brian N. Maida – Social Work
Jeanne Lindsay Martin-Szczechowicz – Social Work
Karen W. Martinez – Social Work
Rosaria Jana Matthew – Social Work
Hunter Scott McCain – Social Work
Victoria Mills – Social Work
Jesmelo Moreno – Social Work
Christina Mulheren – Social Work
Kayla Louise Munstergeiger – Social Work
Alana Shanice Myers – Social Work
Amy Napper – Social Work
Elizabeth Grace North – Social Work
Kelsey Odom-Sprengn – Social Work
Eden Elizabeth Olsen – Social Work
Lyllian Kassandra Pardes – Social Work
Joshua M. Paredes – Social Work
Amber Jean Radin – Social Work
Alexandra Ja’Nae Redman – Social Work
Daisy Rivero – Social Work
Mikeysya Marjorie Robinson – Social Work
Crystal Cody Roland – Social Work
Alberto Ivan Rosado – Social Work
Emily Ryan – Social Work
Kennedy Grace Ryder – Social Work
Da’Rnay A’Tayona Sandlin – Social Work
Danielle Catherine Scott – Social Work
Gloria Ann Seabrooks – Social Work
Jack Andrew Shepherd – Social Work
Jessica Smith – Social Work
Jeanne Sprouse – Social Work
Victoria Stephenson – Social Work
Heidi Stevens – Social Work
Kelli Ann Stoker – Social Work
Kerik N’Kol Suber – Social Work
Caroline Ivey Tino – Social Work
Natalie Torres – Social Work
Kayla Eline Tronvold – Social Work
Madison Nicole Tuch – Social Work
Bridgette Green Tune – Social Work
Naomi Ulysses – Social Work
Lucy Ana Unshyau – Social Work
Eric Jason VanDerMolen – Social Work
Israel E. Vazquez – Social Work
Dominique Tomika Vercilien – Social Work
LeAndrea Wallace – Social Work
COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Megan Eileen Almonte – Commercial Music
Eduardo Ambriz – Music - Liberal Arts
Samuel D. Barbaro – Jazz
Lauren Amberlee Barfield (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Editing, Writing, & Media
Jessica Lea Bellerai (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Sofia Michelle Blanco – Music - Liberal Arts
Anthony Borda – Music - Liberal Arts
Kylie Reese Boschen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Psychology
Kerry Dorian Carr Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Music
Cristina Nicole Dabrowski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Jacob Richard Deli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
William Blaise Dunn – Music - Liberal Arts
Alexandro Xavier Garcia (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Mary Katherine Jo Gelasco (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Brittany Rae Gummerman – Music - Liberal Arts
Zachary Alexander Kahn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz
Walker Lane Keen – Jazz
Miles Kreutzer – Music - Liberal Arts
Erika Grillola Lopez – Music - Liberal Arts
Achsa Leigh Martin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Music
Aaron Michael McNamara – Music - Liberal Arts
Kittle Morton – Music - Liberal Arts
Hannah Marie Paschal – Music - Liberal Arts
Monica Louis Powell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Sebastian Quintero – Music - Liberal Arts
Matthew Robert Raisch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Thana Rangsiyawaranon – Music - Liberal Arts
Thum Rangsiyawaranon – Music - Liberal Arts
J. Everett Reed (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts and Media/Communication Studies
Chase William Rowe (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Michael Ryan – Music - Liberal Arts
Cameron Lee Skolnick – Commercial Music
Dylan Christopher Sneddon – Commercial Music
Sean Philip Solomon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Joshua Stambaugh – Music - Liberal Arts
Philip Temple – Music - Liberal Arts
Kaleb David Ward (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Maxwell David Warren – Commercial Music
Tyler Michael Zumbro – Music - Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Music
With Major In

CarlosManuel Aceves – Brass Performance
Marina Akamatsu (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Elijah Bernardo Barrios (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance and Computer Science
Evans Andrew Blitzer (CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance
Joshua Stewart Collins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance
Alissa Lisette D’Alton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Pamela Paige Dunblazier (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
David Duong – Guitar Performance
Margot Lynnette Elder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Christian Andres Estades-Perdomo – Brass Performance
Alice Frisch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance
Marl German (CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Thomas R. Greer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz Performance
Sammy Hanson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz Performance
Keshawn Malik Hardy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz Performance
Anisa Herbert – Woodwind Performance
Ashley Katherine Lewis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Jack Lyons (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Brass Performance
Jayne Margason (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Abigail Elizabeth Marotta (CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Kyle I. McDonald (CUM LAUDE) – Music Composition
Maria Mendez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Michael Andres Mesa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Louis Jennings Milton – Guitar Performance
Sadie Murray – Woodwind Performance
Rudi Neubrander (CUM LAUDE) – Jazz Performance
Ashlynn Taylor Pope (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy and Psychology
William Roberts – Brass Performance
Catherine Grace Roddery (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Music
Alejo Rodriguez Sanchez – Music Composition
Oliver Schoonover (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Music Composition
Samantha Sermons – Music Therapy
WoodHAVENS Simon (CUM LAUDE) – Music Composition
Joshua Singletary (CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Kristin Kay Spangler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Alaina Danielle Stephens – Music Therapy
Kaleb Thompsons (CUM LAUDE) – Jazz Performance
Cody Ryan Whidden – Voice Performance
Artemis Xenick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Janae Monique Yates (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz Performance
Bachelor of Music Education
With Major In

Adam Xavier Agonoy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Myles Jacob Barry (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Sarah R. Burns (CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Carly Rose Davis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Romus C. Edenfield IV (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Jackson David Englund – Choral Music Education
Gabriela Alexandra Gaya (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Richard Gonzalez – Instrumental Music Education
Cecilia Marie Hotz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Marin Elizabeth Kelly – Music Education
Kyle Gordon Krogol – Instrumental Music Education
Israel Martinez Becerra – Instrumental Music Education
Aydyn Bryn O’Brien (CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Jesse A. Rigsby, Jr. (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Jeremy Caleb Roldan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Megan Kathleen Sheehy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Daniel P. Sullivan (CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education
Thomas T. Thai (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Ana Christina Torres (CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Reece Windjack – Choral Music Education
Master of Arts
With Major In

Rachel Ward Boatwright – Arts Administration - Music
Miriam Leigh Chasteen – Arts Administration - Music
Allison Elizabeth Cort – Music - Liberal Arts
Tyler Joseph Hast – Arts Administration - Music
Roland Dean Hernandez – Arts Administration - Music
Marc Frances Lausch – Arts Administration - Music
Kok Tong Liew – Music - Liberal Arts
Minyoung Rho – Music - Liberal Arts
Heather Nicole Simpson – Arts Administration - Music
DaSean Stokes – Arts Administration - Music
Jeseylin Wijaya – Music - Liberal Arts
Min Yoo – Music - Liberal Arts
Master of Music
With Major In

Masayoshi Arakawa – String Performance
Collin Daniel Bankovic – Woodwind Performance
Cole G. Bellamy – Voice Performance
Mary Caroline Botter – Voice Performance
Caroline Mackenzie Bruns – String Performance
Marina Burguete-Diago – String Performance
Kaitlyn Marie Calcagino – Woodwind Performance
Brett Deakin Col – Jazz Studies
Johnathan Alan Couch – Organ Performance
Ashley Nicole Deane – Instrumental Conducting
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH, AND HUMAN SCIENCES

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Amanda Marie Abarca (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Kealoha Kaelah Abasial (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Cody Anthony Aguirre – Human Development and Family Science
Madison Lynn Alligood (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Danj Altine – Exercise Physiology
Julie M. Alva (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Taylor Carlos Alvarez – Exercise Physiology
Lauren Natalia Amparo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Caroline Diane Anderson – Social Science Education
Laurny Michelle Andrade – Education in Elementary Schools
Sarah Andriopoulos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Halle Mckenzie Andriss – Exercise Physiology
Francesca Marie Angeletti (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kaitlyn Susan Armour (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Aidaliaca Arteaga – Human Development and Family Science
Kayleigh Rose Attaway – Exercise Physiology
Julia Aucot (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Katinoel Babick – Exercise Physiology
Reece Katelyn Badger (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Carlos Enrique Bailly – Sport Management
Wolf Miller Baines – Exercise Physiology
Allison Rae Barnes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
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Sofia Giselle Farach (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Joud D. Farhat – Dietetics
Cason Baker Faris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Ryan John Farkhur – Sport Management
Kyla Marie Fedderly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sophia Ann Federico (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Grace Elizabeth Ferrentino (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Emily Elizabeth Ferris – Human Development and Family Science
Lindsay Anne Ferrua – Education in Elementary Schools
Rachel Marie Fike (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Daniel Edward Finnane, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Alexander Curtis Fisher – Sport Management
Jordyn Elizabeth Fisher (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Mikayla Faith Fisher (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Education in Elementary Schools
Nyah A. Fischler – Exercise Physiology
Jenna Anne FitzGerald (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Allison Fleming (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Megan Foglieman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Emily Ann Forsman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Alisha Angela Francois (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Katrin Frederickson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Zach Friedman – Sport Management
Ethan Frisch – Sport Management
Lauren Fryou (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Melanie Nicole Gaige Aquino (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kersten Leigh Galeta (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Natanya Angeline Garcia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Tyler Christian Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Alessandra L. Gardini (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Ashton Lane Garner – Human Development and Family Science
Danielle Marie Garvey – Exercise Physiology
Alexis Garzon (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
John Austin Gee (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Alexis Geoghan – Education in Elementary Schools
Kelly Ellason George (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Riley Marie Gettle – Human Development and Family Science
Jakob Michael Giammarino – Sport Management
Rose Lola Gibbs – Athletic Training
Savannah Elaine Gill – Human Development and Family Science
Lauren Michello Glubis – Food & Nutrition Science
Rebecca Marie Goldstein (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Mara Taite Goldwasser (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Cristovan Gomes-Ramirez – Social Science Education
Claudia Maria Gonzales – Sport Management
Alejandra Gonzalez – Sport Management
Mykel Alexander Gonzalez (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Emma Mae Gorman – Visual Disabilities Education
Sean Matthew Gormley – Sport Management
Ana Hui Grande – Athletic Training
Deylynd Terell Grant – Sport Management
Maci Lynne Green (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kathryn A. Greco (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Brogan Janel Gresham (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Ashley Jane Gruguric – Visual Disabilities Education
Meredith Hope Grimm (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Cameron Grippo – Human Development and Family Science
Ellise Kate Grizio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Garrett Chase Grunder – Exercise Physiology
Sofia Guerrero Arteaga – Exercise Physiology
Katherine Nicole Guzman (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Ian Gene Haas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Mackenzie Leigh Haith – Human Development and Family Science
Tia E. Hairson – Sport Management
Parmida Natasha Haj (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Kyla Ashley Hall – Exercise Physiology
Taylorle Hamilton – Athletic Training
Katelyn Erin Hannen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Education in Elementary Schools
Ryan Patrick Hannett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Jackson Thomas Harding (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Kalei M. Harding – Sport Management
McKinley Mary Harding (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Nathan Ian Hansen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Jordan Marcus Harting – Exercise Physiology
Phoebe Nicole Hecker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Delaney Anne Heidell – Exercise Physiology
Julian Joseph Heistand – Sport Management
Ashley Elizabeth Hendrix (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Maliyah Henry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sydney Hannah Herschelman (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Courtney Brenna Hess (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Madison Sarah Hickey (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Connor Reese Hiers – Exercise Physiology
Hailey Lauren Higbee (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Isabell Marie Hildy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Hannah Marie Hill – Human Development and Family Science
Jackson Hinds – Social Science Education
Brennan C. Hines – Sport Management
Linh Ngoc My Hoang (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
McLain Richard Hodgkiss – Sport Management
Elizabeth Marie Hoffmark (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Cooper Davis Holbrook – Sport Management
Piper McKenna Hope – Exercise Physiology
Stephanie Lynn Horowitz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Lily Frances Houser – Dietetics
Chloe Fei Hoyt – Human Development and Family Science
Alicia A. Huang – Elementary Education
Caty Imani Hubbert (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Caroline Grace Hudson – Human Development and Family Science
Madisson Brooke Hunley (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Hayleigh Cora Jackson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Education in Elementary Schools
Jordan Alana Jackson – Social Science Education
Kendall Paige Jacobs (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Emily Renee Jahay – Athletic Training
Sarah Nicole James (CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Patrice Jasmin – Human Development and Family Science
Ricarima Jean Baptiste – English Education
Prenisha Jean-Charles – Human Development and Family Science
Eaehlensky Jean-Claude – Athletic Training
Jessica Jean-Louis – Human Development and Family Science and Public Health
Morgan Jenkins – Human Development and Family Science
Colin Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Destiny Jones – Human Development and Family Science
Halle Alyson Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Zachary Lewis Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Kirsten Marie Jorgensen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jackson Levi Joseph (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Emma Grace Knapp (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Sydney Gabrielle Kaliser – Athletic Training
Josephine Kanarek – Elementary Education
Kristine Marie Kane (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Max Jordan Katz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Alexandra Jane Kelly – Human Development and Family Science
Callie Ann Elizabeth Kennedy – Social Science Education
Lauren Grace Kenny (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Seraiah Josette Kercy – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Jahni Anyah Lorenia Kerkovick – Human Development and Family Science
Mark Joseph Khadour – Exercise Physiology
Caroline Grace Khan – Exercise Physiology
Thomas P. Kilbane IV – Social Science Education
Colt Christopher King (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Frederik Kjettrup – Sport Management
Mackenzie Jewell Klepper (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Haley D. Laguador (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Elizabeth Grace Kyhos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Mekenzie Ilene Kratzert (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Alexander Bryce Knowlton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Mary McManus Karinette Krause (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Daisha Reina Martinez – Human Development and Family Science
Michael Paul Martinez – Exercise Physiology

Fatima Sofia Martinez-Mendoza (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Olivia Gabriele Mason – Special Education Teaching
Cameron Thomas Massa (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Tyler C. Mastrogianii – Human Development and Family Science
Hillery Danielle Mauser (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Gabriella Victoria Mazzorana (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Julia Elizabeth McCarthy – Sport Management
Reagan McCarthy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Samuel Thomas McCawley (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Caitlin Marie McCormick – Exercise Physiology
Brayden Lee McGuigan – Sport Management
Jagger William McIlvaine – Sport Management
Samantha Miyuki McLaughlin-Kato (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Tanja Marie McNatt – Education in Elementary Schools
Valentina Chiara Mellini (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Ariana Fathim Mendez (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Diego Mendoza-Jacobo (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Addison Charis Metcalf – Human Development and Family Science
Emmanuel Kenisha Mezidor (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Giancarlos Angel Miguel – Sport Management
Tara E. Mihailovic (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Baylor Lucille Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Education in Elementary Schools
Luke Jackson Miller – Exercise Physiology
Mckenzie Newell Miller (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Sophia Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Masia Delisha Mims – Elementary Education
Brianna Nicole Mitchell – Human Development and Family Science
Julia Marie Moffa (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Ali Mohamed (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Alexander Monahan (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Julia Pauline Monkash (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Caitlin V. Moon (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Cruz Byron Moran (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Jake S. Moretti (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Mason Morgan (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Chloe Morris (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Meghan Catch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Amelia Murdoch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Ashley C. Murphy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education

Leigha Nicole Murray – Human Development and Family Science
Joseph P. Musseman, Jr. – Sport Management
Annagrace Elise Myers – Athletic Training
Leah Danielle Natkin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Mia Elizabeth Napolite (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Issabella Fleurre Needleman – Dietetics
Brianna Marie Nelson – Human Development and Family Science
Timothy Jared Leon NeSmith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Scott Riggs Newell – Exercise Physiology
Elizabeth Grace Nichols (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Christian Nicholson – Human Development and Family Science
Ross Christopher Nicholson (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Kaitlyn Marie Nicolosi (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Lina Nissley (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Grace Elizabeth Novak – Exercise Physiology
Alyssa Mary Nucci (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Jayme Soul Elise O (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Indyha Maya Oakley (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Kevin Christopher Ohm (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Aaron Jason Oppelt – Sport Management
Isabella Ellen Orlando – Exercise Physiology
Maria Ortiz – Exercise Physiology
Selena Eve Ortiz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Elizabeth Kaleiheeuanana Paat (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jaclyn Brooke Pacella – Human Development and Family Science
Isabella Marie Pagley (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Gahyun Park (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Clara Pazini Ribeiro Tavares (CUM LAUDE) – Special Education Teaching
Ahna Virginia Peace (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Human Development and Family Science
Celeste Milagros Pellon – Athletic Training
Jillian Pearl Penson (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Carlos Javois Pereira (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Geisly R. Perez – Human Development and Family Science
Isabella Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Lisyani Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Food & Nutrition Science
Lena Marie Perron (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Eila Marie Pfleumer (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Manda Kaitlyn Pierce (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Geraldine Pierre – Human Development and Family Science
Kayla G. Pinnixton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Madison Gene Piper (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
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Shelby Megan Propps (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Freddy Gene Pruet III – Athletic Training
Samantha Pulawski – Human Development and Family Science
Angelina Quintero Miranda – Exercise Physiology
Jenna Rebecca Rabin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Omar Raya (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Joshua Ross Rayman – Sport Management
Victoria Corrinne Reeder – Human Development and Family Science
Spencer Zane Regli (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Zachary James Reid (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Abigail Elizabeth Remy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Food & Nutrition Science
Ryan J. Renz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Avery E. Rutherford – Exercise Physiology
Jackson Gottfried Riesen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Bryand Andre Rinchè – Sport Management
Zoe Elizabeth Ring (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Lily Catherine Riopelle – Human Development and Family Science
Jonathan Rivera – Exercise Physiology
Jaley Selma Rivers (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Shante’a Annalean Roberson – Education in Elementary Schools
Rileigh A. Robert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Ryan Robins – Human Development and Family Science
Jacob Porter Robinson – Exercise Physiology
Melanie Lynn Robinson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Ava Robison – Human Development and Family Science
Courtney Lair Roby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Leah Christina Rodgers – Special Education Teaching
Marjorie Laurie Rodrigues – Exercise Physiology
Crisnell A. Rodriguez (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Karlie Brooke Rodríguez – Exercise Physiology
Olivia Cristina Rodriguez – Athletic Training
Kristina Ronan – Elementary Education
Daniel Rosario – Human Development and Family Science
Ryan Rothchild – Sport Management
Ariel Faye Rubel – Dietetics
Abigail Ann Ruel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Madison Avery Rushing (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Alexander Cristopher Sanchez – Sport Management
Daymee De Las Mercedes Sanchez – Human Development and Family Science
John David Sanford (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Veronica I. Santamaria – Dietetics
Samantha Jan Santelices (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Austin Michael Santilli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Marisa A. Sapienza (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Madison Nicole Sawyer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Sarah Alisa Schemer – Exercise Physiology
Alia Kayden Schirmer – Human Development and Family Science and Psychology
Kaitlyn Rose Schmidt – Visual Disabilities Education
Sidney Irvin Schuette (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Caroline Elena Schulz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Trace Oliver Seib – Athletic Training
Charles Brett Seldin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Tyler E. Shaughnessy (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Benjamin Richard Shipley – Sport Management
Samantha Lynn Sicoli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Jennifer Nicole Signorino (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Lauren Janae Sils – Human Development and Family Science
Maggie R. Skaggs (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Lindsey Ann Sken (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Abby Kathleen Smith – Exercise Physiology
Ellis Drew Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Haley Rose Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Libby Ann Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Madison Grace Smith – Dietetics
Wiston Oliver Smith – Athletic Training
Samantha Ann Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Lorelei Jennifer Snow (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Maria Andrea Solares (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Sarah Grace Solomon (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Amy Victoria Sommers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Madison Leigh Sophia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Alicia Claire Southworth (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Isaac Mason Shore Spanhour – Sport Management
Justin M. Spence – Athletic Training
Chelsea Grace Spinder – Human Development and Family Science
Maggie Josephine Spinnato (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Keshia St VII – Human Development and Family Science
Savannah O. Stallings – Human Development and Family Science
Emani Stanley-Todd – Human Development and Family Science
Kyle Marshall Starck – Human Development and Family Science
Rebecca Anne Steidle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Matthew Dylan Stephens – Dietetics
Jack Chandler Stewart (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Sarah Katherine Stewart – Human Development and Family Science
Anna Lauren Stillman – Human Development and Family Science
Rebecca Stimpil – Human Development and Family Science
Sarah Daley Swan (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Scott Allen Swanson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Brodie Shay Sweigart – Sport Management
Laura Haley Swinyer – Social Science Education
Brooke Elizabeth Teslo (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Nichole Marie Thornton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physical Education – Elementary Education
Ethan Liffe Tierno Lauer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Ashlyn Meah Tilton – Athletic Training
Nicholas Ashton Toben – Human Development and Family Science
Haley Morgan Tobias (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Jessica C. Tofol – Special Education Teaching
Jordonn M. Tomlin – Sport Management
George Davis Tompсон (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Allie Marie Tonelli – Sport Management
Brian-Joseph Malabo Torcuator – Athletic Training
Shawn Ivan Townes II – Sport Management
Katherine Thinh Tran (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Molly Patricia Triassi (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Matteo Trunkett – Sport Management
Gabrielle Alexa Tuccio – Human Development and Family Science
Brohenna E. Tucker (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jordan Rafael Utlera – Sport Management
Margaret Elizabeth VanHorn – Exercise Physiology
Alyssa Michele VanLinder – English Education
Emma K. Vaughn (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Anthony Vazquez – Exercise Physiology
Samantha Sue Yor (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Mackenzie Elizabeth Viaz – Dietetics
Emily Elizabeth Vincent – Exercise Physiology
Elizabeth C. Viti – Human Development and Family Science
Hallie A. Wacaser – Human Development and Family Science
Spencer Ryan Wachs (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Thomas Asher Wallace (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Griffin Davis Waltemeyer – Exercise Physiology
Shelby Lise Walter – Human Development and Family Science
Kris Wang (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Sophia Katherine Wargo (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Savannah Aryn Weaver – Human Development and Family Science
Ashley Jean Weber – Human Development and Family Science
Benjamin Richard Weeks – Sport Management
Jack M. Wegman – Athletic Training
Vanessa Capri Welch – Exercise Physiology
Olivia Marie West – Human Development and Family Science
Kayla Marie Westbrook – Human Development and Family Science and Criminology
Morgan Mae White (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Troy Hudson Whitehead (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Ellison Rae Wietecha (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Abigail Christine Wilder (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Cory Michael Wilhelm – Athletic Training
Caitlin Marie Wilkey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Jolan Italia Williams – Exercise Physiology
Nicholas Cooper Willie – Exercise Physiology
Hannah Gayle Wilson – Human Development and Family Science
Reagan Landers Wimberly (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Lauren Eileen Woodham – English Education
Blake Shaw Woods – Human Development and Family Science
Bryce Allen Workman – Human Development and Family Science
Madison Elyse Worley (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management

Hannah Peishan Xie – Sport Management
Taylor Young (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Reagan Mackenzie Zabatta – Sport Management
Ragan Christine Zapata – Education in Elementary Schools
Layne Elizabeth Zietke (CUM LAUDE) – Human Development and Family Science
Ashley Elizabeth Zettle – Exercise Physiology
Heidi Fantian Zhu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education

Master of Science
With Major In
Jennifer Robin Adams – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Jacob Michael Adler – Sport Management
Abdalaziz Ali Alenezi – Sport Management
Alyssa Hope Alexander – School Psychology
Hayley Alexa Alfonso – Elementary Education
Kendall Reis Allen – Sport Psychology
Victoria Claire Allen – Sport Management
Hannah Lynn Allison – Special Education
Teaching
Daymi Carolina Alonso – School Counseling
Katyln Faye Anderson – Elementary Education
Matthew R. Anderson – Higher Education
Raegen Dominique Anderson – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Talia Giselle Aronson – Sport Psychology
Gabrielle Rose Atwell – Special Education
Teaching
Chufeng Bai – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Alexandra Frances Baldwin – Elementary Education
Pamela Gabriela Barrera – Special Education
Dylan Barrett – Sport Management
Karl Elijah Barthol – Autism Spectrum Disorders
Sarah Elizabeth Beddard – School Counseling
Michelle Beebe – Social Science Teaching
Megan Bell – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Brenae’ DeSanta Bennett – Sport Management
Madison Breenne Berger – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Hannah Alexandra Bernick – Sport Management
Kemper Renée Bernstein – Elementary Education
Lacy Rose Bibb – Elementary Education
McKenzie Reese Blase – Sport Management
Jenna Bleich – Human Development and Family Science
Annie Grace Bolter – English Teaching

Allysandra Victoria Bottini – Learning & Cognition
Kayla Jean Boyle – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Elizabeth Anne Boyner – Sports Nutrition
Cheryl Kathleen Brady-Draives – Educational Leadership/Administration
Brooks J. Brazeau – Sport Management
Tamia T. Brooks – Sport Management
Ciera Faith Broome – Social Science Teaching
Madison Buckley – Sports Nutrition
Joshua K. Burns – Higher Education
Anquintise Byard – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Mark Alan Bynum, Jr. – Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Nathan Evan Cahoon – Sport Management
Mia Rose Calderone – Special Education
Christopher Michael Camacho, Jr. – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Willow Wray Candelora – Elementary Education
Samantha Carbone – Elementary Education
Merissa Carpenito – Sports Sciences
Kara Elizabeth Casey – Elementary Education
Morgan Alexis Chacon – Athletic Coaching
Anthony Chavez – Social Science Education
Carli Amanda Chiarelli – School Counseling
Scott Clement – Sport Management
Colbie Isabel Grace Coleman – Sport Management
Alexis Collier – Elementary Education
Zachary Adam Collins – Higher Education
Dreanna Compton – Visual Disabilities
Sydney Elisabeth Connolly – Elementary Education
Cy’lia Renee Cooks – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Vanessa Andrea Coote – Learning & Cognition
Kaylin Costello – Sport Psychology
Meredith Palmere Cox – Exercise Physiology
Skyler Crisenbery – Sport Psychology
Carriee Raquel Crocker – Elementary Education
Madison Leigh Cuilligan – School Psychology
Doleysa Jareka Cunningham – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Casey Jo Daigle – English Teaching
Allysea Jeannette Davis – Elementary Education
Lillian Brooke Deans – Special Education
Ruhi Archana Dholakia – Sport Psychology
Alessandra Jolie Dippolito – Special Education
Nicholas Paul Dowdy – Athletic Coaching
Juliana Leigh Drabim – Elementary Education
Sara Marie Dwrak – School Psychology
Camynn Elise Easterling – Elementary Education
Giselle Ebert – Sport Management
Ana Jane Edwards – Autism Spectrum Disorders
Nathan Timothy Eicher – Sport Management
Timothy Lee Eickert, Jr. – Sport Psychology
Kayleigh Elizabeth Elliott – Elementary Education
Kayla Gabrielle Espinal – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Dary Felix – Higher Education
Jarod Feiker – Sports Nutrition
Brett Cameron Feller – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Gabriel A. Ferrer – Sport Management
Dylan Marshall Fields – Higher Education
Justin Tyler Filmore – Social Science Teaching
Mimi Viola Fina – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Mackenzie Fisher – Career Counseling
Devyn Doyle Flaherty – Sport Management
Connor Folino – Sport Psychology

Elizabeth Jessie Foote – Elementary Education
Jillian Rose Frieri – English Teaching
Ismael Galicia – School Counseling
Parish Sanjiv Gandhi – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kaitlyn Elaine Ganner – Career Counseling
Serena Maribeth Garcia – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Hannah Grace Gassen – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Alejandra Matilde Gaytan – Special Education
Kayla Gelman – English Teaching
Sydney Lauren Ghetto – Elementary Education
Hannah Grace Gibson – English Teaching
Taylor Leate’ Gibson – Education Policy & Evaluation
Meredith Claire Giles – Sports Nutrition
Arianna Bethanne Gilson – English Teaching
Sally Anne Golden – Special Education Teaching
Ashley Diane Gonzalez – School Counseling
Crystal Marie Gonzalez – School Counseling
Samantha Grace Goros – Visual Disabilities
Ta’ilia Alexia Gordon – Higher Education
Daniel James Goree – Sport Management
Matthew Jeffrey Graham – Sport Management
Susannah Gray – English Teaching
Summer Kay Griffin – Elementary Education
Alanna Nicole Hagerty – English Teaching
Mckenna Grace Hagerty – English Teaching
Briana Coryn Hale – Social Science Teaching
Nicole Marie Hall – Sport Psychology
Catherine Josephine Hann – Elementary Education
Nijay Hardaway – Sport Psychology
Megan Alyssa Hardy – Elementary Education
Julius Harley, Jr. – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Veronica Sylvia Harrington – Elementary Education
Christopher Harris – Sport Psychology
Katelyn Elizabeth Harrison – Elementary Education
Phillip Thomas Hartman – Sport Management
Brittany Sierra Hernandez – Sports Sciences
Ethan Richard Higgins – Sport Management
Nakeysha Nicole Holden – School Psychology
Emily Helen Hollander – Elementary Education
Ashtin Mundy Hopper – English Teaching
Annie En Yu Hu – Career Counseling
Julia Christine Hurson – Elementary Education
Adriana Gabrielle Huffman – Special Education Teaching
Robert William Hunn – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Claudia Hysa – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Caleb Timothy Iszler – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Abigail Samantha Jean-Louis – Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages
Ariel Trenille Jefferson – Elementary Education
Audrey Ruth Johnson – Elementary Education
Princess Le’Chae Johnson – English Education
Sydney Jones – Sports Nutrition
Christie Lorna Julmice – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jaden Leon Jungers – Elementary Education
Michaela Luise Kaiser – English Teaching
Samantha Joan Kautzmann – School Psychology
Joseph Keller – Sport Management
Katherine Florence Kirk – Elementary Education
Edward Francis Klinsport – Sport Management
Steve Martin Kotcepin – Sports Nutrition
Richard Matthew Klipstine – Sport Management
Brooklin Klopf – Sport Psychology
Laura Ann Klocker – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
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Payton Krumholz – Higher Education
Anthony William Kurza – Higher Education
Heidi Lago – Elementary Education
Heather Marie Lamb – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Morgan M. Lanks – Elementary Education
Celia Tseyen Lee – Human Development and Family Science
Cynthia Michelle Leon – Sport Management
Mackenzie Leonard – Sport Management
Sami Hannah Levy – School Psychology
Robert Tomewski Lewis, Jr. – Athletic Coaching
Qiong Li – Career Counseling
Isabella Rose Licari – Elementary Education
Maria Gabriela Linares De Faria – Sport Management
Dani Lindseth – Nutrition & Food Science
Jada Zhakia Amari Lindsey – English Teaching
Haiyang Liu – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Xavion Lockwood – Athletic Coaching
Sai Harshvardhan Reddy Loka Venkat – Sport Management
George Michael Lopez – Social Science Teaching
Sydney Tyler Lowery – Sport Management
Katelyn Amelia Ludlow – Elementary Education
Carolina M. Lunkin – Elementary Education
Elaine Susan Mara – Visual Disabilities
Nicholas A. Marini – Sport Management
Jennifer Grace Marino – English Teaching
Jonathan Martin-Gilliam – English Education
Tommaso Martone, Jr. – Sport Management
Stefania Martone – School Counseling
Brock Grayson McMackin – Sport Psychology
Lauryn Ciara McDanlies – Sport Management
Cassie Avery Mcglnn – Elementary Education
Addison Grace McNeill – Sports Nutrition
Daniel McRory – Exercise Physiology
Leo Menchetti – Sport Management
Cynthia Mendoza – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Julia Menendez – Athletic Coaching
Madison Lee Merrill – Higher Education
Taylor Brooke Metzger – Special Education Teaching
Cohl Miller – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Jennifer R. Miller – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Sarah Miller – Sports Sciences
Hannah Stella Millstein – Elementary Education
Ashis Mohanty – Sport Psychology
Donald B. Moorman – English Teaching
Josh Ian Murry – Sports Sciences
Anna Elizabeth Naughton – Elementary Education
Timothy Nelson – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
LeiLanni Nesbeth – Sport Management
Matthew James Newland – Sport Management
Jackson Patrick Newton – Sport Psychology
Nicole Renee Nisbett – Sports Nutrition
Felica Fay Noil – School Counseling
Carly Jenifer Nosky – School Counseling
Lauren Elizabeth Noyola – Elementary Education
Alexa Pimenta O’Brien – English Teaching
Christie M. Owen – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Alexandra Skyel Palmeri – Elementary Education
Christopher David Papas – Instructional Systems Technology
Emily Marie Paul – School Psychology
Alicia Fay Payne – English Teaching
Giovanna Nader Pereira – English Teaching
Savanna Renee Perry – Higher Education
Shannon Scarlett Persaud – Social Science Teaching
Sydney Yvonne Pickett – Higher Education
Gayla Brooke Polsky – Sport Management
Loris Pourn – Sport Management
Christelie Pridemore – Learning & Cognition
Taylor Emily Ragan – English Teaching
Alexa Nicole Rango – Sport Psychology
Elise Claire Razzano – School Counseling
Jacquelyn Redrup – Autism Spectrum Disorders
Jack Reid – Sport Management
Kreytzein Reinman – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Morgan Robb – Special Education Teaching
Olivia Rose Robb – Elementary Education
Karri Lee Roberts – Measurement & Statistics
Farrah N. Rodriguez – Learning & Cognition
Cameron Christopher Rolston – Sport Management
Jonas Edwin Roman – Sport Management
Tatiana Keyla Romero – Elementary Education
Sara Grace Rooney – Elementary Education
Jamie Rosenberg – School Psychology
Alexa Rae Ruane – Social Science Teaching
Bryce Michael Ruddock – Social Science Teaching
Kylie Lea Ryan – Sport Psychology
Corbin Hunter Ryder – Higher Education
Ally Lauren Sachs – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Martin Saldana Jr – Higher Education
Yanai Sayag – Sport Psychology
Sarah Victoria Schmidt – Elementary Education
Brooks Schmitt – Sports Nutrition
Grace Elizabeth Schriver – English Teaching
Cooper Jon Schroeder – Sport Management
Maile Scranon – Sports Nutrition
Caitlyn Alexis Seavers – Special Education Teaching
Jarratt Connor Seibel – Sport Management
Seth Raphael Shaw II – Sport Management
Denise Lynn Sheidloch – Educational Leadership/Administration
Alexa Joann Sherrill – Elementary Education
Devon Anthony Shipiruk – Sport Management
Sarah Elyse Sikes – Education Policy & Evaluation
Jordan Jonathon Thomas Simons – School Psychology
Venus Jene Skowronski – Higher Education
Caitlin Rainier Staton – Elementary Education
Emma Raeann Smith – Sport Psychology
Kameel S. Smith – Sport Psychology
Maureen Katherine Smith – Elementary Education
Ashley Snyder – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Derek Christian Sorenson – Sport Psychology
Angela Marie Sorenson – Special Education Teaching
Victoria Catharine Steck – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Maya Stump – Elementary Education
Mara Nicole Sullivan – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Darryle Logan Swartzlander – Athletic Coaching
Kayla Andrea Tetso – Special Education Teaching
Katherine Marie Thomas – Sport Psychology
Kendra Thomas – Autism Spectrum Disorders
Rachel Elise Thompson – Sport Psychology
Gia Thompsett – Technology
Rebecca Rose Tijerina – School Counseling
Cary Trerweiler – School Psychology
Gabrielle McCune Ulate – Higher Education
Andrea Goodman Urano – Career Counseling
Nicholas Valenti – Sports Nutrition
Joshua Lanier Vandergrift – Sport Management
Lindsay Lynn VanderMeer – Elementary Education
Emma E. VanDyke – English Teaching
LeEllien Marie Velasco – Sports Nutrition
Parker James Waterfield – Educational Leadership/Administration
Baily Grace Wagner – Sport Management
Brandy Elaine Walter – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Fontana Marie Walters – Elementary Education
Jingyan Wang – Sport Management
Tarah Sydney Waterfield – Educational Leadership/Administration
Kara L. Weaver – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Abigail Elizabeth Whalen – Special Education Teaching
Devin Michael White – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Eric Allen White – English Teaching
Joseph White – Sport Management
Thomas Andrew Whitehead – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Jakari Rodgits Wilcoxson – Educational Leadership/Administration
Trevor Alexander Williams – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Alexander Elias Wilmot – Social Science Teaching
Alexis Danielle Wilson – Elementary Education
Emma Catherine Wilson – Sport Management
Jenna Faith Wilson – Elementary Education
Connor Quinn Wolfe – Sport Management
Devon Woodward – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Garrett A. Works – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jinlin Wu – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
John Joseph Yambor-Maul – Sport Management
Yuran Yuan – Sport Management
Education Specialist
With Major In
Alyssa Hope Alexander – School Psychology
Daymi Carolina Alonso – School Counseling
Raegene Dominique Anderson – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sarah Elizabeth Beading – School Counseling
Megan Bell – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Madison Broanne Berger – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kayla Jean Boyle – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Anquintice Byard – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Christopher Michael Camacho, Jr. – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Carli Amanda Chiarelli – School Counseling
Sonia Yvette Clark-Rosier – Special Education
Cy’lla Renee Cooks – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lashae Marcia Copeland – Educational Leadership/Administration
Madison Leigh Culligan – School Psychology
Doleesha Jareka Cunningham – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sara Marie Dvorak – School Psychology
Kayla Gabrielle Espinal – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jillian Fackenthal – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Mimi Viola Fina – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Mackenzie Fisher – Career Counseling
Whitney L. Frazier – Educational Leadership/ Administration
Ismael Galicia – School Counseling
Parish Sanjiv Gandhi – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kaitlyn Elaine Ganner – Career Counseling
Hannah Grace Gassen – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Gregory Gaynier – Educational Leadership/Administration
Ashley Diane Gonzalez – School Counseling
Crystal Marie Gonzalez – School Counseling
Nakeysha Nicole Holden – School Psychology
Annie En Yu Hu – Career Counseling
Claudia Hysa – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Anca E. Irimie – Educational Leadership/Administration
Caleb Timothy Iszler – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Christie Lorna Jumlice – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Samantha Joan Kautzmann – School Psychology
Sami Hannah Lev – School Psychology
Qiong Li – Career Counseling
Stefania Massi – School Counseling
Cynthia Mendoza – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kadie Dunn Moretz – Educational Leadership/Administration
Timothy Nelson – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Felica Fay Noil – School Counseling
Carly Jennifer Nosky – School Counseling
Emily Marie Paul – School Psychology
Elise Claire Razzano – School Counseling
Jamie Rosenberg – School Psychology
Ally Lauren Sachs – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jordan Jonathon Thomas Simons – School Psychology
Victoria Catharine Steck – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Mara Nicole Sullivan – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Min Tang – Learning & Cognition
Rebecca Rose Tijerina – School Counseling
Cary Trierweiler – School Psychology
Andrea Goodman Urane – Career Counseling
Devin Michael White – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Garrett A. Works – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jinlin Wu – Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Doctor of Education
With Major In
Daniel William Beugnet – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Toby Park-Gaghan
“Opportunity Realized: Successful Implementation of Undergraduate Research at Three Geographically Diverse Community Colleges”
Rachel Louise Blakesley – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Tamara Bertrand Jones
“Turn It Up: Amplifying Marginalized Students’ Experiences with Interpersonal Conflict in the Residence Halls”
Lyndi Bradley – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Carolyn D. Herrington
“The Relationship between Faculty Knowledge and Attitudes About Mental Health Concerns and Their Willingness to Support Students: An Exploratory Study”
Camille E. Coley – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Stephanie Simmons Zulkowski
“Increasing Underrepresented Students in STEM Fields Using Informal Science Education”
Eric Wayne DeBord – Learning Design and Performance Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Vanessa P. Dennen
“Learning in the Digital Era: Examining How Technology-Focused Communities of Practice Unlock Value for Industry and Higher Education”
Mary Elizabeth Dement – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen G. Guthrie
Quentin Martin Derryberry III – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Ayeshia Khurshid
Megan Malia Dross – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Walter Eton
“Education Through Incarceration: Access to Education within Florida’s Prisons”
Carol Campbell Edwards – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professors: Dr. Tamara Bertrand Jones and Dr. Eric Ludwig
“Exploring The Experiences of Master of Social Work Students: From an HBCU to a Predominantly White Institution”
Joshua Alexander Eller – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey A. Milligan
“Developing Self-Efficacy Through Experiential Education: A Case Study in High School Self-Efficacy Development in Florida”
Sierra Kindia Goggins – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen G. Guthrie
Kelly Patrice Gunter – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Carolyn D. Herrington
“Understanding the Relationship Among School Conditions, Job Satisfaction, and Intention to Stay in Charter Schools versus Traditional Public Schools”
Genevieve Hoppe – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Stephanie Simmons Zulkowski
“Exploring the Relationship between Cultural Intelligence and Burnout in Teachers”
Shana Kent-Smith – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Tamara Bertrand Jones
“The Underrepresentation of Racially and Ethnically Minoritized Allied Healthcare Care Study of Faculty Experiences and Perception in Colleges Serving Rural Areas in Florida”
Theresa Angela Kontodiakos – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Tamara Bertrand Jones
“Youth Previously in Foster Care and the College Experience: A Case Study at St. Petersburg College”
Kayla Jean Kuni – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professors: Dr. Eric Ludwig and Dr. Ann Marie Wofford
“Faculty Motivations for Embedding Librarians in Undergraduate Courses at Sun Sand State College”
Aimee Carpenter Leturmy – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Toby Park-Gaghan
“An Exploration into the Experiences of First-Generation Students at a Private, Business-Focused University”
April Dawn Lovett – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professors: Dr. Eric Ludwig and Dr. Kathy Guthrie
“Second-Class Citizens: Exploring the Perceptions of Racially Marginalized Staff at a Predominantly White Institution”
Darryl A. Lovett – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Cameron C. Beatty
“Exploring Administrators’ Perspectives on Cultivating Sense of Belonging Through Black Male Mentorship Programs at Mid-Size and Large Predominantly White Institutions (PWIs)”
Chanell Madison – Learning Design and Performance Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth Bret Staudt Willet
“Pedagogical Content Knowledge Development in Elementary Mathematics Teachers: A Qualitative Study on Teacher Perspective on Instructional Practice”
Rebecca McDaid – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Carolyn D. Herrington
“School Principals’ Perceptions: Factors That Influence School-Based Leader Retention”
Rodney Scott Mccinnes – Educational Leadership/Administration
Major Professor: Dr. Shouping Hu
“An Exploration of Admissions Requirements in College-Based Paramedic Programs in Florida”
Frances Justine Morris – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice Iataraola  
“Have We Left Educators Behind?: A Narrative Inquiry on Educators with Unresolved Trauma”

Vonda Hudson Morris – Learning Design and Performance Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth Bret Staudt Willet  
“High-Achieving Teenage Students’ Use of Social Media to Complete Advanced Placement Coursework and Practice of Academic Integrity”

Matthew S. Myrick – Learning Design and Performance Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. Allan C. Jeong  

Sherry Smyley Pappas – Learning Design and Performance Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. James Klein  
“What Motivates Business Students’ Internship Enrollment Decisions?: Exploring Factors Influential to Decision-Making”

Kerry Peluso – Learning Design and Performance Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. James Klein  
“Evaluating the Impact of a Research Administration Workplace Training Program on the Research Community of a Research-Intensive University”

Tiffany Pepin Pepin Pryor – Learning Design and Performance Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. James Klein  
“Cultural Responsiveness in Instructional Design: A Study of Instructional Designers’ Use of Strategies in the Non-Academic, Adult Learning Context”

Derrell Pustizzi – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Shoupang Hu  
“Nontraditional-Age Student Enrollment in a Public Regional University: The Role of Individual, Academic, and Financial Factors”

Jessica Reo – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Kathlie L. Guthrie  
“The Experiences of Senior Level Female Administrators at NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision Institutions”

Victor Javier Rodriguez – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Ayeshia Khurshid  
“Bringing the Gaps: Exploring Educators’ Sensemaking of Antiracist, and Equity-Centered Practice(s)”

Delicia Guadalupe Sanchez – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice Iataraola  
“Understanding the First-Generation, Mexican American Student Experience with College Access at Valley High School”

Heather Anne Schultz – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Motoko Akiba  
“Teacher Beliefs about Mathematics Teaching and Learning and Classroom Achievement Growth”

Daniel Aaron Sheets – Higher Education  
Major Professor: Dr. Robert A. Schwartz  
“Exploring Current Preferences and Perceptions of Residence Hall Construction Standards”

Erin Christine Smith – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Kathie L. Guthrie  
“Emotional Support Animals in On-Campus Housing: An Exploration of Roommate and Suitemate Experiences”

Yuen Man Tang – Learning Design and Performance Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. Vanessa P. Dennen  
“Professional Learning for Online Teaching: A Multiple-Case Study of Higher Education Instructors in Hong Kong”

Brandi Jamille Tatum-Fedrick – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Christine Mokher  
“Motivating Factors That Influence Millennial Alumni Giving at Florida A&M University”

Robyn Tornay – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professors: Dr. Eric Ludwig and Dr. Christine Mokher  
“Investigation of Guided Pathways Implementation in the California Community Colleges”

Latisha Turner – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice Iataraola  
“Understanding How School Personnel and Administrators Respond to and Support Cases of Alleged Sexual Assault in Department of Defense Education Agency Schools”

Angelica Marie Vagle – Learning Design and Performance Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. Fengfeng Ke  
“Effects of a Pre-Laboratory Simulation in the Chemistry Lab”

Stephen Vinson – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey Rutfledge  
“How I Make it Through: An Exploratory Study of Black High School Males in a Predominately White Community”

Erin Elizabeth Williams – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Stephanie Simmons Zuikowski  
“Utilizing Universal Screening to Assess Effectiveness of Targeted Social and Emotional Learning Curriculum”

Terrell Fred/Shad Williams – Educational Leadership/Administration  
Major Professor: Dr. Christine Mokher  
“‘Talent Is Evenly Distributed, Opportunity Is Not’: Exploring the Role of the High School Partners Program on the College Choice Process Among Black Students at Florida State University”

Doctor of Philosophy  
With Major In  

Chelsea Ale – Sport Management  
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey James  
“Women in Masters Diving: Motivation for Participation”

Hyejin An – Foreign & Second Language Education  
Major Professor: Dr. Shaoqin Li  
“The Effects of Written Corrective Feedback, Planning, and Individual Differences on English Language Learners’ Development in Target Structure Accuracy and Task Performance”

Paul A. Baker – Nutrition & Food Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Hickner  
“Creative Monohydrate Supplementation Effects on Oxidative Stress and Blood Flow in Older Adults with Overweight/Obesity”

Nakita Marie Carroll – Marriage & Family Therapy  
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore M. McWey  
“Faith, Hope, and Love: An Investigation of Hope’s Impact on Relationship Sanctification and Satisfaction for African American Couples”

Kaitlin Elizabeth Cohen – Sport Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. David W. Eccles  
“When it’s Time to Take Your Eye Off the Ball: Preparation for Life After Collegiate Sport”

Ryan Coker – Science Education  
Major Professors: Dr. Lama Ziad Jaber and Dr. Sherry A. Southerland  
“Pre-Service Science Teachers’ Learning to Leverage Students’ Thinking in the Two-Worlds Pitfall”

Denise Lynne Dennis – Special Education  
Major Professors: Dr. Lindsay R. Dennis and Dr. Jenny R. Root  
“Using Multiple Case Studies to Explore MTSS-B in Elementary Schools”

Deidre Gilley – Special Education  
Major Professor: Dr. Jenny R. Root  
“Mixed Methods Analysis of ‘Under What Conditions’ Modified Schema-Based Instruction ‘Works’”

Leanne E. Grillot – Special Education  
Major Professor: Dr. Robert C. Schoen  
“The Effects of Online Synchronous Versus Online Asynchronous Abacus Professional Development”

Dan He – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies  
Major Professor: Dr. Vanessa P. Dennen  
“Support-Seeking on Social Media: Navigating Acculturation and Academic Success Among International Students at a U.S. University”

Chengfei Jiao – Human Development and Family Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Ming Cui  
“Overparenting and Emerging Adults’ Romantic Relationship Efficacy: The Moderating Role of Individual Cultural Beliefs”
Glucocorticoid Myopathy in Aged Skeletal Muscle
Darrian McKiernan
Chrystal McDowell
Major Professor: Dr. Melinda A. Gonzales Backen

“Aerobic Exercise-Mediated Prevention Against Self-Compassion as Resistance: Exploring the Role of Individual Differences and Effect of Task Repetition with Written Corrective Feedback in L2 Writing Development”

Grant Renner Laskin – Exercise Physiology
Major Professor: Dr. Bradley S. Gordon
“Aerobic Exercise-Mediated Prevention Against Glucocorticoid Myopathy in Aged Skeletal Muscle”

Yang Li – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Lara C. Perez-Felkner
“Charting New Waters: Navigating Intersectional Identities in STEM – A Focus on Asian International Women”

Kiala McCoy – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Christine Mokher
“Does Reform Lead to Success for All? Examining Student Outcomes Following Developmental Education Reform”

Chryystal McDowell – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Melinda A. Gonzales Backen
“Breaking Barriers, Building Resilience: Unraveling the Link between Autism Severity, Parent Stress, and Access to Care in Families of Children with Autism”

Darrian McKiernan – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore M. McWey
“To Hinder or To Strengthen: Adult Survivors’ of Child Sexual Abuse Experiences with Parent Disclosure Response”

Jielin Ming – Measurement & Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Betsy J. Becker
“Publication Bias in Meta-Analysis of Survival Analyses”

Katherine Leigh Morris – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan G. Kimmès
“Self-Compassion as Resistance: Exploring the Benefits of Self-Compassion for Queer Couples”

Gabriel Vicente Obando Guerrero – Foreign & Second Language Education
Major Professor: Dr. Sherry A. Southerland
“Exploring the Relationships of Hope, Metacognition, and the Practices of L2 Teachers During COVID-19”

Allyson Esther Rene Quinney – Sport Management
Major Professor: Dr. Joshua Newman
“Building Relationships from Our Past for Our Future: Research as Cultural Revitalization and Reconciliation”

Liliana Isa Renteria – Exercise Physiology
Major Professor: Dr. Michael J. Omrsee
“Betaine Supplementation Improves Aspects of Recovery in Firefighters on Duty and Thermoregulatory Outcomes During Live Burn Scenarios”

Antonio Ruiz Ezquerra – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen L. Guthrie
“The Use of Tabletop Role-Playing Games as Adaptive Leadership Pedagogy in a Simulated Classroom Environment”

Lexie Unhjem – Marriage & Family Therapy
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore M. McWey
“Paradigms of Parenting: Intensive Parenting Across Identities Explored Through Mixed Methodology”

Lauren Elizabeth Wagner – Elementary Education
Major Professor: Dr. Amal Ibourek
“An Ambitious and Community-Based Approach to Environmental Education for Elementary Preservice Teachers”

Challen Wellington – Higher Education
Major Professor: Dr. Tamara Bertrand Jones
“Exploring Well-Being for Black Women Student Affairs Administrators”

Alice Williams – Special Education
Major Professor: Dr. Veronica Pamparo Fleury
“Building Reading Skills for Students with Extensive Support Needs”

Jacob Henry Williams – Human Development and Family Science
Major Professor: Dr. Ming Cui
“Emotion Dysregulation, Parent-child Relationship Quality, Parenting Stress, and Anxiety of Emerging Adults and Their Parents Across Identities Explored Through Mixed Methodology”

Anthony Alonso – Humanities
Katherine Ivonne Alonso (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Jackson T. Alter – Humanities
Andrew Parrish Anderson – Computer Programming & Applications
Rebecca Birgitta Anestad (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Grace Elizabeth Avvenire (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese & Japanese and Linguistics and Languages
Colby Nicholas Baker – Computer Science
Jackson Collier Bakich – Editing, Writing, & Media
Harley Elizabeth Barber – Philosophy
Zabrina Estar Barbian (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Latin American and Caribbean Studies
James A. Barron – Philosophy
Olivia Lee Beever (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Aedan Walker Coltrane Bennett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Religion
Anna Noel Bernatt (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese & Japanese
Madison Jayde Berresford (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Classical Civilizations
Britney Ann Berry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Linguistics and Languages
Harrison Hunter Betz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Spanish
William Stefan Biaginni (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Lilie Kathryn Biegner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kirsten Marie Blair – Computer Science
Sophia Reece Bock (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Noah Hili Bookstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and International Affairs
Lucas William Bosch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Nicholas Nathaniel Bosque (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Programming & Applications
Anna Grace Wonders Brackin (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Ivan Michael Brawner – Computer Programming & Applications
Devin Rose Brayman – Philosophy and Political Science
Abigayle Serena Bren (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Olivia Nicole Brooks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Bailey Lauren Brown – Humanities
Delaney Nicole Brown (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Jody Kimone Brown – Humanities
Daniel Michael Bryant – Computer Science
Ethan Paul Butler – History
Camile Belen Cabrera-Ramon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Joseph Manuel Camacho – Humanities
Juliana Cano – Editing, Writing, & Media
Christopher Morris Canty – Computer Science
Amanda Jewel Card – Editing, Writing, & Media
Michael Javier Caro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Jackson F. Carpenter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Mia Jordan Casalanguida – Editing, Writing, & Media
Amy K. Casey – Women’s Studies and Psychology
Elia Marie Castellano (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Megan A. Castillo – Humanities
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Madison Marie O'Stewart – History
Nicholas Robert Messa – Creative Writing
Jorge Alberto Milian III (CUM LAUDE) – History
David Vincent Miller III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Languages
Natalia Reese Miller – Creative Writing
Travis Jon Miller – History
Avery Blue Mills – Humanities
Mia FranchescaMirageas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Laine Elizabeth Mitchell – History
Jonathan Andrew Mixon – History
Bridget Elizabeth Moneey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Lily Olivia Moran (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture and Political Science
Emma Edy Morris (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Arsenio Moussa – Creative Writing
Keelin Jane Myers (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Brooke Taylor Newell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – German
Brooke Taylor Newell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Russian
Blake Newman – Anthropology
Jamie Caroline Newton – Humanities
Justin Nightshade (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Julia Victoria Nigrelli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Cole Peri Northridge – Literature, Media, and Culture
Alexander Robert Nucci – History
Patric James Nurycz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science and Psychology
Logan Nyquist – Computer Programming & Applications
Liam Ross O’Brien – History
Shane Eamonn O’Connor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Rain O’Neal – Creative Writing
Madison Marie O’Stewart (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Candycy E. Ochoa (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Gabriella Ines Ospina (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Caroline Bingham Owen – Linguistics and Languages
Gabrielle Nicole Palma (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Julian Tomasz Panek – Computer Programming & Applications
Catherine Elizabeth Pattillo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Benjamin Joseph Payne (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Gavin Keith Payne (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Classical Civilizations
Kathryn Chauundy Payne – Editing, Writing, & Media
Richard Ross Pelz (CUM LAUDE) – History
Annabelle Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Anthony T. Perez – History
Kennedy Jules Perry – Computer Programming & Applications
Riley Christian Peterson – Philosophy
John Phillips – Philosophy
Ian Marcel Plouffe – Philosophy
Nicholas Leon Polaszek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Eli Polinski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Lillian Pollard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Alexia R. Poposki (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Quentin Greg Powell II (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Duncan Barkley Proctor – Computer Programming & Applications
Sophia A. Quinno – Computer Science
Cepheus I. Arroche Randolph – Humanities
Hayden Christopher Ranke – History and General Linguistics
Jordon Lynn Rasnick (CUM LAUDE) – History
Amanda Nicole Ravins (CUM LAUDE) – Spanish and Psychology
Pearl Ray (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Chloe Marie Rebelo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Italian
Isabella D. Reddish (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Marseille Elise Reed – Literature, Media, and Culture
Kayla Elizabeth Reeves (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – History
Emily K. Rendon – Religion
Olivia Restrepo – Humanities
Sydney Elizabeth Richner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Yolonda Riggsby – Humanities
Kristina Victoria Vinette (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History and Philosophy
Chase Michael Robinson (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Emily G. Rock – Humanities
August Nicole Rogers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Christopher Roque (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Gabriel Roque – Editing, Writing, & Media
Marcus Rosenberg – Philosophy
Lucas Joel Roufa – Computer Science
Chesawlam Roe (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – French
Allison Royalty – Humanities
Victoria Ariel Saiger – Philosophy and Art History
Illeana Sanders (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Classical Archaeology
Stefano Antonio Sanidas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Sami B. Sawan – Editing, Writing, & Media
Christopher L. Schulze (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – French
Rafael Enrique Schulze Rivera – Computer Science
Elizabeth Mary Schutte (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Spanish
Havilah April Scibbarrasi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jake Andrew Serafin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Ryan Shay (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Classical Civilizations and Political Science
Noura Haley Shaya (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Lauren Elizabeth Shoemaker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Amelia Teresa Sieg (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Daniela Sierra – Computer Programming & Applications
David Anthony Silva (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Michael Benjamin Albert Silver – Philosophy
Richard John Simpson III – Computer Science
Dena Lee Sinclair – Literature, Media, and Culture
Michael Raul Sissine – History
Madison Sloan – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lloyd Adam Smith – Computer Science
Stephanie Nicole Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Yazhu Song (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Jacob Robert Sonn – Computer Science
Jamie Michelle Soto (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Michael Sousa, Jr. – Computer Programming & Applications
Tessa Paige Spaulding – Editing, Writing, & Media
Louis Abigail Spector (CUM LAUDE) – History and International Affairs
John Cameron Stage – Creative Writing
Osher Steel – Computer Science
Savannah Leigh Stephens – Literature, Media, and Culture
Kennedy Lora Stepnoss (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Noah Charles Strong (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Religion and Philosophy
Emma Lucia Suarez – History
Jaclyn Marcella Tarrant (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Jacob Ireland Taylor – Creative Writing
Vinson Xavier Telfare II – Editing, Writing, & Media and Sociology
Isabel Alexis Thompson (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Brooke Makenna Thomson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and History
Taylor Amber Tieder (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Madison L. Tilton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and History
Codi Keannie Toney – Editing, Writing, & Media
Keara Rachel Tracy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Marija Travoric (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Jack Frederick Trent (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Spanish and Philosophy
Kathryn Rose Hongmiao Trestcott – Computer Science
Darryl Jackson Trickey (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
LeeAnn Rachael Tucker – Editing, Writing, & Media
Anjolina Marie Ukmar – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ruben Dario Uribé (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alexandra Dmitrievna Ushakova – Editing, Writing, & Media
Maximo Isaac Valdes – Literature, Media, and Culture
Isabella Rose Valencia – Humanities
Samantha Claire van der Sommen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Anouk Marie Varian – Editing, Writing, & Media
Diona Vernick – History
Brieara Alyza Rose Warren – Spanish
Nathalia Diane Watson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – General Linguistics and French
Joseph Gregory White – Computer Science
Trinity Jewell White – Spanish
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Emilie Marie Widarsson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Advertising
Isabel Alexandra Wilder – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alanna Teresa Williams – Editing, Writing, & Media
Dominique Latrel Williams – Creative Writing
Grant Eric Wojcik (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Aiden Thomas Wood (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tanner Brett Wood – History
Amelia Eva Wootley-Larrea (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jonathan Wright – Computer Science
Joseph Benjamin Wright – History
Phineas Daniel Wright (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science and Editing, Writing, & Media
Audrey Beth Yarish – Spanish and Anthropology
Joshua Yost – Japanese Language & Culture
Lucas Fallon Zaret (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Carlo Luka Zilic – Humanities
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Samirah Kaylee Abellard (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Audrey Taylor Abreu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ian James Adams – Geology
Olusola Adeyemi Adesbisi – Computer Science
Gregory Daniel Adkins – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science and Computer Science
Gwendolyn Dell Adkins (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ethan Aguilar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Nitya Mahesh Ahir – Biological Science
Farhan Ronny Ahmed – Biological Science
Adam Baker Al-Rubae (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Grace Catherine Alford (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Grace Catherine Alford (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Georgia N. Allen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Sophie Dian Allen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Biomathematics
Joi Osher Alon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Gianna Marie Alonso – Psychology
Skylar Nicole Alonso (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Federico Andres Alvarado Rivero – Psychology
Isabella Marie Alvarez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jennifer Alvarez – Biological Science
Jessica Alvarez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Mike A. Alvarez, Jr. – Statistics
Lauren Gabriela Alvarino (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alexis Gabrielle Amoyo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Aashna Anandjiwala – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Jasmine Elyssa Sapin Ancheta – Biological Science
Alyssa Leigh Anderson – Biochemistry
Jensen Kai Anderson – Biological Science
Mackenzie Samantha Anderson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Tiara Deann Chioma Anderson – Physical Science
Cynthia Gabrielle Andre – Psychology and Sociology
Nicole Anillo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sarah Ansar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Fernanda Antezana Quintela (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Riccardo Antoine – Computer Science
Brian Arango – Computer Science
Trevor Robert Ard – Physics
Michael Cima Arnoux – Biological Science
Otwhichibola Iyioluwa Arubua (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jannus Dyke – Economics-Carnegie (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Alexa Lauren Assad (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Grace Atkins (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mariana Avila (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Judah Dow Bachmann (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – General Linguistics
Brittany Badger – Environmental Science
Mariela Lisette Badillo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Diego Paul Baez – Environmental Science & Policy and International Affairs
Kathryn Elizabeth Bahlinger – Psychology
Monique Isabella Baker – Biological Science
Scott Edward Baker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Scott Edward Baker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Physics
Jayson Onkar Bakshi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Brooke Alison Baldwin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Sara Helena Ballesteros – Biological Science
Alexa Lee Banke – Environmental Science & Policy
Kayla Nicole Banks – Psychology and Criminology
Riley James Banks – Psychology
Natalie Paige Bardin (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Behavioral Neurology
Penelope Barreiro – Psychology
Brandon Esteban Basch – Computer Science and Statistics
Tatum Marie Basista (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Callie J. Batey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
David Stephen Batka – Meteorology
Julia Leigh Batzer – Biological Science
Haven Rose Bauerle – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Jenna Grace Baumann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Andrea Bautista (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Meghan Olivia Bauza – Psychology
Anooesh Bawany – Psychology
Hasan Angel Bazzi Sabra, Sr. (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Jacqueline Jessie Beckford – Psychology
Jean-Marc John Becsey (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kirsten Brianna Beddor – Psychology
Alexander Joseph Bedine (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Elissa Tegan Bell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science and Computational Science
Mason Charles Bell – Computer Science
Jessica Lea Belfare (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Carolina Victoria Bellon-Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Autumn Kenise Belivvy – Biological Science
Teresse M. Benedict – Meteorology
Michael Earl Benjamin (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Phoebee Benjamin – Psychology
Yasmine Aycha Benjelloun (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Megan Aspasia Benopoulos – Psychology
Morgan Marie Bentley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Austin Bermudez – Psychology
Sofia Bernal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joseph Robert Berry – Psychology
Paul D. Betts III – Biological Science
Austin Kirton Bezdek (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Shhehrz H. Bhatti (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Adrienne-Germaine Betehoa Biama – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Ashley Theresa Bishop (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Caroline Amelia Bishop (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Kelsey Laura Bishop (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Roman Christopher Bishop – Biochemistry
Lauren Alexandra Blackwell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Cameron Elijah Blakeley – Biological Science
Alexander Javier Blanco – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Adriana Carolina Blasini – Biological Science
Alana Suzanne Blumenfeld – Psychology
Emma Lynn Bly – Psychology
Isabela Argentina Boerger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Naomi June Boerner – Geology
Olivia Bogdanski – Biochemistry
Jordan Lynne Bollinger (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Olivia Ashley Bomar (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sunna Khan Banela – Biomathematics
Ian A. Bonilla – Biological Science
Chloe Liland Bontoux (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science & Policy
Isabella Alejandra Borges – Biological Science
Reid Thomas Botko (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Elsie Alexandria Bouchard – Biological Science
Sophia Monique Bouchard (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Cameron Leigh Boudreau (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Armand N. Bourjolly – Psychology
Regan Alexandra Boyce – Biological Science
Rylee Michelle Boyett – Psychology
Madison Kally Boyle – Psychology
William Brand Yaruto – Psychology
Hailey Sutton Brannam (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jordyn Hunter Brazer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alexander Scott Breihan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Madison Isabel Bridges (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Katie Ann Bright – Psychology
Zion Alexander Brinkley (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Dalton Thomas Britner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Hailey Nicole Brock (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Grace Ann Brodeen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Renzo Broggi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Rylee Annabelle Brooks – Psychology
Jose Bernardo Brouwer – Computer Science
Daehj R. Brown – Psychology
Joshua Aaron Brown – Psychology
Kennesha Jermilla Brown – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kylie Madison Brown – Psychology
Taylor Nicole Brown – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Isabella Marie Browne – Psychology
Sydney Jude Brummert (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Niobahna Jerique Bryan – Psychology and Finance
Sarah Rosalie Bryan (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Chloe Vicki Bryl (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Justin Gabriel Buckler – Biological Science
Danielle Buckley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ranzeley Patrick Astrologo Bumanglag (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Hannah Isabella Burke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Blakelynn M. Burnham (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Catherine Rose Bushe – Biological Science
Haydey Marie Byars-Weiser – Behavioral Neuroscience
Preston Anthony Byk – Computer Science
Haley Byrd – Psychology
Emily Byrd (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Cazmera Renee Byzewski – Anthropology
Emma Leigh Cabak – Psychology
Anabella Sky Cabrera – Psychology
William Ambrose Callender (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computational Science
Maria Cecilia Calvo (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Delecia D. Campbell – Psychology
Sabrina Cappella (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daniel James Carcio – Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teaching/FSU-Teach
Christine Luise Carey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Aidan Carley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
David Carasco – Biological Science
Malcolm Touro Carroll – Computer Science
Beth A. Casey – Psychology
Grace Caroline Casper – Biological Science
Angelia Gabriela Castillo – Biochemistry
Wendy Castro – Psychology
Paola Desiree Castrodad (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Carson Taylor Cates – Biochemistry
Rachel Elizabeth Cefalu – Biological Science
Maria Isabel Cejas – Environmental Science
Gontran Evens Celestin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabella Nathalia Ceron (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joshua Fernando Cervantes (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Stacy Nehemie Cesar – Psychology
Trisha Chakravarty – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Gareth Chamberlynn – Environmental Science
Natalia Chamizo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Julia Bailey Champ – Biological Science
Shantel Breanna Chance (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Nicholas Chang – Environmental Science & Policy
Emily Panierei Chapiro – Psychology
Stephen Chau (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Alexander Cheek – Environmental Science
Rebecca Chen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
London Paige Choice (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Diya Choudhury (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics
Lauren Alexandra Chris (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Christopher Andres Christakis – Psychology
Sahil Chugani (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Sydney Hannah Cicha – Biological Science
Alexa Michelle Cieslak – Environmental Science
Taisya Cimini (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Emily O’Neal Citrano (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kayleigh Marguerite Clark (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Cleveland – Computer Science
John Daniel Cocco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Erin Clere Coddington (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabella Marie Coddington (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Miranda Coffey – Meteorology
Julia Ana Cohen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Alexandra Colvin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Laureyn Elizabeth Combs (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Julie A. Comperchic – Computational Science
Nathan Alexander Conway – Computer Science
Daniel Steven Cook – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Martha Cooney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Philosophy
Alessandra Michele Cordero (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sydney Lynn Cornett – Biological Science
William Patrick Couture (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Cameron Cramer (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Jessica Cramer (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics and Psychology
Ashleigh Jance Crane (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Trinity Nicole Crego – Psychology
Kayla Crooks – Psychology
Carly Cropsey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Griselda Teresa Miranda (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Olivia Rose Csernecky (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Jens Noah Cuba (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Camryn Lauren Cummins – Biological Science
Estepano Cuna – Computer Science
Emma Paige Curley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Janna Marie Cycholl (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sam Jo Cyr Halbert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Sam Jo Cyr Halbert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Cristina Nicole Dabrowski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Jordan Maria Dahl – Biological Science and Psychology
Madison Rose Dai (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Shatasia Lateria Daniels – Psychology and Human Development and Family Science
Mathew C. Danuff – Statistics
Khoa Dang Dao (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Sophia Marie Darabi (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sofie Katrina Davidson – Biological Science
Abigail Rose Davis – Biological Science
Altavise G. Davis – Psychology
Kynady D. Davis – Psychology
Bradley James De Gol – Psychology
Diana Victoria De Pazos (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Cooper Michael Deichert (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Taylor N. Deckard (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mason John Deelely (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Carly Jill DeHay – Psychology
Gabriel Delaney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jefferson Jo James Delesguex – Environmental Science
Luis Manuel Delgado III – Biochemistry
Isabellia Marie Delligatta (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Mia Elise Deluca – Biological Science
Angelina Elizabeth Demianew (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Abigail Grace Denino (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Madison Elizabeth DePeri – Biological Science
Chloe DerBedrosian (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ashley Derival – Biochemistry
Natalia Derhamnians – Biological Science
Jagdish Nirav Desai (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Sabrine Regina DeSilva (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rachel Kayla Diamond (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Bernard Isaiah Diaz – Biological Science
Chloe Esther Diaz – Biological Science
Jonathan Rafael Diaz – Computer Science
Edwin Ricardo Diaz, Jr. – Computer Science
Isabella Barra DiGiorgio (CUM LAUDE) – Linguistics and Languages
Ethan J. DiPasquale (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Julie Ann Dildrette (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Christina Ditomasso (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Hunter D. Ditty – Psychology
Stephan Joseph Doherty – Computer Science
Samuel Domisch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Katelyn Donis – Psychology
Andrew Thomas Dotterer (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Stephanie La Rosa – Computer Science
Owen Parker LaGrande (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Victoria L. Lal – Biological Science
Isabella Rose Lam – Biochemistry
Alyssa Lamadrid – Biological Science
Joshua Hodges Lamar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
McKenzie Kathryn Landrum – Psychology
Courtnee Elizabeth Lane (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Lauren Mae Lang – Psychology
Michael Lorne Lanning Jr. – Biological Science
Joelle N. Lanoue – Biological Science
Coralie Vesta Lans (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Noah Alexander Lansky (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Robert Charles Laughlin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics
Allison Audrey Laveaux – Psychology
Lillian Frances Lawrence – Psychology
Joshua Max Laye (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Haley Madison Lazarus (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Shin Yan Le (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Tristan Quoc Tuan Le – Biochemistry
Gordon A. Leadbetter – Computer Science
Carly Lynn Lewis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Daniel Adam Leader – Biological Science
Daniel Leal – Biological Science
Alyssa Marie Leanza – Behavioral Neuroscience
Francisca Lee (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Ryleigh Logan Leitzell – Biological Science
David Leiva – Biological Science
Jacqueline Lesentier – Biological Science
Madelin Jill Lester (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Timothy Ronald Leung – Behavioral Neuroscience
Carly Lynn Lewis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kaya Gold Lewis (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabella Ashley Levens – Psychology
Natalie Mae Lichner (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jake Ryan Lighthall – Environmental Science & Policy
Justin Lin – Psychology
Tong Lin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lorenzo Patrick Lindquist (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Heather Nicole Lindstrom – Meteorology
Veronika Liskova (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Fatima Jessenia Llague – Biochemistry
Jada Christine Llerena (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Joshua Steven Llorca – Psychology
Eva L. Lobaton – Biochemistry
Daniel Thomas Logan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lindsey Marie Loheac (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Marcus Lohrey – Linguistics
Kate Elizabeth Lohrey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Kathleen Lojo – Behavioral Neuroscience
Andrea Cecilia Lopez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Language and Linguistics
Michael Lopez – Biochemistry
Luis Yandel Lopez-Baez – Psychology and Political Science
Shaylene Nicole Lora – Psychology
Annelie Estelle Losey (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jean Louis – Psychology and Criminology
David Mauricio Lozano – Psychology
Garrett Ludescher (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Marbelis Lugo (WITH HONORS) – Anthropology and Political Science
Xinran Luo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kyle Andrew Luppold – Environmental Science
Reuven Lurie (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Victoria Wallis Lutinski – Environmental Science
Isabella Grace Lyewski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Megan Dawn Lynch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Abigail McLaurin Lynn (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jack Lyons (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics
Skye Chae MacDuggal (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Danielle Jordan Maceyras (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Bentley Rex Maddox – Biological Science
Emily Ann Maglin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Giovanni Mahoney – Psychology and Statistics
Elena A. Malchevskaia – Psychology
Ameena Irene Malik (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Preeshal Malladi – Biological Science
Joshua Deo Mallay – Meteorology
Margaret Joy Manassassam (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Jacob Colin Mannix – Computer Science
Mia Suzanne Mantei (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Randall William Jankowski – Computer Science
Andrew Joseph Marciano – Biochemistry
Ashlyn Marie Marich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Frank M. Marino – Computer Science
Steven Markotchik (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Madison Talbot Marotta – Psychology
William K. Marrapodi – Environmental Science & Policy
Alexandra Marie Martin – Biological Science
Enrique Gabriel Martín – Psychology
Jason Martindale – Psychology
Alyson Elizabeth Martinez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Aliana Marie Mascarenhas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Grace Marie Mason (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Madison Grace Massmann (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ruby Rachelle Matheny – Computer Science and Policy
Alexandra Marie Martin – Biological Science
Enrique Gabriel Martín – Psychology
Jordyn Ashley Maybrown – Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Maykut (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Marcus McCarthy – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Taylor A. McCloy – Psychology
Ingrid Christine McCrary (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jackson Elizabeth McCrory (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
McKenzie B. McCrory – Environmental Science & Policy
Teonna Ashante McCullum (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Hanna J. McDaniel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Chamardar McDonald – Biology/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teaching/FSU-Teach
Sofia McDonough (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Biomathematics
Braydon Connor McElroy – Computer Science
Mishalix Alexis McFadden – Biological Science
Amelia Ann Marie McGaffic – Biological Science
Calvin Michael McGinnis – Computational Science
Kelly Paige McGinnis (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Rose McGovern (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kristen Nicole Lacerca McGrath – Computer Science
Alexander Thomas McHugh – Biological Science
Alex Joseph McIntosh (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Human Development and Family Science
Heavenly Angel McIntyre – Biological Science
Natalie A. McKay – Biological Science
Katelyn Summer McKinley (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Kendall Ashley McKinney (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Elijah Seth McLaughlin – Statistics
Kayla Eve McLeod (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Olivia Mae McSpadden – Biological Science
Margaret McVearry – Psychology
Mellanie Medeiros – Behavioral Neuroscience
Juan Manuel Meiners – Behavioral Neuroscience
Kamryn Zachary Medvec – Computer Science
Madison Ann Mei (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Olivia Mei (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Cameron McClane Mele – Biological Science
Abigail Marie Melvin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Nathalie Michelle Mendes (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Christina Hayley Mendoza – Psychology
Madison Nicole Menoher (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Women’s Studies
Chelsea Khadija Mensah – Computer Science
Bentley Rae Mercer – Biological Science
Ryan Thomas Merlin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brandon Merrill (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kathryn Elizabeth Merritt (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science, Biological and Statistics
Sebastian Elijah Metellus – Computer Science
Alicia Jane Metzger – Psychology
Gabrielle Mew – Chemistry
Lara Meyerfreund Saade – Psychology
Christiana Michael (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Gabriel Vincent Patianno Miel – Behavioral Neuroscience
Addison Jase Mikulecky (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Economics
Brodv Alan Miller – Cyber Criminology
David Vincent Miller II (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
John Henry Miller II (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samuel Calvin Miller (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ian Kurt Mutschler – Biochemistry
Alexis Rylee Mills – Psychology
Daniel Miranda – Computer Science
Zoe Miranda-Sousa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Elysia Kathryn Moak (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Quenisha Rechea Moffett – Psychology
Wesley Michael Moir – Statistics
Jae’den Brendan Moise – Behavioral Neuroscience
Maria D. Moleiro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alejandro Monsanto – Psychology
Miguel Montesinos (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Shekinah Montgomery – Psychology
Juliana Zhi-Fei Moore – Psychology
Lily Marcia Moore – Psychology
Emma Michelle Morath (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Spanish
Emily Michelle Morato (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Emily Kate Morris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Paige Morris – Psychology
Wyatt Morris – Computer Science
Jordan Elisabeth Morss – Psychology
Mira Gabrielle Elyse Morton – Biochemistry
Reagan Grace Mosca (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Victoria Carroll Mountain (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Human Development and Family Science
Jose David Moya (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sydney Kate Mullen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabella Grace Muni (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ashley Nicole Muraskin – Biological Science
Madisen Keely Murawski – Biological Science
Dylan Christopher Murphy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Ian Kurt Mutschler (WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
McKensie Myers – Environmental Science
Aya Najjar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Dania Najjar – Biological Science
Sophia Maria Napoles (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Morgan Marie Napolitano Knipp (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Anniesa Nandanie Narine – Biological Science
Gabriella Alexandra Navarro – Environmental Science & Policy
German A. Navarro – Psychology
Sydney Elizabeth Neibert (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Katherine Jean Nelson – Biological Science
Marcela Margarita Neret – Biological Science
Chelsea Erica Neyesmith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Studio Art
Angela Nhi Nguyen – Biological Science
Lydia Le Nguyen – Psychology
Tran Thi Ngoc Nguyen (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Tran Thi Ngoc Nguyen (CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Huizing Ni (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Julie Nicolas (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Julia Rose Niddam (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Riley Nieves – Environmental Science
Justin Nightshade (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Colby Alexander Nobis – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Rohan A.K. Noel – Biological Science
Sofia Noques – Psychology
Darwin Seul Nolasco – Psychology
Scott Thomas Notting – Biological Science
Kendall Brooke Nordman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Ganae Alyssa Norman – Biological Science and Neurology
Cassandra J. Notaro – Psychology
Laine Nuesse (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Timothy P. Odom – Psychology
Ian Charles O’Neill (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computational Mathematics and Computer Science
Nolan O’Rourke – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science and Computer Science
Ayoola Priscilla Oguntoyinbo – Computer Science
Ryan Joseph Oldfield – Meteorology
Albert Franciszek Oleksy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Julia Oliveira (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Public Health
Cassia Pira Joyce Oliver (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sergio Yuvai Olivera Torres – Environmental Science
Riley James Olney (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Briana Isabella Orbegoso – Biological Science
Valentina Orive (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Elizabeth Marie Orraca – Biological Science
Elizabeth Marie Orraca – Statistics
Saphira Orron – Environmental Science
Iverty Vina Ortiz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Sociology
Ethan Ostrander – Behavioral Neuroscience and Public Health
Juliana Oyola – Computer Science
Alexander Javier Pacheco – Computer Science
Hannah Maria Pacheco – Psychology
Carolina Freitas Paiva – Statistics
Bruno Alejandro Palacios (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Matthew Paravina Jose – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Grace Olivia Parker – Environmental Science
Cooper Max Parmett – Computer Science
Jordan Christian Parris – Biological Science
Matthew James Parsons – Psychology
Noemi Pascual-Martinez – Biological Science
Marco Alessandro Patano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Olivia Pate (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Amar Patel – Biological Science
Juli Patel – Behavioral Neuroscience
Kena Chandrakant Patel – Biological Science
Tegan Sara Pattucci (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Randi Marie Patregnani – Psychology
Nadia Patterson – Psychology
Peyton Maciej Patterson – Psychology
Keely Victoria Paul (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Fransheska Marie Paulino – Psychology
Sophia Paulino Korte (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics & Astrophysics
Lattoya F. Paulo – Psychology
Delaney Joi Payton (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Shelley-Ann Peach (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Harper Scott Peacock II – Biological Science
Austen J. Pearson – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Lindsay Amelia Peck – Biological Science
Bailey Marie Pemberton (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Sociology
Charles Francis Penner – Computer Science
Megan Jennifer Pereira (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Daniela Fabiana Perez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Creative Writing
Madison Renee Perry (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Esa Petersen – Biological Science
Jasmina Breeze Petkoff (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jenny Georgieva Petrova (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jenny Georgieva Petrova (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Jennifer Nguyen Pham – Biological Science
Austin Todd Phillips – Statistics
Courtney Theresa Minott Phipps – Psychology
Laura Chloe Phlegar – Psychology
Drake Bouathong Phousirith – Computer Science
Olivia Paige Piner – Biological Science
Talisa Mattia Pierre – Biological Science
Karen Lynn Pineda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Theatre
Gabriella Love Pineiro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Stephanie Helen Pita – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
William Gadom Pledger (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Meghan Nicole Plunkett – Biological Science
Sarah Louise Marilyn Pochmara – Biological Science
Vanessa Joy Polidoro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Economics
Danielle Sarah Polinske (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Kyle Logan Popp (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Nicolas Mario Porcelli – Meteorology
Aaron Davidson Portmess (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Shireen Pourgolafshan – Biological Science
Ashley Elizabeth Powell – Psychology
Kathryn Amelia Pray – Biological Science
Abigail Grace Price – Psychology
Mackenzie Christine Primrose (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Daviion Christine Prince – Environmental Science & Policy
Kari Nicole Prothro-Bloomeley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Chandler Michael Pruett (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
Chandler Michael Pruett (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Anneliese Elizabeth Pruem – Biological Science
Chase Allen Purdy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Elle-Anne Darden Quattrocki – Behavioral Neuroscience
Elizabeth Judita Quimby – Psychology
Ivan A. Quinones – Computer Science
Dylan Keith Raab – Physics and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Deanna Realle Radcliffe – Psychology
Izabela-Maila Radek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mallory B. Ragsdale (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jordan Shayne Railey – Psychology
Rachel A. Rainford – Psychology

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Valerie Marie Rivas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Alexandria Olivia Ramirez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Cathryn Rose Ramon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ashley Danielle Ramsay-Allison (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Madison Leigh Ramtallie (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jacob T. Rardin – Biological Science
Karina Francis Ravenos – Psychology
Pearl Ray (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Nicolas Reategui – Computer Science
Shaan Kumar Reddy – Biological Science
Julia Shuang Reding (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sarah Kathryn Reed (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Paige Catherine Regin – Psychology
James Dougal Rehmann – Environmental Science & Policy
Savanna Nicole Rehmel – Psychology
Olivia Carlisle Rehwinkel – Psychology
Andrew Reilly (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sophia Mariel Reinoso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alexandra Marie Renda (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Laika Rene – Environmental Science
Jacob M. Renner – Environmental Science
Ramiro G. Renom – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Mikaila Ilene Reyes-Clark (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sebastian Andres Reyes-Roza – Environmental Science
Kamryn Elizabeth Reynolds (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Olivia Rae Fuhua Rhein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Thamengie Richard (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Madison Rose Richterkesing (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Michael Shannon Ridgeway (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Rebecca Anne Rino – Psychology
Braden William Rigby – Actuarial Science
Genevieve Haley Rijock – Environmental Science
Rose Riley – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Sage Ringhausen (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Fabiola Maria Risi – Actuarial Science
Valerie Marie Rivas (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Margaret Elizabeth Rivas Lutzkhanov (CUM LAUDE) – Computational Biology - Computer Science
Margaret Elizabeth Rivas Lutzkhanov (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Alejandro Jose Rivera-Mulero (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Gia Rivers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Aidan Luke Rizk (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alexis Michelle Rizzo (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Haley Rose Roach – Psychology
Drew Jenna Roach (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kathryn Julia Robbie (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Shemuel Abir Roberts (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Lauren Ashley Robinson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sade D. Robinson – Psychology
Ivy Roch – Behavioral Neuroscience
Kayley Rodier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Giovanni Chad Rodriguez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lucas Sebastian Rodriguez – Psychology
Megan Esther Rodriguez – Psychology
Shay Elizabeth Rodriguez – Psychology
Catherine Rodriguez Barreda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Maribel Rodriguez-Carlos (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Anabely Rojas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Melanie Rojas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Helen Romero Espinosa (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Political Science
Sabrina Ashlyn Roman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biometrics
Stefany Paola Roman Ochoa (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Emma Grace Rombough – Biological Science
Amber Rose Romero – Behavioral Neuroscience
Emma Ann Romuald (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabella Marie Rondina (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Katelyn Taylor Rood – Biological Science
Ximena Rosasco (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Kenya Patricia Rose – Environmental Science
Sophie Claire Rosengarten (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Robert Ethan Rosquete – Psychology
Ann McKeel Ross (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Media/Communication Studies
Erica Elizabeth Ross – Psychology
Faith Noelle Ross (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jamison Piper Rossignol – Psychology
Nathaniel James Roth – Environmental Science & Policy
Natalie Maria Rubio (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Eva Helen Rucinski (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Yelitza Itzel Ruiz-Adams – Psychology
Cole Murphy Russell – Psychology
Camryn Elizabeth Russo – Biological Science
Mason Edward Russo – Computer Science
Makenzie S. Ryan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Stephen Philip Ryan II – Psychology
Lauren Rene Ryzcek – Psychology
Sophia Sabaatin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
A’niiya Janai Sailor (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jean E. Sainterant – Psychology
Arath Antonio Salazar (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Nicole Salazar (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Sociology
Celeste Gabriela Salgado – Psychology
Victoria Ann Salgueiro (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Chloe Jane Sandoval – Psychology
Johanna Isabelle Sam – Biological Science
Katya Samson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Robert Edward Sams, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Ambrielle Zoya Samuels (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ana Daniela Sanchez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brady Rhodes Sanchez – Biological Science
Haiyan Alexs Sanchez – Biological Science
Juan Francisco Sanchez Moreno (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Carolina Christine Sancho (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Katerina Stephanie Sangar – Psychology
Maya Sunil Sangrajka (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Jake Matthew Santone – Actuarial Science
Rebecca Katherine Sardina (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lauren Leigh Sargent (CUM LAUDE) – Computational Biology - Biology and Criminal Justice
Daniel Sarig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Brooke Jillian Savitt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Carson Henry Scher – Psychology
Logan Anders Schmidt – Biological Science
Ava Isabella Schneider – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Ryan Kenneth Schroy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Madison Hailey Schultz – Psychology
Sofia de los Angeles Schultz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabella Schulte (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Jo Ashley May Schwab (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rachel Erin Schwanderlik (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kiersten Rene Schweizer (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Justin Taylor Sculley – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Brianna Scully (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Isabella Maria Seaman Rothkegel – Psychology and Spanish
Gabrielle Catrinna Seguin – Psychology
Tadd Harlan Selbner – Biological Science
Melisa Nur Sencer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Ana Cristina Senior (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Aaron Alexis Serre (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Amanda Seymour – Statistics
Sonali Ganha Shaky – Biological Science
Hannora Leslie Sharp (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Human Development and Family Science
Megan Lynn Sharp – Biological Science
Anisa Grace Shashaty (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Political Science
Roderick Kirkpatrick Shaw VIII – Computer Science
Karina Abigail Beth Shaya – Behavioral Neuroscience
Austin Henry Shealy – Psychology
Mario Estuardo Shontz – Computational Science
Alexandra Vi Shouppe (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Caesar Wyard Siclare – Biological Science
Andres Miguel Sierra – Psychology
Daniel Clement Sierra – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Elee August Siev – Chemistry
Kailey Regina Wendol (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Elizabeth Souryasack Werth (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Zachary Michael Weston – Actuarial Science
Jordan Michelle Whelan – Biochemistry
Carolyn Lucille White (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Francis William White III – Chemistry
Kennedy Mykel White – Environmental Science
Walter Kelly Whitehurst – Computer Science
Miranda Rose Whitaker (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Luke Bradley Whitwell (CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Emily Widener – Psychology
David Wilhelm – Physical Science
Logan Mary Willette (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ashlee Nicole Williams – Behavioral Neuroscience
Casley L. Williams (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Kayla Denise Williams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sierra Ann Williams (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Human Development and Family Science
Abigail Marie Willis (CUM LAUDE) – Geology
Grant Scott Willower – Biological Science
Alexis Rayne Wilson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Patricia Wilson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Lauren Marie Winslow – Statistics
Madison Lee Winslow – Biological Science
Sierra Esmeralda Witchey (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Morgan Anna Wolfert – Computer Science
Anna Jin-woo Won (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Julia J. Won (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lily Eun-hae Won (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kaelen Aleigh Wood – Psychology
Alyse Rose Woodall – Biological Science
Michael Bradley Woodard – Biochemistry
Kathryn Ann Woodford (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
John Theodore Wuesthman – Psychology
Erin Chrystel Magpanat Wright (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Alan Yang – Biochemistry
Elizabeth Grace Yang (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ryan Salim Yassin (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Jaide Nichole Yoes – Biological Science
Eddie Lee Yon III – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Summer Breeze Young – Psychology
Lucy E. Zahnd – Environmental Science & Policy
Sofia Elle Zaitman (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Bailey E. Zajc (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Yasna Sophia Zamani (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
John Joseph Zambito (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Antonio Zapata – Psychology
Vanessa Nicole Zavala (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Madison Rose Zavrel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Humanities
Bryanna Lynette Zermano – Biological Science
Jingwen Zhuo – Actuarial Science
Samantha Janet Zinn – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science and Computer Science
Isabella Adriana Zolla – Psychology
William Zonas – Psychology
Josh Adam Zuckerman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Joshua Adam Zuckerman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Blake Frederick Zumara – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Master of Arts
With Major In
Cynthia Akwadah – French
Ethan William Bembry – Japanese
Domingo Borda – French
Joah Sage Bonilla – French
Summer Lynne Boucher – Religion
Zane J. Boyle – Literature, Media, and Culture
Emma Hathaway Bruce – Literature, Media, and Culture
Julia Cambridge – Spanish
Ann Caroline Chiodo – Literature, Media, and Culture
Carly Noelle Crotty – Philosophy
Sophia Rose Espallart – Literature, Media, and Culture
Harrison Martin Fletcher – Classical Civilizations
Beatrice Fumagalli – Italian Studies
Brielle Haneyah Gorrell – Literature, Media, and Culture
Seyitmuhammet Hallygulyev – Italian Studies
William Clothier Hayden – Literature, Media, and Culture
Ghita Delanie Heidt – Anthropology
Leah Shea Hetrick – Classical Archaeology
Allisen Marie Hunter – Classical Archaeology
Ademadama Oluwafisayomi Iboyi – Rhetoric and Composition
Patrick William Imburgia – Literature, Media, and Culture
Nikki Ivie – Philosophy
Anwen Nicole Jones – Rhetoric and Composition
Christina Karabiyik – Philosophy
Thomas Kelly – Philosophy
Holly Lynn Kilgore – Public History
Claire Elizabeth Kirchner – Rhetoric and Composition
Brendon Kost – Philosophy
Isaac Theodore Lang – Classical Archaeology
Brandon Edward Leggott – Greek & Latin
Sydney Marie Livingston – History
Ryan Lynch – Philosophy
Luke Chandler Maher – Ancient History
Halle Denise Martin – Classical Civilizations
Joseph Vincent Masotti – Philosophy
Casie Shirley Minot – Literature, Media, and Culture
Rachel Elizabeth Neale – Slavic
Nguyen Bao Tran Ngo – Spanish
Udoh Peace Orji – German Studies
Idan Peysohovich – Religion
Holly Amber Piper – Classical Archaeology
Erik Portillo – Philosophy
Luther Aaron Riedel – Greek & Latin
Ilaria Roncelli – Italian Studies
Sergio José Salazar Rodó – Spanish
Olivia Sara Samimy – Literature, Media, and Culture
Yuri Travis Sepp – Ancient History
Megan Ashley Smith – Rhetoric and Composition
Kehinde Motunrayo Sowumni – German
Markesia Dezere Square – Japanese
Cheyenne Madison Strickland – Classical Civilizations
Elizaveta Syromiatnikova – Slavic
Gabriel Thomas Tugendstein – Philosophy
Brittany Zoe Walker – Religion
Jennifern Wenig – Classical Archaeology
Andrew Jesse Westbrook – Chinese
Caleb James Whittington – Classical Archaeology
Joshua Wisotsky – Philosophy
Sophia Pierina Ziemer – Rhetoric and Composition
Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Gemma Bailey English – Creative Writing
Jacqueline Sue Farley – Creative Writing
Alyssa Freeman-Moser – Creative Writing
Zuleya Ozturm Lasky – Creative Writing
Emma Victoria Reyes – Creative Writing
Master of Science
With Major In
Jeffrey Scott-Lukas Abbainante – Computer Science
Milo Acheson-Adams – Chemistry
Doreen Darkoa Addo-Yobo – Biochemistry
Samuel Adewale Adegboyega – Chemistry
Adithi Adep – Computer Science
Amar Adilovic – Computer Science
Shivam Agnihotri – Computer Science
Anjali Agrawal – Computer Science
Faraz Ahmad – Computer Science
Rudolpho Aleman, Jr. – Anthropology
Bri Nicole Alston – Biostatistics
Ahmad B S A E Alwazzan – Financial Mathematics
Shyam Sundar Amaraneeni – Computer Science
Carlie Beth Anderson – Biological Science
Sai Jyothi Attuluri – Computer Science
Rama Lavanya Avugadda – Computer Science
Yazmin Baldonado – Biostatistics
Mason Ballard – Cyber Security
Thushar Sesa Sai Balusu – Data Science - Computer Science
Sai Jahnavi Bathala – Computer Science
Venu Gopal Bellamkonda – Computer Science
Amber Michel Bernstein – Biological Science
Sree Avinash Bhoraghat – Computer Science
Sajib Biswas – Computer Science
Nolan Blackford – Biochemistry
Allison Michelle Blanchette – Biological Science
Harshal Nagarjuna Boga – Computer Science
Sai Deeraj Boganadula – Computer Science
McKenzie Rebekah Boland – Psychology
Norris Helen Boyd – College STEM Teaching
Catherine Marguerite Brousse – Cognitive Psychology
Sarah Nicole Campbell – Psychology
Juliana Capeci – Biobioinformatics
Beauty Katobe Chabuka – Chemistry
Maityr Kamleshkumar Chauhan – Computer Science
Akanksha Cheeti – Computer Science
Rajukumar Chepala – Computer Science
Sai Jyothi Chithrani – Computer Science
Venkata Sai Deekshith Chindurudi – Computer Science
Sai Jyothi Chitikala – Computer Science
Michael Commodore – Chemistry
Kyle Scott Crawford – Computer Science
Ryan Michael Croce – Financial Mathematics
Kamal Josh Dasari – Computer Science
Joshua Davis – Chemistry
Bijay DC – Physics
Subhankar Banerjee – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Shayok Chakraborty
“Optimizing the Training of Deep Learning Networks for Computer Vision Applications”

Armando J. Barsante Santos – Oceanography
Major Professor: Dr. Mariana Fuentes
“Integrating Research into Conservation: Using Satellite Telemetry and Population Monitoring to Inform the Management of Hawksbill Turtles in Brazil”

Anthony Joseph Borruzo – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. David Kirby
“Splice”

Mason Boyles – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Professor Mark Winegardner
“Swampshine”

Devin Dufey Burns – Religion
Major Professor: Dr. John Corrigan
“In Christian Bonds: The Confederate Episcopal Church and the Making of a Lost Cause Historiography, 1850-1915”

Joshua Wayne Carpenter – Religion
Major Professor: Dr. Martin Kavka
“Theology in the Wild”

Robert Cole – Rhetoric and Composition
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Neal
“Concurrent Curricular and Worksite Transfer: A Study of Students’ Writing Transfer Through a College Work Internship”

Kyle Alexander Compare – Geology
Major Professor: Dr. Ming Ye

Sarah Danielle Benthem Cushing – Neuroscience – Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Aaron Wilber
“Cortical-Hippocampal Interactions and Spatial Learning Are Impaired in Alzheimer’s Disease and 40 Hz Stimulation Recovers Cognition”

Nerea Delgado Fernandez – Spanish
Major Professor: Dr. Carolina Gonzalez
“The Intonation of Spanish and Basque in Gipuzkoa and French and Basque in Labourd: An Exploratory Study”

Shengxian Ding – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Chao Huang
“Advanced Functional Regression Models in Biomedical Data Analysis”

Narjes Dridi – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Hedi Matoussi
“Understanding the Bio-nanointerface and Sensor Design Based on Inorganic Nanoparticle Conjugates”

Rachel Celeste Stuart Duke – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. David Johnson
“Ne Bist Tu Wurme Fode?: Disgust Didacticism in the Thirteenth-Century Ancrenes Wisse”

Matthew Levine Dupree – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. Alfred Mele
“Agency and Equanimity: Neo-Pyrrhonian Reflections on Action, Free Will, and Moral Responsibility”

Cody Lee Estebe – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Sussman
“A Hybrid Particle and Coupled Moment-of-Fluid Level Set Method for Multiphase Flows”

Ana Laura Gil – Spanish
Major Professor: Dr. Gretchen Sunderman
“The Effects of the First Language on the Second: A Psycholinguistic Investigation of Bilingual Lexical Processing and First Language Attrition”

Blaine Hunter Gordon – Biochemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Silvers
“Structural and Biophysical Characterization of La Related Protein”

Emmanuel Levi Hartman – Mathematics
Major Professors: Dr. Martin Bauer and Dr. Eric Klassen
“Methods of Shape Analysis: Optimal Transport, Geometric Measure Theory, and Deep Learning”

Benjamin Brush Hause – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. Piers Rawling
“Essays at the Intersection of Population Ethics and Animal Ethics”

Amy Dehner Holt – Physical Environmental Science
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Spencer
“The Source and Composition of Glacier Dissolved Organic Matter”

Zilin Huang – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Yang
“Protein-Ligand Binding Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Large-Scale Lead Identification”

Sangsoo Kim – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Christianne Beekman
“Magnetostatic and Magnetoelectric Coupling in Spinel Vanadate Thin Films”

Erica S. Knorr – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth Hanson
“Influencing Intermolecular Interactions between Metal-Oxide Bound Molecules via Post-Fabrication Atomic Layer Deposition”

Jason Eric Kusynski – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Geoffrey F. Strouse
“The Role of Semiconducting Electronic Structure on Static Transient Plasmonic Properties”

Marcus Dante Liebenthal – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. A. Eugene DePrince III
“Numerical Methods for Cavity Quantum-Electrodynamics and the Exploration of Hybrid Light-Matter States”

Hsin-Yu Lin – Biostatistics
Major Professor: Dr. Elizabeth Slate
“Borrowing Using Historical-Bias Power Prior”

He Liu – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Biwu Ma
“Low Dimensional Metal Halide Perovskites and Hybrids for Light Emitting Diodes”

Shu Liu – Physics
Major Professors: Dr Steven Lenhert and Dr. David Van Winkle
“Combinatorial Mixtures of Lipid-Like Molecules for Improved Liquid/Liquid Extraction of Ions”

David A. Lungar – History
Major Professor: Dr. Rafe Blaufarb
“Four Stuart Kings: Arbitrary Rule and the Origins of the Life Guards”

Matthew Samuel Lupu – Classics
Major Professor: Dr. Svetla Slaveva-Griffin
“Roman Philosopher Kings? The Ideal of the Political Ruler in Cassius Dio’s Roman History”

Abdullah Naeem Malik – Mathematics
Major Professors: Dr. Tyler Foster and Dr. Mark van Hoeij
“Simplicial Methods in Graph Machine Learning”

Masoud Mardani – Physics
Major Professors: Dr. Theo Siegrist and Dr. Christianne Beekman
“Investigation of the Valence State Transition in EuPd2Si2”

Hunter Melton – Biostatistics
Major Professors: Dr. Jonathan Brandley & Dr. Chong Wu
“Integrative Approaches in Genomic Analysis: Advancing Epigenetic Prediction, TWAS Methodology, and Cell-Type Deconvolution in Spatial Transcriptomics”

Jared Tristan Miller – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Samuel Ballas
“Conjugating Representations into Lie Subgroups”

Braulio Miguel Molina Gonzalez – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Sergio Fenley
“Partially Hyperbolic Systems: Closed Periodic Curves and Closed Orbits”

Kevin Mueller – Computational Science
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon Erlebacher
“Learning Data-Driven Graphs with Graph Neural Networks for the Classification and Prediction of Alzheimer’s Disease”

Cynthia Ulysses Norris – Developmental Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Hart
“ADHD Behaviors and Response to Reading Instruction”
Brandon Nusser – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Lei Zhu

“Photophysical Properties of Fluorescent Triazoles and Their Photochemical Conversion into Indoles”

Gunnar Scott Nystrom – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Darin R. Roktya

“The Molecular and Genomic Regulatory Mechanisms Underlying the Evolution of Invertebrate Venoms”

Olatunde Oluwadu Oladehin – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Laura Greene

“Magnetism and Electronic Complexity in Topological Intrinsic Materials”

Nicholas James Ossi – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Ziad Musslimani

“Nonlocal Integrable Models and Constant-Intensity Waves in Non-Hermitian Media”

Ashley Danielle Pieper – Developmental Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Kaschak

“Extra-Linguistic Factors in Language Comprehension”

Georgia Rae Rainer – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. Piers Rawling

“Evaluating Values: Understanding the Epistemic Worth of Values in Science”

Hosna Rastegarpounyani – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth A. Taylor

“Discovery of Two Types of Thick Filament in Drosophila melanogaster Flight Muscle”

Aaron Michael Riddal – Biological Science
Major Professors: Dr. Jerone Inglés and Dr. Thomas E. Miller

“Ecosystem Effects and Magnitude of Microplastics Pollution in St. Andrew Bay, Florida”

Gabriel Alberto Rodríguez Linera – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Sean Dobbs

“Analysis of the KsKs and KsKL Final States with Data Collected by the GlueX Collaboration”

Edie Corinne Sanders – Cognitive Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Kaschak

“Understanding Attitudes and Preferences Regarding Technology to Support Prospective Memory Among Older Adults with Subjective Cognitive Impairment”

Sadia Sayed – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan H. Dennis

“Understanding the Role of ATRX (Alpha-Thalassemia X-linked Mental Retardation) in Maintenance of Chromatin Architecture”

Timothy Dallas Saylor – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. David Kirby

“Dragon Year”

Huaqing Shi – History
Major Professor: Dr. Annika Culver

“Enemy Crossing: From Children’s Games to Gaming - Propaganda, War Memory, and Japan’s Strange Journey in Chinese Role-playing Game”

Tunde Blessed Shonde – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Biwu Ma

“Molecular Sensitization Enabled Organic Metal Halide Hybrids and Complexes for Radiation Scintillation”

Tucker Stewart Sigourney – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. Andrea Westlund

“Charity as a Foundation of Ethics”

Sixian Song – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. James M. Fadool

“Snare the Signal in the Vision Jungle: The Subfunctionalization of STX3 Ohnologs and Their Chaperone STXBPl8 in Zebrafish Cone Vision”

Sommer Faith Starr – Physical Environmental Science
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Spencer

“Carbon Dynamics in a Changing Arctic Landscape: Characterizing Dissolved Organic Matter Across Multiple Scales”

Robert Lincoln Stewart – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen Hill

“DyPct2 Radical, Tetragonal Ho(III) Clock Transitions, Distorted D4d Clock Transitions”

K T – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. L. Lamar Wilson

“I Play All the Parts”

Zachary Tolchin – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Joel M. Smith

“Azinium Dearomatization: Mechanism, Synthesis, and Isotopic Labeling”

Natalie Tombasco – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. Barbara Hamby

“Milk for Gall”

Rhianne Turgel-Ethier – History
Major Professor: Dr. Andrew Frank

“Gold Rush Cherokees: Pursuing Prosperity in the Nineteenth Century”

Nidhi Waliya – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. M. Elizabeth Stroup

“Understanding the Effects of Higher-Order Assembly on the Structure of Sulfite Reductase”

Rebecca Bowles Watkins – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. Diane Roberts

“Dollhouse Dreams and Other Broken Things”

Courtney Elizabeth Whitcher – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Emily C. Lemmon

“The Discovery, Exploration, and Evolution of Treefrog Biofluorescence”

Azaryah Asher Wilson – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Feng Bao

“Bayesian Smoother Tuning: Data Assimilation in the Geosciences with Super-Parameter Optimization”

Chong Xu – Biochemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Hong Li

“Structure and Function Studies of Methylation and Pseudouridylation on Ribosome Biogenesis”
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